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lABSTRACTl

A rule-based expert system was developed to evaluate landscape quality

from the perspective of a landscape designer/architect. The rationale for the

development of such a system is that it can provide explanations for final

assessments and retain this information during the reasoning process. The

system also provides for systematic consideration of a broad range of variables

with complex interrelationships. The entire system is composed of four

subsystems programmed in VF! PROLOG. These subsystems are each separate

expert systems for the assessment of man-made feattgrea, nat tral feat reg,

spatial Qrganizatign and vistgal egmpegitian. The prototype of the system has

been preliminarily tested and the results of the evaluation of selected landscape

photographs is encouraging. The visual quality determination along with the

explicit explanations, which are the translation and interpretation of the expert

rules used in the reasoning process, were shown to be important in achieving

a better understanding and evaluation of the landscape visual quality.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

There has been an increasing public concern for preserving the beauty

of natural environments in the United States. Several laws and regulations,

such as The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, have been passed in

the last three decades which have decreed that visual attributes of natural

environments must be considered in environmental protection efforts. These

concerns and Iegislation have spurred the development of methods to evaluate

scenic visual quality, which is an important step toward a better understanding

and management of the visual attributes of Iandscapes.

The psychophysical modeling approach has been a major research

direction for attempting to evaluate scenic visual quality. However, since scenic

visual quality is neither inherent in the landscape nor "made up" of purely

subjective factors, psychophysical models may not be able to explain all the

variability inherent in the process of human perception of scenic visual quality.

Lacking an explanation for a scenic quality evaluation sometimes can

greatly weaken the power of the evaluation of a landscape. For example, a
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conclusion in a statistlcal evaluation system with only a number as the result

can often make users feel difficult to understand the real meaning ef that

number. ln a rule based system, without knowing how a conclusion is

generated and where it comes from, users may also be frustrated facing a

computer generated complex conclusion. Adding explanations to a conclusion

of the evaluation can potentially improve the "acceptance" of a scenic quality

assessment method.

This research deals with the problem of scenic visual quality evaluation

by way of artificial intelligence applications in order to improve the explanatory

ability of scenic quality assessments. Speciflcally, this investigation focuses on

developing a rule based system that can be used to collect visual quality data,

process scenic visual quality assessment information and generate evaluations

of scenic visual quality from the standpoint of an expert landscape designer.

This research explores the potential for artificial intelligence as a

methodological basis for developing better and more comprehensive scenic

visual quality evaluations,

The second chapter reviews the previous work done so far. The design

assessment approaches, psychophysical models, expert type assessments and

potential computer science applications are the main areas reviewed, Chapter
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3 discusses the methodologies in the research which includes the rule based

system, explanation mechanism, explanatlon visual management system and

so on. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the results of this research. It

describes the six program components and four subsystems. Finally, it talks

about the preliminary subsystem testing and gives the results of the testing,

Chapter 5 concludes the entire thesrs by discussing the advantages and

potential disadvantages of the system. At the end, recommendations for the

further research are given.
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CHAPTER II

PREVIOUS WORK

The major impetus for systematic analysis and study of scenic visual

quality occurred during the decades of the 1960's and 1970's. Legislation

was enacted during this time that directed attention to the identifrcation and

management of scenic resources. Policy directives and mandates during these

two decades, together with an increasing scientific interest in perception and

management of scenic visual qualitv, provided stimulus for considerable

research and study about landscape values and methods for assessing values.

Public concerns also require that scenic visual quality and other intangible

products of public land be considered. Scenic visual quality is an important

natural resource. Among the many natural resources, scenic visual quality has

proven one of the most difficult to manage since visual quality is defined by

both characteristics of the environment and human judgement. It is therefore

a subjective attribute which, if possible, must be dealt with objectively.

As the chief of United States Forest Service, John McGuire (1979)

pointed out:" I believe that by managing the visual resource in integration with
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other resources on the National forest, there is a broad range of forest

management practices which can be made visually acceptable to the public,

and which may in several instances actually enhance both the quantity and

quality of the resource values produced" (pp 18).

Correct and efficient measurement or assessment of scenic quality is

vital to management of Iandscapes. Daniel (1976) notes three reasons for

determining relative landscape scenic quality:

1) Better integration with other resources and products;

2) Better justification for land use decisions;

3) Restoration of the client-architect relationship.

To manage Iandscapes efficiently, it is important to have a

comprehensive and correct evaluation of Iandscapes. It is not easy to have a

comprehensive evaluation of Iandscapes because there are too many various

factors affecting the evaluation of Iandscapes. Nor is it easy to have a correct

evaluation of Iandscapes since the perception of landscape scenic quality is a

function of the interaction of humans and the landscape (Zube et al., 1975;

Zube et al., 1982).
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The human conceptsinvolvedin visuallandscape appreciation includethe

implicit and explicit assumptions about the nature of humans, or some features

of humans that play a role in a particular Interaction with a landscape, Past

experience, knowledge, expectations and the cultural context of individuals and

groups are all considered part of the human component of landscape

appreciation or scenic visual quality iudgement. Landscape properties on the

other hand refer to the tangible and intangible elements of the landscape

themselves which are influential in the human visual assessment process,

Landscape components are the physical elements and features' of a scene

which taken together make up the landscape entity or whole. Interaction

outcome is the product that arises from the human and landscape perceptual

interaction, which may be both tangible or intangible.

Design Assessment Approaches

The most widely used and probably the most successful descriptive

inventory methods have been developed by landscape architects, The

pioneering work of Litton (1972) may be credited for much of the impetus in

”

Elements are usually line form, color and texture and so on, Features are

mountains, trees and so on.
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the development of this approach, Litton based his method primarily on the

identification and evaluation of landscape types. Litton proposed that the

managerial objectives of Iandscapes are preservation, protection (maintenance),

enhancement and restoration. Some similar managerial objectives were also

proposed by the United States Forest Service, They are preservation, retention,

partial retention, modification and maximum modification (USDA, Forest

Service, 1974)

One of the most basic problems in assessing landscape scenic visual

quality is understanding what to assess and understanding what environmental

attributes cause variation in visual quality judgements. Litton (1972) identified

six factors that he felt were basic to the human judgement process in regarding

appreciation. These six recognition factors are form, space, time variability,

observing position, observing distance and observing sequence. The first three

are called primary factors which are generally beyond the capacity of the

observer to change while the last three describe relationships between ooserver

and Iandscapes. Furthermore, according to these recognition factors and their

combinations, it becomes possible to identify the following six landscape types:

1) panoramic landscape;

2) feature landscape;

7



3) enclosed landscape;

4) focal landscape;

5) forest landscape, and

6) detailed landscape.

In the light of these factors and landscape types, it is theoretically

possible for landscape managers to come to some agreement about what

landscape resources consist of and to document and evaluate landscape

resources in a more rational way. Both primary and secondary groups of

recognition factors reinforce one another and offer us greater choice in how we

wish to approach aesthetic analysis of the landscape.

Psychological Predictors

Another way to characterize the landscape visual environment may be

through dimensional analyses of peopIe’s preference for different Iandscapes

(Kaplan et al., 1982). Based on their studies and the studies of their students

the Kaplans have developed a theory about landscapes that people prefer. They

believe people react to the content and the spatial organization of the

landscape. Interms ofspatial organization, "complexity", "mystery", "legibiIity"

and "coherence" are important attributes. They use dimensional analyses of

8



landscape preferences to identrfy interpretable groupings of landscape

characteristics that isolated meaningful content domains. Generally, they have

found that coherence does not play a major role in the prediction of visual

preference. On the other hand, mystery has been found to be a strong positive

predictor of scenic preference.

Of course, many other concepts related to visual field have also been

used to define landscape attributes. These other elements might include variety,

contrast, texture and harmony; among others of these, variety has received

much attention. Variety has many facets: complexity, change, uniqueness,

number of edges and so on, All of these are probably drmensions of variety,

Conceptually, complexity is related to variety in that the more complex an area

is, the greater variety the area has. (Arthur et al., 1977).

Studies have demonstrated that variety can have both positive and

negative effects. Its positive valuation can be explained in psychological theory

(WohIwiII, 1966). When Iandscapes are divided into urban and rural categories,

preference within categories generally increases with complexity (Kaplan et al.,

1972). Gratzer and McDovveII (1971) have also noticed that observers tend to

pay attention to areas of change in Iandscapes. Too much change or variety

however can result in negatxve responses by evaluators.
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On the other hand, some other studies have failed to show a systematic

relationship between variety and scenic visual quality preference (WohlwiIl,

1968; Zube et al, 1974). This suggests that variety as an exclusive concept for

landscape analysis may be insuffrcient. Further identification and analysis of the

context of variety and elements comprising it may be necessary. Kaplan et al.

(1972) have shown that corriplexity by itself does not precisely predict

landscape preference. Nevertheless, complexity can predicate visual

preferences quite well if landscapes are first divided into urban and rural

categories.

Jacques (1980) commented on attempts to try and make objective

predictions of landscape scenic visual quality for different social groups. He

concluded that landscape evaluation was entirely subjective and therefore the

first step of landscape evaluation should start from an identification of cultural

groups and their tastes. In his studies, Jacques emphasized subjective variables

such as history, culture, personal experience and taste. He felt that landscape

observers use their own values as the source of beauty, not the "intrinsic

quaIities" of the landscape.

Daniel and Boster (1976) found that cattle and range interest groups

prefer open and grassy landscape to densely forested area. On the other hand,

10



university students apparently found that the opposite is more beautiful.

Peterson and Neumann (1969) identified two cohesive sub—samples having

distinctly different scenic preferences and Zube et al. (1974) observed that

svstematic differences of scenic visual quality evaluation existed between

inner—city residents and other respondents.

In Contrast to these findings, substantial agreement is often noted when

quantitative scenic visual quality assessment methods are employed and mean

ratings are calculated for large groups of respondents. Craik (1972) reported

that high agreement in landscape scenic visual quality evaluations was found

between professionals and non—professionals. Uniformity of Iand~managers'and

users' attitudes has also been demonstrated by some verbal surveys (Clark et

al. 1971). Daniel and Boster (1976) found a high degree of consensus among

27 groups on evaluation of many types of forest silvicultural treatments. Other

research has also indicated that various socioeconornic, age, geographical

groups have not shown large differences between groups in the evaluation on

landscape visual quality. For example, high correlations between scenic quality

metrics exist for college students, landscape architect graduate students, black

youths and middle aged white males (r=.92)(WeIIman et al., 1980); college

students and civic groups (r = .91 )(Schroeder et al., 1983).
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Psychophysical Models

In an attempt to determine the relationships between physical

characteristics of landscapes and perceptual judgements of human observers,

psychophvsical models and methods have been developed. Originally,

psychophysical research was used to "measure" the perception of stimulus

attributes such as size, weight and brightness. It was then recognized that

scenic visual quality evaluations might be somewhat similar to these perceptual

processes (Arthur et al., 1977). So, psychophysical methods were used in an

attempt to predict scenic quality. With these methods observers indicate their

preferences for various visual stimuli of landscapes bv assigning numerical

ratings to the stimuli, or by selecting the preferred stimulus from a pair or group

of stimuli. After each area is assigned a numerical index of preference, these

indices are then standardized, adjusted to remove scale weighing biases and

then manipulated to obtain means and variances for each stimulus (Daniel et

al., 1976). Tangible variables of forest stand such as Diameter at Breast Height

(DBH), Basal Area (BA), Tree Per Acre (TPA) and so on. which can be directly

measured are then statistically related to the scenic quality judgements.

Multiple linear regression has been the most used technique to determine these

relationships. Studies lBuhyoll et al., 1986) have shown that psychophvsical

models are quite reliable and sensitive to subtle landscape variations. Also,
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these psychophysical models have been proven to provide good assessments

of public perceptions of the relative scenic quality differences between

Iandscapes within a given set (Daniel et al., 1984).

One of the most popular psychophysical methods is the Scenic Beauty

Estimation Method (SBE)(DanieI and Boster, 1976). ln the SBE method, an

observer may express his or her appreciatlon of scenic visual quality by a

numerical rating, e.g. 1 (very low) to 10 (very high). Different observers may

use the rating scales differently. Differences in ratings may indicate true

differences in perceived scenic visual quality or may not. In SBE, the ambiguity

of differences in observers' criterxon values can be eliminated by providing

measures of scenic visual quality independent of observer appraisal scale.

Actually, scenic visual quality is determined neither entirely from characteristics

of landscape, nor by stated preferences of observers' ratings. An SBE, then, is

a quantitative index of the perceived scenic visual quality adjusted for the

different rating scales used by different subjects.

Another widely used and reliable psychophysical scenic visual quality

assessment method is based on the Law of Comparative Judgement (Buhyoff

et al., 1978; Buhyoff et al. 1980). The Law of Comparative Judgement (LCJ)

asks a respondent to make comparative judgements among all possible pairs of
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landscapes to determine the degree of confusion which is represented by the

proportion of times one landscape is selected over the other. Discrimination

between landscapes will be easily confused il they are very similar, There are

two methods of applying comparatlve judgements in LCJ, i.e, pair comparison

and rank ordering. There is no major difference between them and the results

are similar (Hull et al., 1981).

These two most widely used and validated psychophysical scenic visual

quality assessment approaches (SBE and LCJl have been carefully and

thoroughly compared from theoretical and practical points of view. lt has been

demonstrated that their results are identical for the most part (Hull et al.,

1984).

Many psychophysical models have been developed to estimate, evaluate

and predict landscape scenic visual quality. Some statistical models that predict

scenic visual quality from an in-stand perspective were developed for southern

plne stands. Results indicate that stand age, average stand diameter, and stand

stocking density are positively related to scenic quality (Buhyoff, et al. 1986).

In other research, Hull and Buhyoff (1986) developed a method to simulate and

evaluate temporal distributions of scenic visual quality, which represent the

level of scenic visual quality at each year during a stand planning horizon. In
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general, they found that decreasing stand density increases scenic visual

quality, less productive sites have more scenic visual quality, and increasing

stand age increases scenic visual quality. Other psychophysical scenic quality

models lLien et al., 1986) were formulated for a random sample of residential

streets in Ann Arbor, Michigan and indicated that an increasing average tree

diameter increases visual quality in Iogarithmic fashion.

As is evidenced by the nurnerous studies in the literature, predicting

perceived scenic visual quality is possible. Broad issues, however, remain

unresolved: 1) identifying the "correct" predictor variables of preference is

problematic since there is no underlying theory to identify Iogical predictors; 2)

the models provide no explicit information as to "why" they are good models;

3) surrogate measures are used as predictors for underlying psychological

constructs which are Iikely the "real" causes of visual preferences; 4) the

models are based upon measurement of public preferences and do not consider

expert design assessment rules and concepts; and 5) these models do little in

providing important theoretical insights.

Psychophysical models most often use physical measures of landscape

features to predict scenic qualrty. Statistical methods are often used to develop

regression equations which are mathematically complex and defy simple, Iogical

15



explanation as to "why" they may be valid prediction models. Thus, they can

be viewed as "black-box" formulations with no underlying rational for their

behavior. Since most psychophysical models utilize surrogate measures for

predictors (as explained abovel they are theoretically further from identifying

true cause/effect variables and are then more difficult to rationalize to potential

users of such models, Compounding the problem of "explaining" the foundation

and behavior of such formulations is the desirability to keep such models simple

(i,e., use as few variables as possible) in an attempt to avoid the fitting of

spurious relationships. Therefore, inherently, the process of developing

psychophysical models limits their potential for being comprehensive landscape

quality prediction and assessment devices. On the average, these models

generally account for only 50 - 70 percent of the variability in preference. This

is indicative, then, of the presence of other, important underlying causes of

personal visual preferences. The structure of the models is therefore a limiting

factor to their potential power and explanatory value.

In summary, scenlc quality is a complex psychophysicaI/perception

process, and traditional statistical psychophysical models cannot provide much

insight into the complexity of these perceptions since underlying theoretical

explanation is absent, or minimally, extremely difficult to determine.
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Expert Type Assessments

The other broad approach to the evaluation/assessment of visual

resources is the expert assessment type of evaluation. This method is typified

by the U,S. Forest Service's Visual Management System (VMS used here to

classify a general set of approaches exemplilied by the U,S,F.5 (1974) VMS),

There are certain advantages to such an approach over a statistical modeling

method, VMS's are straightforward systems which use intuitive constructs and

obvious physical landscape attributes to arrive at landscape classification

decisions. Therefore, they may have a certain appeal since the "language" used

by the system is nonmathematical and more readily explainable to the non-

expert. In addition, the problems of sampling, model construction, and metric

development and evaluation which characterize psychophysicalapproaches are

non-existent with VMS approaches. Finally, and Iikely one of the most

important positive qualities of these methods, is that these systems utilize

classifications (i,e., visual retenuon, partial modification, modification, etc,)

which provide important, if only minimal, management criteria and guidelines

which are at least somewhat related to real policy stipulations. However,

VMS's are actually inventorysysrems andnof str/cf/y assessment syslems. The

assessment part of the process which involves the underlying reasoning for

determining landscape classifications is lost in the process itself and as
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information is collapsed into smaller and smaller ranges of landscape attribute

categories. There are other inherent problems or Iimitations to this VMS type

approach. Such systems assume that expert can speak for public concerns

when some research indicates that they may carry their personal biases into the

evaluation process (Buhyoff et al., 1978). Unfortunately, the intended user of

VMS's are the experts themselves since the systems are based in the lexicon

developed in formal landscape design training. Therefore, in the absence of an

expert to use the system, a VMS may not actually be useful to other non-

experts. Traditionally, just as with psychophysical models, there is no

explanatory ability to the concluslons. The underlylng explanations are lost in

the process of narrowlng decision categories, and the multiple and complex

expert determinations and decisions are not easily recaptured to provide

reasoning and rationale for final classification decisions. Finally, mostly visual

managements are done as part of managing other resources. Most of the time,

these management decisions require more than a scenic value rating. The

explanation can be helpful in managing the other resource without doing

unintentional harm to scenic resources.

At this time, however, there is no single model that can deal with all

types and classes of landscapes. For different applications, one method may

be more appropriate than others. Briggs and France (1980) compared four

18



different methods of evaluating landscapes: arithmetic aggregation, multiple

regression analysis, statistical classification and intuitive classification. They

found that

1) arithmetic aggregation is not a satisfactory method to assess

landscape visual quality;

2) the need for a preliminary survey of landscape features seems to

limit the applicability of multiple ragressicn technique;

3) statistical classifications have the advantage of flexlbility and

provide a useful service by identifying areas of similar character

as well as quality; and,

4) int gitive classificatipns are Iikely to be effective when a simple,

quick and cheap method lS required,

Research into the assessment and prediction of landscape scenic visual

quality over the last three decades has often been aimed at very specific

applications. In reality, landscape management is a problem where the solution

probably rests in the approaches and methods of many sciences such as

forestry, landscape architecture, psychology, statistics and computer science.

Also, landscapes vary widely and since the process of landscape perception is

partially related to the 0bservers' personal experiences, culture heritage and
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taste as well as a complex interaction of the physical landscape elements, it is

not surprising that at this time there is still no complete set of satisfactory,

comprehensive and foundational theoretical frameworks in this field. Therefore,

a different, more comprehensive method for integrating the various approaches

must be examined.

Potential Computer Science Applications

Computer science may offer some methods that will permit better, more

comprehensive and "more realistic" approaches to landscape assessment. A

branch of computer science called artificial intelligence (AI) may provide the

technology to accomplish this goal. Tradrtional evaluation methods and

statistical models have limitations; it is possible that AI technology can provide

a basis for combining assessment methods and thus provide a better way to

evaluate and manage landscape resources.

Expert Systems

Much AI work involves development ol expert systems that use symbolic

knowledge to simulate the behavior of human experts. A common expert
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system is composed of a user interface, an inference engine, and a domain

specific knowledge base (Stock, 1987).

The user interface is an essential part of an expert system. It is the task

of the interface to handle all the communication between the user and the

expert system. The user's rmpression of the expert system usually depends on

the nature of the rnterface. The way that information is presented to the user

should conform to the user's model of the task and expectations.

To arrive at conclusions, an expert system needs to relate pieces of

knowledge by performing inference or deduction. The part of an expert system

that performs inference is called an inference engine. The task of the inference

engine is to take the knowledge in the knowledge base and carry out a set of

actions that utilize the knowledge in finding a solution to the problem.

A knowledge base contains facts, structures and heuristic rules that

represent expert knowledge about the domains of expertise. An expert system

searches through the knowledge base to find a solution to a problem.

Providing high quality explanations is one of the most important research

fields in artificial intelligence. Generating explanations is actually a problem of
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producing machine generated descriptions of the operation of a computer

system what it does, how it works, and why its actions are appropriate

(Swartout, 1987). Generally, trust in a system results from not only the high

quality of its results, but also the clear description of how they were derived.

So, a successful system should be able to explain what it is doing and justify

why it is doing it.

It may be possible, then, for an expert system to serve as the tool for

integrating a large body of rules which are used to develop assessments of

landscape quality. Additionally, such a system can provide coherent, Iogical

explanations of the complex interactions and rules which give rise to such

assessments. Thus, such a system may have more intuitive appeal while

actually taking into account many more causal or correlated predictions of an

illusive criterion like landscape quality.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS

Rule Based Systems

Rule based systems lRBS) are the best means available today for

capturing and encoding the probIem—solving know—how of human experts.

Generally, experts can express most of their problem-solving techniques as a

set of situation-action rules. This makes RBS’s the ideal method of choice for

building knowledge intensive expert systems (Hayes-Roth,1987).

Rule based systems may be defined as modularized "know-how"

systems. Know-how refers to practical problem-solving knowledge. lt uses

various kinds of personal information, including inferehces that follow from

observations, abstractions, generalizations and categorizations of given data;

necessary and sufficient conditions for achieving some goal; preferred

strategies for eliminating uncertainty or minimizing other risks and so on. The

RBS's can directly incorporate rules that emulate the effective special~case

reasoning characteristic of highly experienced professionals. Since each rule

approximates an independent part of know~h¤w, RBS development has two key
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characteristic features:

1. A RES system can improve its performance and solve more

complex problem as the system bullders refine its existing rules

and add new knowledge.

2. A RES system has the ability to explain its reasoning which makes

its processing and conclusions more convincing and reliable.

RBS's have been considered the most practical way to build expert

systems that incorporate large amounts of judgmental, heuristic and

experimental kn¤w—how because many human experts generally find it easy to

express methods for solving problems in their application areas using rule

formation,

Basic Expert System Principles

A simplified form of a rule based system consists of storage and

processing elements, i.e. knowledge base and inference engine, The basic cycle

of a RES consists of select and execute phases, In the selection phase the

system determines which rules can apply and chooses one in particular to

execute. ln the execution phase the system interprets the selected rule to draw
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inferences that alter the dynamic storage of system. A knowledge base stores

rules and facts. Rules always express a conditional, with an antecedent and a

consequent component. The interpretation of a rule is that if the antecedent

condition can be satisfied, the consequent may also. The consequent can be

either an action or a conclusion.

Rules use symbolic descriptions to characterize relevant situations and

corresponding actions, Rules can be very precise or gross and the intermediate

partial solutions may be abstract or detailed. On the other hand, facts

constitute the other kind of data in a knowledge base, Facts express assertions

about properties, relations, prooositions and so on.

Generally, there are two ways to proceed toward an inference; backward

chaining and forward chaining, In backward chaining, the program starts with

the goal configuration, It finds one or more general rules whose conclusion

matches the goal to some extent and formulates as a new goal the problems

of satisfying all the conditions for applying the general fact. lf there are several

rules that match some part of the current goal, then the program, must choose

one of them to use (Henschen, 1987). In forward chaining, the specific facts

are matched with the conditions of the rules rather than goal parts matching

with conclusions. Thus, the program starts with the initial situation rather than
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the desired end state. The intermediate steps are situations that can be

reached from the starting state rather than secondary goals that must be

achieved in order to solve the original problem. When one of these reachable

states matches the goal, the problem is solved (Henschen, 1987).

Forward chaining tends to generate many more intermediate states than

backward chaining for problems in which the goal is fairly well defined since in

backward chaining the effort is more focused on the given problem. However,

forward chaining in some cases is more appropriate than backward chaining.

Forward chaining is used in this research because there is no goal to configured

when the reasoning starts. The reasoning starts from the root of the decision

tree, it reaches a final conclusion gradually by consulting the dynamic

information and reasoning over the production rules.

Explanation Concepts

Usually, one of two major approaches have been taken to provide

programs with an explanatory capability (Swartout, 1983). The first approach

uses previously prepared text to provide explanations (also called the canned

text approach) and the second produces explanations directly from computer

program code.
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One problem with the canned text approach is that rt is difficult to

maintain consistency between what the program really does and what lt claims

to do because the program code and the explanatory text strings are

independent. Another problem is that all the possible questions must be

anticipated in advance and the corresponding answers must be provided by the

programmer, This might be able to make do in a very small system, but in a

large system, this is almost impossible. Thus, it would be difficult to use such

an approach in a system dealing with visual quality assessment since this type

of expert system is quite complicated and users can, very Iikely, develop

various and unanticipated questions.

However, with an explanation routine that examines the executed

program, a system can produce explanations by performing transformations on

the program code. This method overcomes the problems of the canned text

approach and has been used in other expert systems (Winograd T., 1971;

Shortliffe E.H., 1976).

In the system developed at MIT for advising physicians regarding digitalis

therapy, an English explanation can be generated for both the methods it uses

and how those methods were applied during a particular session. lt

demonstrates a simple way to generate explanations based on the code of the
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program and a trace of its execution. One Iimitation of this type of system is

that the specificity of the explanations it produces is fixed when the program

is written. For example, a program of this type may be capable of producing

very general or very specific explanations, but it may not be able to produce

explanations of intermediate specificity. More recently, some work has been

done by using a mixture of the canned text approach and direct-from-computen

code approach to improve its ability of providing explanations with better

quality (Kastner et aI,, 1982).

Despite the advantages ol the direct-from—computer-code approach, it

still can suffer the problem of Iacking an ability to give adequate justifications

for its actions. That is, although this method can explain it does or did,

it has only very limited ability to explain it did what it did. Although

Swartout (1983) pointed out that the Digitalis Therapy Advisor System

(Swartout, 1977) could adequately explain program behavior, it could not

provide justifications for that behavior. The reason causing the problem is that

the knowledge required to provide these justifications is used to produce the

program but is itself not recorded as part of the code, and hence is unavailable.

In the new explanatory system XPLAIN, Svvartout improved major portions of

the Digitalis Therapy Advisor and provided superior explanations of its behavior.

XPLAIN uses an automatic programmer to generate a performance program. As
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the program is created, a refinernent structure is created to give the explanation

routines access to decisions made during the creation of the program. By

examining the refinement structure, XPLAIN provides justifications of the code

and thus it can provide justifications for its behavior.

The Explanation Visual Management System

The Intention of this research was to develop an Explanation Visual

Management System (EVMSl that uses subjective decision rules of design

experts such as landscape architects and the general public to evaluate

landscape visual quality with detailed explanations and reasoning logic.

Additionally the resulting assessments (expert opinionsl of EVMS were then

compared with the result of a PMES (PsychophysicaI Model Explanation

Subsysteml.

The subsystem ofEVMS consistsfourseparate programsorcomponents:

1. man-made feature component;

2. natural feature component;

3, spatial organization component; and a

4. visual composition component.
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These four program components deal with different aspects of the

landscape. The first two parts are mainly concerned with the characteristics of

the landscape content, on the other hand, the last two parts are mainly

concerned with the dimensional composition of the landscape, Conceptually,

these four parts are independent with each other, e.g. man-made feature part

is focused on the impact of man~made features whereas spatial organization

part is focused on the visual composition of the landscape. In reality, however,

these four parts are all closely related with each other and a change in one part

may affect another part or even all the other parts. Thus, to have a

comprehensive and unbnased evaluation of the landscape, the interaction among

those four parts should also be carefully considered.

The four parts of the EVMS can run eirher separately or jointlyi Separate

running of each program component generates a separate result for that

component. ln other words, an independent design assessment can be

generated for each of the components. A combined result can be achieved by

jointly running all four components and assessing the interaction among the

parts.

In creating the EVMS, two different kinds of knowledge were considered.

The first, called the doma/mdependent knowledge, contains the descriptive
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facts of the domain. This domain—dependent knowledge is acquired from the

answers of many user queries. This domain-dependent knowledge is then

stored in a dynamic knowledge base. The dynamic knowledge base is problem-

specific oriented. That is, when a different landscape is evaluated, different

domain-dependent knowledge is collected for that particular landscape. The

dynamic knowledge base can be modified et any time during the run of a

system component to address changes in judgements being made.

The second kind ol knowledge utilized in developing the EVMS is

doma/n-/ndependent which can be further classified as factual or judgmental

knowledge. Factual knowledge refers to facts that are valid, by definition and

with certainty, independent of a particular case. Judgmental knowledge, on the

other hand, is composed of the rules acquired from experts. Unlike a domain-

dependent knowledge base, both factual and judgmental knowledge is in the

form of a static knowledge base and is not subject to change during system

runs. Any change to a static knowledge base may effect the whole system’s

operation. In other words, e change in an inference rule may change a valid

conclusion into an invalid one. Therefore, the static knowledge base must be

developed and maintained very carefully.

Judgmental knowledge in the EVMS is built in a structure called a
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decision tree. This decision tree reflects the decision directed approach. Each

node in the tree represents a decision and contains information about how the

system makes its decision to go to next node. Inside each node, in addition to

an inference rule, there are some other actions that help the system accomplish

its reasoning process. For example, reasoning process starts from the root of

the decision tree. By checking the dynamic knowledge base, a piece of domain-

dependent information ls selected and compared with the premise of an

inference rule. Therefore, a branch of the decision tree can be chosen based on

the different result of the comparison between inference rule and dynamic

information, At the same time, when a node IS chosen, some information about

the inference rule is also accrued along with the process of reasoning. When

reasoning is over, a conclusion as well as a set of accrued decisions are also

dynamlcally generated.

According to the dynamically generated decision set, explanations are

generated by matching the decisions with the appropriate entries of

explanations. The explanation set was stored in the system when the system

was developed. Every entry of the explanation corresponds to an inference rule

and it is independent of any specific landscape. As a result, every landscape

has its correspondlngdynamlcally generated decision set and every decision set

has its corresponding explanations.
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Since the explanations were stored rn the static knowledge base in

advance and not subject to change during the operation of the system, they are

canned explanations in this sense. However, every explanation is actually a kind

of translation and specification of a corresponding decision rule that is

dynamically chosen. In other words, the set of the final explanations is also

dynamically formulated an thrs sense. Therefore, the explanations generated by

the EVMS are "semi~dynamic".

Programming Environment

The EVMS was written un VT PROLOG, version 1.005. The host system

was a MICROVAX II mrnicomputer running on the VMS 5.3 operating system.

The interface between the host system and the EVMS implementor was a

TEKTRONICS 4105A (VT 220 compatublel.

Knowledge Engineering

Knowledge engrneering for the four EVMS components was

accomplished during a two year period from June 199O
—

June 1992. A

professional landscape architect and faculty member at Virginia Tech was the
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subject of this engineering efforti This e><pert's career focus has been on both

professional application and theoretical research aspects of landscape quality

evaluation and assessment.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The EVMS is written in VT PROLOG and is made up of over 7000 lines

of code (Appendices A
—

D). The entire system consists of four separate expert

subsystems which generate scenic assessments for man-made features, natural

features, spatial organization and visual composition. Each of these expert

systems is cornprised of six components that are Iogically independent of each

other. The six program components are:

1. user interface and miscellaneous routines;

2. dynamic database;

3. static database;

4. production rule processor;

5. explanation generator; and

6. dynamic database modifier.
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Program Components

User Interface and Miscellaneous Routines

Landscape visual quality assessments are generated from user responses

to inquiries about various landscape characteristics. The user interface is

responsible for asking various questions about the landscape characteristics and

collecting the answers to be used as input for the EVMS. All inquiries in the

system fit one of two categories; 1) questions whichreferencecontent

as part of the natural and man—made features subsystems and, 2)

questions which reference landscape dimensions in the spatial organization and

visual composition subsystems,

User responses to each inquiry are checked for validity by the user

interface. lf a valid answer is input, the user interface stores it into a dynamic

database for later use. The user interface also takes care of screen

arrangement, varrous prompt information and the communication between the

program and the operating system.

An important type of predicate defined in the user interface is the input
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checker. Whenever an input is read, it is checked by an input checker that is

specific for that inquiry. When an illegal input is detected, the input checker is

responsible for displaying some prompt information to tell the user what error

he/she has made and the previous question is printed out again to let the user

input a new answer. This process is repeated until a legal answer is read by the

system. In this way, any inappropriate information input by accident can be

avoided and the information stored in the dynamic database is guaranteed to

be a legal input.

Miscellaneous routines contain a number of predrcates that serve as

public tools. For example, the predicate "append" puts two PROLOG lists into

one list. The predicate "find_high" searches a list of elements and finds an

element with the highest level of some property. The "page_c0ntroI" predicate

controls the print format that counts the lines of information having printed on

screen so far and makes 20 lines a page on screen, Some of these public tools

can be shared by all four subsystems whereas some of these miscellaneous

routines are only used in a specific subsystem.

Dynamic Database

Each subsystem has a dynamic database. At initialization of each
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subsystem, there are no contents in its respective dynamic database. The

dynamic database is generated and developed as inquiry input is made.

Generally, either the name of an identifled feature or a piece of the description

of the feature or some indicator that stands for some level of a property is

stored in the dynamic database. The information in the dynamic database is

domain specific. ln other words, the dynamic database content will be different

for each landscape and is developed as the responses to inquires about a

gargigt Iar landscape are determined and input. For example, a user may identify

four man-made alterations or burlt structures for a particular landscape scene,

|et's call it scene "A". For another landscape scene, call it the user may

identify only one man-made alteration or built structure or even none of them.

In addition to this, different landscape scenes usually have different scene

characteristics such as "historical", "human scale", "apparentness" and so on.

One property of the dynamic database is that it contains a complete set

of information concerning a specific landscape scene. This complete set of

information is often redundant because not all the information may be used

later traversing a decision tree and developrng the decision list. The reason for

this redundancy is that it is not known which decision path through the tree

will be chosen for a particular landscape evaluation. Therefore, it is not known

which piece of information in the dynamic database will be used in a specific
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traversing process. Generally, in traversing through a decision tree and

reasoning over a set of decision rules, all information in the dynamic database

has a chance to be used. However, in a specific traversing process, some of

the information may not be used at all.

Static Database

The static database was designed and generated by the programmer

when the system was built. It does not change with the input and processing

of the visual quality information in response to inquiries for any specific

landscape scene. Since all four subsystems share the same set of conclusions,

the conclusions in the static database are accessible to all subsystems. Every

explanation in the static database is a stored translation and specification of the

corresponding production rule. Every subsystern has its own set of explanations

which are not used by the other subsystems since each subsystem has its own

set of production rules. Each entry in the static database is stored in the form

of a list written in PROLOG and is easy to manipulate via a PROLOG matching

mechanism.
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Production Rule Processor

The product/on ru/e processor is a software mechanism that traverses

through a decision tree to select a valid path. A forward chaining strategy is

used to reason over a set of production rules which are the base of the domain

specific decision tree for each subsystem. The reasoning process starts from

the root of the decision tree and then reads heuristic information from the

dynamic database and chooses an appropriate child as its next node by

consulting the heuristic information in the dynamic database and then reasoning

over production rules. Each rule and piece of heuristic information from the

dynamic database is accrued imo a decision list. The entire reasoning process

ends up at a Ieaf node that stands for a possible conclusion the system can

draw. When the reasoning process is complete, a path is selected and its

corresponding decision list is then generated. Since different scenes have

different dynamic databases, this usually results in different paths being

selected and different paths usually have different decision lists, Therefore,

dynamically produced decision lists that contain a group of rules and landscape

specific heuristic information can be translated into a corresponding explanation

set.
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Explanation Generator

The explanation generator uses a specific decision list as its input. It

processes the decision list sequentially beginning at the top. Since the

translation of each rule is already stored in the static database, a selected ruIe's

name can be matched with the corresponding entry in the static database. The

translation of the rule can then be processed and printed out. Since an

explanation is a direct translation of the production rule used in the reasoning

process, it can be detetmined which rule has been used and why it has been

used.

Dynamic Database Modifier

After a dynamic database has been created, it can only be changed at

certain points and by certain means. Modification of the dynamic database can

be done only by the dynam/c database mod/den After each subsystem has

been executed and an assessment output generated, the "user interface"

provides the user the choice of modifying the dynamic database.

The dynamic database modifier component searches through the

dynamic database and prints its contents
--

that is, all the answers input during
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the last execution. For each entry in the dynamic database, a number and a

name that describes a particular characterlstic of that specific landscape are

also given. The user can then choose one of the corresponding numbers to

change the associated entry. The dynamic database modifier searches through

the dynamic database by using the selected number as the index and deletes

the appropriate old entry in the dynamic database, The modifier then prints out

the corresponding inquiry so the user may input new information for that

inquiry in the dynamic database. After a user has changed the contents of the

dynamic database, he/she can etther choose to change another entry in the

dynamic database or run the program with the new information.

After modification of the dynamic database, the program will traverse

through the entire decision tree and consult the modified dynamic database to

generate a new decision lrst and a new set of explanations. Partial traversing

through the decision tree from the point where the dynamic database has been

modified is not permissible even though only a single entry of the dynamic

database may have been changed. Even though this would result in a time

saving, any change in a dynamic database entry may well affect the entire

reasoning process and the heuristic information selected for use. Therefore,

traversing of the decision tree must start from the root of the tree.
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The Subsystems

The four subsystems are Iogically undependent, although they have

similar structures, components and design. These subsystems are Iogrcally and

physically independent in most aspects. Some routines are shared by more than

one subsystem. However, each subsystem has its own dynamic database,

static database, dynamic database modifier and production rule processor. Only

parts of the user interface and explanation generator are shared by more than

one subsystem.

Man—made feature Subsystem

The man-made feature subsystem is the largest of the four subsystems.

It has about 3500 lines of code (Figure 1A
—

1l). Since more than one man-

made alteration or built structure may be identified, a type of loop programming

is used. In other words, all 15 inquiries are generated for each of the identified

alterations or built structures. The answers to the inquiries range from simply

"yes" or "no" to providing a description or an indicator which stands for a

certain degree of some property. Some example inquiries follow:
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O3: Please list and name each man—made alteration or

built structure 7 (Figure 1Bl

O4: Please brielly describe the visual characteristics of

each man~made alteration or built structure. The

description should include the size, color, position in

the landscape and any other noteworthy visual

aspects of the man-made alteration or built structure

? (Figure 1Bl

06: Does the alteration or built structure appear to have

resulted from industrial, quasi—industrial or

technological use of the landscape ? (Figure 1C)

Q7: Does the alteration or built structure appear to be

awe inspiring because of its size or the technology

involved ? (Figure lCl

Generally, the user inquiries are independent of one another. In other

words, the answer to one question usually has nothing to do with the answer
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to another question. However, in this subsystem there is some relationship

between question 6 and question 7 (see above). To be more specific, if the

answer to question 6 is "no" lor an identified alteration or built structure, then

the answer to the question 7 cannot be "yes" for that identified alteration or

built structure, because industrial, quasi—industrial or technological use has

already been rejected in question 6. Therefore, the answers to questions 6 and

7 are checked for discrepancy. lf disagreement is found, then question 7 is

repeated to permit the user to reconsider the inquiry. This process will continue

until no contradiction exists.

When the number of identified man—made alterations or built structures

in a particular landscape under evaluation are more than 5, only an inquiry

about their "collective apparentness" is generated (Figure 1Al. In the case of

a large number (i.e., more than 5) of man—rnade alterations or built structures

being identified, it is not appropriate nor necessary to evaluate characteristics

of individual alterations such as "apparentness", "human scale" and "potential

for prospect” for each identifiable man-made alterations or built structures since

the collective effect of all alterations will out weigh effect of individual

alterations. With so many identified alterations or built structures, only

"collective apparentness" has a decisive effect on visual quality. When the

identified man—made alterations or built structures are less than or equal to 5,
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inquiries concerning the detailed characteristics of the landscape are asked

about each of the identified alterations or built structures (Figure 1A - 1G) since

the viewer's attention will focus on each of those detailed characteristics of the

landscape and thus each of these man-made details has an effect on overall

visual quality,

After all inquiries are made and answers given, the system begins

traversing the decision tree of the marrmade feature subsystem. The decision

tree (Figure 2) lists all the possible paths and conclusions for the man-made

feature subsystem. There are 263 main nodes and 191 leaf nodes in the

decision tree. The associated explanatory rules for this tree are in Appendix E.

There are several points at which the user can quit the marr—made feature

subsystem and exit to the operating system. While running the man-made

feature subsystem the user can execute the program repeatedly without having

to exit the subsystem, The dynamic database can also be modified and the

subsystem can be executed after each modification. When the man-made

feature subsystem is first entered, the user is asked to indicate if any man-

made alterations or built structures are identifiable. If the answer is "yes", then

the program continues. Otherwise, the program will prompt the user to go to

the next part, the riatural feature subsystem.
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As an example, the entire process of explanations generated by the man-

made subsystem follows. Suppose, for a landscape scene, three man-made

features or structure alterations have been identified, Le. road, camp ground

and hi/</ng tra//. Since the number of the identified man~made features Of

structure alteration is less than five and larger than zero, then 15 questions

(Figure 1A-1G) about various landscape characteristics are asked for the

identified road, camp ground and /1/king rraü, After all answers to the questions

have been processed and stored in the dynamic database, the content of the

dynamic database for this specific landscape scene may look like this:

(name 1 "road"), (name 2 "camp ground"l, (name 3 "hiking trail")

These three entries record the names of all three identified man-made

features or structure alterations. The following six entries record all the

descriptions about the visual characteristics of the identified man-made features

or structure alterations.

(desc 1 "desc1"l, (desc 2 "desc2"), (desc 3 "desc3")

(indl1 "indi1"), (indi 2 "indi2"l, (indi 3 "indi3")

These descriptions include the size, color, position in the landscape and
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any other noteworthy visual aspects of the man—made alteration or built

structure. Any indigenous materials such as rock, clay or wood used in the

construction of built structures are also listed in the last three entriesr Note that

the entries for "desc1" to "desc3" and "indi1" to "lndi3" are descriptions and

these can be either short (nothing) or long (several paragraphs).

Entries have either "ves" or "no" answers to all questions:

(tech 1 "n0"), (tech 2 "no"l. (tech 3 "no")

(awe1 "n0"), (awe 2 "no"l, (awe 3 "no")

(hist 1 "no"l. (hist 2 "yes"l. (hist 3 "yes"l

(huma 1 "no"l. (huma 2 "no"l. (hurna 3 "no"l

(natu1 "no"l, (natu 2 "yes"l. (natu 3 "yes"l

(shel 1 "no"), (shel 2 "no"), (shel 3 "no")

(pros1 "no"). (pros 2 "yes"). (pros 3 "no")

(refl 1 "no"l. (refl 2 "yes"l, (ref! 3 "no"l

The entries for "tech" indicate that none of the identlfied features or

structure alterations resulted (rom industrial, quasi~industria| or technological

uses of the landscape. Also, none of the entries for "awe" indicate that any of

the identlfied features or structure alterations are "awe-inspiring" because of
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their size or the technology involved. Ouite srmilarly, the entries for "hist",

"huma", "natu", "shel", "pros" and "refl" store all the answers to the inquires

about the characteristics of the landscape scene for "being historic", "being

human scale", "being a place for shelter", "having opportunities for prospect"

and "having opportunities for solitude and reflection" respectively.

The last two groups of the entries in the dynamic database are:

(visb1 "c"), (vrsb 2 "d"), (visb 3 "a")

(coll "d")

The first three entries above store the visual apparentness for the three

identified man-made features or structure alterations. In other words, the visual

apparentness of the road is "clearly visible, but subordinate (cl", the visual

apparentness of the camp ground is "visually modified (dl" and the visual

apparentness of the h/king trail is "barely visible (al". Finallv, the collective

apparentness for all the three man-made features or structure alterations is

"visually modified (dl".

With all the answers stored in the dynamic database in the form shown

above, the producrion rule processor can start to traverse through the decision
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tree of man-made feature subsyslem (Figure 2). By consulting the content in

the dynamic database for this specific landscape scene, a unique path is

selected. Along with the process of reasoning over the production rules, a

decision list is gradually accrued and the specific decision list for this landscape

scene looks like:

((aIter 3l (tech nl (huma n) (natu vl (shel n) (hist vl (resolution 2))

This decision list records all the nodes being passed in the decision tree

and all the decisions being made along the reasoning over the production rules.

The exp/anat/on generatorthen takes this decision list as its input. lt processes

the first term of the list, i.e. (alter 3), to get an appropriate explanation. Since

(alter 3) involves a random number (3) in the term, a special process is needed.

However, a typical process of a term in the decision list to get the

corresponding explanation is to put the entry name and related answer, e.g.

"tech" and "n", into the term lexpla tech n ?expla) where Pexpla is a variable.

And then, the exp/anat/on generator brings the term fexpla tech n ?expIal into

the static database and tries to match it up with the translation and

interpretation of the production rule. Inside the static database, there is also a

list that has the form:
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lfexpla tech n ll explanation....... )

l explanation....,.. )

lll

As soon as the matched list is found, ?expIa Iocates the appropriate explanation

and it is printed out on the screen according to a certain format. This process

continues until all the terms in the decision list are processed.

The explanations corresponding to the term (alter 3), (tech n) and (hist

vl appear as follows:

"Visually evident man—made features or structure alterations in the

natural landscape tend to have a negative influence on visual

quality of this type of landscape unless the man—made features or

structure alterations are awe-inspiring, related to historic use of

the landscape or are pleasant places for people. The extent of the

influence on visual quality is dependent upon how many man-

made features are present. This landscape was found to contain

3 features or structure alterations. The extent of negative or

positive influence on visual quality of the landscape depends on
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the individual and collective characteristics of the man—made

features or structure alterations.

Industrial, quasi-industrial or technological alterations and/or

structures in the natural landscape tend to have a negative

influence on the visual quality of the landscape unless they are a

source of visual interest due to their size (awe-inspiring) or historic

significance.Industrial,quasi-industrialortechnologicalalterations

and/or structures tend to have a negative influence on visual

quality because they seem out of place in the natural landscape

and contrast with the natural character of the landscape. This

landscape was not found to contain industrial, quasi·industrial or

technological alterations or structures.

Alterations or built structures that "appear" to be old or historic

enhance the visual quality of the landscape. They symbolize past

cultures and times and tend to fascinate people, thus they

contribute to people's appreciation of the landscape. If the

landscape contains more than one man—made alteration or built

structure then the alteration or built structure which is most

visually apparent domlnates and is responsible for the effect of
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man-made alterations or built structures on the visual quality of

the landscape. The most visually apparent man-made alteration or

built structure in this landscape appears to be historic. Therefore,

this alteration or structure has a posrtive influence on visual

quality."

Finally, by processing the term (resolution 2l in the decisron list, the

exp/anat/on generator determlnes that the @ conclusion or assessment is

"high visual quaIity".

Natural Feature Subsystem

The natural feature subsystem is comprised of approximately 1600 lines

of code. Like the previous subsystem, this program also requires the user to

identify the number of visually signiftcant features but in this case, natural

features, If more than three visually significant natural features are identified

(Figure 3A), then they are not considered to be "visually striking" since many

natural features tend to scatter a viewer’s attention. If the user indicates that

more than three visually striking landscape features exist, the program will

request the user to carefully reconsider whether or not there are not in fact

actually three or less. Thts subsystem only executes if there are three or less
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visually significant natural features. Since more than one natural feature may

be identified as visually significant, loop programming is used for each of the

identified natural features

There are 7 inquiries in the natural feature subsystem (Figures 3A
—

3C).

Some typical inquiries follow:

Q3: List and briefly describe the visual characteristics of

each visually striking natural feature, the descriptron

should include the size, color, texture visibility and

position in the landscape ? (Figure 3Al

Q5: Would you react differently to this landscape if the

following feature did not exist in the landscape 7

(Figure 3B)

Q7: How interesting or fascinating is the following

visually striking feature ? (Figure 3C)

Question 5 is another check of the identified striking natural features. If

the removal of a previously identified visually striking natural feature would not
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make the user IEBCI differently to the landscape, then the previously identified

visually striking natural feature may actually not be visually significant in the

landscape. Reconsideration of the user's initial reaction or dropping of the

previously identified visually striking natural feature are two choices provided

for the user.

Since the number of questions or characteristics to be identified in the

natural feature subsystem is only half of the number of questions in the man-

made subsystem the decision tree and the traversing of it is much simpler.

Figure 4 shows the decision tree for this subsystem with its 54 main and 39

leaf nodes. The explanatory rules for this decision tree are shown in Appendix

F.

Spatial Organization Subsystem

The spatial orgamzation subsystem is the second largest program with

a total of 2000 lines code. Unlike the previous two subsystems, this program

does not require the user to identity characteristics of landscape content and

no loop programming is needed. This "straight" programming structure makes

the spatial organ/zat/on subsystem Iogically simpler than the previous two

subsvstems.
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There are, however, potential interactions between answers to questions

1, 2 and 3 in this subsvstem.

O1: Indicate which of the following most closely describe

the extent to which the landscape ns visible 7

a. Visible;

b. Partially obscured; and

c. Completely obscured. (Figure 5A)

O2: Indicate which of the following most closely describe

the apparent ease with which one could walk

through the landscape 7

a. Completely access;

b. Access through and around;

cc Access somewhat impeded; and

d, Access impeded. (Figure 5A)

O3: Indicate which of the following most closely

describes the extent to which open space exists that

is enclosed by the landscape features such as

vegetation or topography ?
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a. Completely or mostly open;

b. No open spaces;

0. Partially enclosed;

d. Mostly enclosed; and

e, Enclosed, (Figure 5B)

Assume A1, A2 and A3 stand for the answers to question 1, 2 and 3

respectively,

If

A1 = a and A2 : a

then

the spatial organization program will not have any

effect on overall landscape visual quality, Therefore,

the user needs to go to the visual composition

program to investigate other aspects of the

landscape which affect visual quality.

If, however;

A1 =aandA2 : borA2 :0 or A2 =dor
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If

A1 = bandA2 =a or

lf

A1 = candA2 = aorA2 = bor

lf

A2 =candA3 =aor

lf

A2 = d and A3 = a

then:

the answers are not conslstent in the sense of

analyzing the landscape dimensions. For example, a

landscape that is identlfied as "completely visibIe"

for visibility cannot also be identlfied as "impeded"

for accessibility. Whenever such an inconsistency is

found, the user is asked to go back to reconsider

his/her previous answer or quit to the operating

system,

Question 4 (Figure 5Bl in this subsystem, "Are the edges of the open

space well defined in most places ?" is unique in that there are 3 possible

answers. In addition to "yes" or "no" answers, "unsure" is the third choice.
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When "unsure" is selected as the answer, another question that is more

specific about the setting is then asked to help the user resolve the uncertainty.

There are only eight questions in the spatial organization program

(Figures 5A
-

5C). However, its decision tree (Figure 6) is comparatively large

(157 main and 85 leaf nodes) because many characteristics have roughly equal

importance and therefore a greater number of combinations of potential

answers are evaluated and more paths can be selected The explanatory rules

used in this decision tree are in Appendix G.

Visual Composition Subsystem

The visual composition subsysrem is logically the simplest and physically

the smallest program and has about 1000 lines of code. Since this program

deals with landscape dimensions rather than the landscape content, loop

programming is not required and the whole program is comparatively simple.

Several questions are asked of the user. One inquiry requests the user to

identity any visual pattern which may be present. lt a visual pattern is

identified, then an additional question is asked regarding the description of the

identitied visual pattern. The user is also asked to identity the appropriate level

of visual complexity, vividness and striklng visual pattern of the landscape
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being accessed (Figures 7A
-

7B). All the answers to these questrons are

independent of each other, and, therefore, the entire structure of the program

is straight forward. Figure 8 presents the decision tree for this subsystem,

which is comprised of 66 main and 52 Ieaf nodes. The explanatory rules used

in this decision tree are in Appendix H.

Preliminary Subsystem Testing

Three subjects used the EVMS to perforrn landscape assessments for

several landscape photographs. The three subjects were faculty members at

Virginia Tech. One of the subjects (subject 2) was a professional landscape

architect who was also the person who was knowledge engineered for the

development of the subsystems. The other two subjects were forestry faculty

members who had no formal design training, Three landscape photographs

were selected for preliminary testing. They were chosen based on variability rn

landscape content. Figures 9 and 10 show the three Iandscapes which were

selected, Two of the photographs represent in·stand landscape views (Photo

numbers 1 and 2 in Figure 9) and one represents a scenic vista (Photo number

3 in Figure 10). The photographs were selected purposely for their

heterogeneity in order to preliminarily evaluate how well the subsystems
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handled a wide range of landscape views and content. All three subjects

performed the landscape assessments utilizing the EVMS for all three

photographs. The results of this preliminary testing are shown in the Table 1.

Overall, the results from the three subjects are remarkably similar. In

most cases, even where there are some differences in the absolute

assessments, these dtfferences are minor in relative terms. For example, the

difference between an assessment of "moderately low" and "slightly positive"

(Table 2) is not dramatic since both of these evaluations signifies that the visual

quality is about "middle", not greatly positive or negative. In fact six of the ten

assessments are absolutely or relatively

identical. These include the natural feature assessments for photograph 3; the

spatial organization assessments for all three landscapes; the visual

composition assessment for landscape 1; and, the man-made feature

assessment for photograph 3. Note that the man—made feature subsystem only

applied to landscape photograph 3 because of the presence of a roadway in

that photograph.

The subjects noted that while using the system that they were unsure

of the definition of certain concepts such as "striking visual pattern" in the

visual composition subsystem. Because of these problems in understanding
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TABLE 1. RESULTANT \/ISUAL ASSESSMENTS FOR THREE USERS USING

THE FOUR EVMS SUBSYSTEMS FOR THREE DIFFERENT

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHS

NATURAL FEATURE SUBSYSTEM

LANDSCAPE SUBJECT 1 SUBJECT 2 SUBJECT 3

PHOTO

Moderately high visual N¤ne' Moderately high visual

quality quality

Z No effect on visual None No effect on visual

quality quality

3 Outstanding visual Outstanolng visual Outstanding visual

quality quality quality

SPATIAL ORGANIZATION SUBSYSTEM

Moderately low visual Slrghtly posltlve effect Sliqhtly positive effect

quality on visual quality an visual quality

No effect on vrsual No effect on vlsual No effect qn vlsual

quality quality quality

3 Hugh vlsual quality High visual quality High visual quality

VISUAL COMPOSITION SUBSYSTEM

Slrghtly positive effect Slightly positive effect Slightly positive effect

on visual quality on visual quality on visual quallty

Z Moderate visual quality Moderately low visual Low visual quality

quality

3 Moderately low visual Moderate vlsual quallty High visual quallty

quality

MAN-MADE COMPOSITION SUBSYSTEM

3 No effect on visual No effect on vlsual No effect on visual

Qualllv Quality QuaIrlV

° Suhrect Z did not find any visually significant natural feature in the landscape
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TABLE 2. THE DEFINITION OF ALL CONCLUSIONS IN EVMS.

CONCLUSION DEFINITIONS

Thls ratlng ls reserved for landscapes wlth exceptlonally hlgh vlsual

quallty. These landscape would be reglonally and or natlonally

OUTSTANDING
slgnrrlcant. They usually contarn lnterestlnp ‘natural features‘ that

VISUAL
contrlbute to thls ratlng. They would ne what we thlnlt of when we
thrnk of ‘plcture post card' landscapes. People would be attracted to

QUALITY these landscapes to be able to vlew them. typlcally these landscapes ars

managed ln a manner whlch preserves the vlsual quallty ol the

landscape.

Thls ratlnq ls ror those landscape have hlgh quallty scenlc value. Thls

may be due tp 'rnanrmade or natural features" contalned ln the

landscape or tp the 'arrangement ol s¤aCes' ln the landsca e that
HIGH VI A

°
SU L

causes the landscape to be vlsually lnterestlng or a partrcularly

QUALITY comfortable place fpr people. These are often landscapes vvhrch have
hlgh potentlal recreatlonal actlvltles ln whlch the vlsual experlence ls

lmpcrtant and ale typrcally managed ln a manner that glves prlorlty or

preservlng the vlsual quallty of the landscape.

Thls ratlng ls for landscapes whlch have above average scenlc value. but

MODERATELY
are not of hlgh scenlc value. The scenlc value ol these landscapes may

HIGH VISUAL
be due to 'man-made or natural features' contalned ln the landscape, to

QUALITY
the ‘arrangement of spaces' ln the landscape or to the two dlmenslonal
vlsual attrlbutes or the landscape These landscapes often have

Conslderable recleatlonal potentlal and vrsual quallty ls an lmportant

management conceln

These are landscapes wnrch have average scenlc value They usually

MODERATE
lack slgnlflcant 'man-made and natural Ieatures.' Thelr scenlc value ls

VISUAL
prlmarlly a result of the ’arranqement or spaces' contalned ln the

QUALITY
landscape and two dlmenslonal vlsual attrlbutes of the landscape. These
landscapes also often have conslderable recreatlon potential and vlsual

duallty ls a management conslderatlon.

These are landscapes whlch have below average scenlc value, but not

low scenlc value. They may contaln visually dlscordant man—made

alteratlons. but the landscape ls not dornrnated py
these features. They

often lack 'spatlal arrangements' whlch provide comfortable places for

MODERATELY people and prevrde lrttle lhrerest rn terms er two dlmensronal vlsual

LOW \/ISUAL attrrbutes ol the landscape. These landscapes alten have llmrted

QUA|_|‘|'Y recreatlon potentral pr provlde oppprtunltles for recreatlonal actlvltles ln

whlch the vlsual experlence tn less lmpbrtant. Management corlcerns for

vlsual quallty are usually llmlted mlnrmlzlng adverse vlsual lmpacts of

varlous resources management actlvltles.
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TABLE 2. (C0ntinuedI THE DEFINITION OF ALL CONCLUSIONS IN EVMS.

These are landscape whrch have low scenlc value, The landscape ls

olten domlnated by vlsually drscordant man—rnade alteratlons; or they

are landscape wlth ”spatral arrangements' whrch do not provrde

Comlortaole places lor people and lack lnterest rn terms ol two

LOW VISUAL almensrohal vrsual attrrbutes. These landscapes orten have lrttle
QUALITY recreatron potentral. Management ccncerns ror vrsual qualttv erther

address rehabllltatlon ol vlsually dlscordant man—made alteratrons or are

Ilmrted mlnlmlzlnq adyerse vlsual rmpacts ol varlous resources

management actlvltles.

Thrs rs the result when one component ol the ylsually qualrt

SLIGHT
determlnatlon system has an ellect on vlsual ouallty, but nolt a prlmary

POSITIVE
ellect In thls case the prlmary determrnant ol vlsual quallty rs

EFFECT ON
determlned by another component ol the system and the component
produclng thls result has a slrgnt posltlve' modllyrnq ellect, For

VISUÄL example, the prlmary ylsual ouallty determtnatlon produced hy another

QUALITY component ol the system may be "moderate vlsual quallty' and the

moollymq erlect er thrs component would rarse the scenlc qualrty ol the

landscape berng evaluated to "moderately hlgh' scenlc ouallty,

Thrs rs the result when one component or the vrsually oualrty

deterrnrnatron system has an elrect on vrsual oualrty, but not a pnmary

NEGATIVE
elrect, In thls case the prlmary determrnant ol vrsual oualrty rs

determrned by another component ol the System and the component

EFFECT ON producrng thrs result has a 'slrpht neoat¤ye' modrryrng e1lect.For

VISUAI. example, the prrmary vrsual quallty determlnatlon produced by another

QUALITY component ol the system may tze 'moderate vrsual oualtty" and the

modllylng ellect ol thrs component would lower the scehrc ouallty ol

the landscape belng evaluated to 'moderately low' scenrc quallty,

Thrs ls the result when one component ol the vlsually qualrty

No EFFECT ON
determrnatron system has no ellect on vrsual ouallty. In thrs case the

VISUAL
determrnatron or yrsual qualrty rs made by another component or the

QUALITY
system, For example, there may be no "man-made' alteratlons ln the
landscape belng eyaluated. In thrs case the ylsual quallty or the

landscape wlll be determlned hy one or more ol the other components.
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what certain concepts and words meant relative to the inherent system

definitions, there may have been some variance in how the subjects responded.

Therefore, this may have caused problematic varlations in the final visual

assessment of some of the landscape photographs for some subsystems.

The largest difference in final assessments showed up in the use of the

visual compos/tion subsystem for photograph 3, The results range from

"moderately low visual quality" to "high visual quality". Again, it was observed

during the testing session that there may have been some problems in

understanding what the definitrons of certain evaluation terms were.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

Advantages of the EVMS

The EVMS is a quite different visual assessment system from a

traditional VMS assessment or psychophysical model prediction. Two

prominent characteristics of the EVMS are that it provides explanagions for

visual assessments and retains this information during the reasoning

procession. A traditional VMS or psychophysical model collapses information,

The traditional VMS, as used, for example, by the United States Forest Service

collapses information on evaluation criteria into a few cells of decision matrices.

As the steps toward a final evaluation are made, information is inherently "Iost"

in terms ol the relevant and complex decisions which were made for each

classifications of a landscape into a particular category for an evaluation

criterion (for example, visual sensitivity, variety class and so on), Likewise a

traditional psychophysical model, while not "classifying” landscapes, is

developed to make predictions of scenic preference or visual quality from

variables which are often selected from a vast pool for their predictive rather

than "genuine"expIanatory ability. The resulting mathematical expressions may
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predict well but often explanations for the complex variable interactions are not

understood or cannot be explained.

The EVMS can be easily modified. For example, a reasoning rule can be

easily modified or added in a subsystem without affecting the other

subsystems. This independence is not only important in developing, maintaining

and testing the entire system, but also provides the user great convenience for

updating the system. On the contrary, il a traditional VMS system step or

function is changed, all of the system matrices used to arrive at a final

assessment should also be modified correspondlngly since the decision or

matrix leads to evaluation matrices are dependent. Psychophysical models also

suffer from a similar problem. Changing a variable in a psychophysical model

would necessarily result in an entirely new model with possibly very different

predictive power.

It is possible that the EVMS can be used both on and off site. The user

can use the system to evaluate Iandscapes by using the photographs of

Iandscapes. It may also be possible to use the system while actually on-site via

the use of a small Iap-top computer. On-site use of the system might provide

"comprehensive" assessments since the evaluation would be influenced by the

total environment rather than just a visual representation of rt, despite the fact
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that the present EVMS intentionally focuses on visual stimuli as a basis for the

assessments.

The EVMS is more comprehensive than a traditional VMS or

psychophysical model. The system is comprised of a large number of decision

rules which are Iogically linked and provide explanations for a visual

assessment. The rules and explanations consider both psychological rationale

stemming from an expert’s experience and knowledge of "facts" which may

have come from a variety of sources rncluding a multitude of research results

and interactions with public clientele, and from his knowledge of physical

variable interactions which give rise to degrees of scenic quality. The traditional

VMS or statistical prediction models are narrower, in that many fewer variable,

conditions and influences are considered or used in "arriving at a conclusion".

If anything, scenic quality is a complex criterion and evaluation or prediction of

it cannot be inherently simple.

Potential Disadvantages of the EVMS

Since the entire system is developed to represent an expert designer’s

point of view, it is not known how well this represents general public

evaluations of landscapes. Also, evaluations performed by the EVMS are more
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subjective compared with a statistical prediction method such as a

psychophysical model. For example, the EVMS system does not use objective

variables such as "basal area", "trees per acre" and so on, lnstead, the E\/MS

system requires the user to make subjective assessments such as answering

the question "Do you think the natural pattern is visually striking?". Therefore,

the system is not relatable to objective measures of landscape attributes and

therefore may not be simply integrated directly into larger computerized forest

planning and management systems which rely on mathematical model

representations of forest processes and product output.

All four subsystems act independently and no interaction among them

has been taken into account. This inevitably needs to be addressed since the

interaction among the four subsystems is an important factor in the overall

evaluation of the landscape.

RGCOFHITIGIWÖBÜOHS

The EVMS is currently in a prototype version. Its performance, based

upon preliminary testing, seems to be quite good with regard to generating

consistent evaluations across users. However, more work is required to improve

precision and to test the external validrty of the EVMS. First, the inconsistency
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in assessments generated by different users may well be substantially rectrfred

bv the insertion of a set of archived definitions of concepts and terms used by

the system. These definitions should cause greater consistency of

understanding between users and therefore aid immeasurably in system use.

It also should be possible to integrate visual images which could serve as

examples or standards for drfficult-to-understand concepts such as "mystery"

or other psychological constructs.

The system needs several levels of validation and comparative studies.

On-site versus off-site performance of the EVMS should be evaluated.

Assessments generated by the EVMS should be compared to those offered by

a sample of landscape design professionals. A comparison of EVMS

assessments to assessments or predictions made by other methods would also

Iikely be beneficial. For example, the results of EVMS assessments could be

compared and contrasted to the results of other assessment systems such as

the USFS VMS or to predictron methods such as psychophysical models.

Finally, the four current subsystems must be integrated so as to provide

a consolidated assessment. The interactions among the four subsystems must

be discovered through further knowledge engineering.
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APPENDIX A

CODE OF MAN-MADE FEATURE SUBSYSTENI
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lassen

((doitl lf

(man)

(¤o_exp)

I

)

lassen

llmanl if

(system cls)

(println
'°

"')

(println '° Visual Oualnty Component I: Landscape Content ")

(println '* Part A
——

Man-made Feature °")

(println "
°")

lnlllnll

(println 'To evaluate man-made features, you need to answer the following questions.')

lnlllnll

(open stream 'TXB1" read)

(println 'O1: Are any man-made alterations ol the landscape or buiIt')

(println 'structures present? Include only those alterations or built')

(println 'structures that would be recognizable by the public as caused')

(println 'by man.')

(nIIlnI)

(println ' PLEASE ANSWER Y/N')

lpetline stream ?aIterationl

(continue ?alterationl

(nI)lnI)

(system clsl

(println '02: Please indicate how many different types of man-made ")

(println 'alterations of the landscape or different types of built ')

(println 'structures are visibIe.')

lnl)(nl)

(println ' PLEASE INPUT THE NUMBER OF ALTERATIONS')

lgetline stream 7no_of_aIter)

(1 = ?no_alter lstnonum ?no_o(_aIterI)

lassen ((no_aIter 7no_aIter)))

lnlllnll

(whether ?n0_aIterI

)

)
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(assert

((continue ?cl if

(or(==
Vc nl (= = ?c Nll

(println "Vou did not identify any man-made alteratlon or built structure, the visual")

(pnntln 'quality is therefore not being affected,"l

(nIl(nI)

(println 'Do you want to OUIT or START again, input (o/sl.'l

(qetline stream ?al

(again ?al

l

((c0ntinue 7::) if

(or(== 7cy)(== ?cYll

l

l

(assert

((again ql il

(quit)

)

((again sl il

(close streaml

(doitl

l

((aga¤n ?a) i(

(l = Pa ¤)

(l
= 7a sl

(println "Do you want to OUIT or START again, input (q/sl.'l

(getline stream 7bl

(again ?bl

)

l

(assert

((whether ?count) if

(> ?count 5)

(more_t_f¤vel

l

((whether ?countl if

(< = Zcount Ol

(system clsl

(expla man a Yexplal

(assen ((¤age 20lll

(print_exp ?explal
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(nll(nll

(println 'FINAL CONCLUSION No e(fect on visual quahty.')

(retract (wage 7)))

(nIl(nll

(println 'D¤ you want to OLJIT or START again? Input (qJs)')

(qetlme stream Vagainl

(do_over ?agam)

l

((whether ?c¤untl if

(> Ycount Ol

(< = ?count 5)

(pre_name ?C0untl

(pre_desc ?countl

(pre_indi Ycountl

(pre_tech 7ceuntl

(¤re_awe ?c¤untl

(pre_hist ?c0unll

(pre_huma ?count)

(pre_natu Vcount)

(pre_she| 7/count)

(pre_pros Ycount)

Ipre_re(l ?count)

(pre_visb ?ccunt)

(larger Vcountl

I

l

(assert

((do_¤ver q) rl

(quit)

)

((do_¤ver sl il

(retract ((no*a|ter ?lll

(close stream)

(doitl

l

((do_over 7a) il

(I
= 7a ql

(I
= 7a sl

(nIl(nIl(nIl(nIl

(println 'Your input is not approprnate, input (q/sl ¤nIy„')

(astline stream

’/bl

(d¤_¤ver T/bl

l

I
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lassen

lllarger 1) if

(visb 1 Ycollect)

(y_or_n_2 Ycollect)

)

((Iarger 7muIty) il

(> Ymulty 1)

(system cls)

(println 'O15: When viewed collectively, how visually apparent are all the man-made')

(println 'alterations and built structure7')

lnl)

(paragra)

(nl)

lgetline stream ?coIIect)

ly_or_n_2 Vcollect)

)

)

lassen

l(more_tjive) il

(system cls)

(println 'O3: When viewed collectively, how visually apparent are all the man-made')

(println 'alterations and built structure")

(nl)

lparagra)

(nl)

(getline stream ?group)

(y_or_n_2 Ygroup)

)

)

lassen

llshow_common ?num) il

(println 'You have identilied the following man—made alterations or built")

(println 'structures being present in the landscape being assessed.')

(nl)

(show_names 1 Ynum)

)

)

lassen

((show_names 7 0) if

(nl)

)
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l(show_names ?up Vdown) il

(print " ")

(print ?up)

(print

‘.
')

(name ?up 7name)

(println 7name)

(:= ?new*up (+ 7up lll

(:= ?new_down
(—

Ydown 1))

(show_names ?new*up 7new*down)

l

)

(assen

l(pre_name Yendfcond) il

(svstem cls)

(println *03: Please list and name EACH man-made alterationi')

(¤|)(n|l

(name_Ioop 1 7end_cond)

)

l

lassen

llpra_desc 7end_cond) il

(svstem clsl

(println 'O4: Please brielly descnbe the visual characteristics of each')

(println 'man-made alteration. The description should include the size,')

(println 'color, postion in the landscape and any other notewonhy visual')

(println 'aspects ol the man—made alteration or built structure')

(nI)(nI)

ldescrloop 1 ?end_cond)

l

)

(assert

((pra_indi ?end_cond) il

(system cls)

(println 'Q5: Any indigenous materials such as rock, clay or wood used in')

(println 'the construction ol built structures should also be listed ')

(nI)(nI)

(indi_loop 1 7end_cond)

)

)

lassen
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((pre_tech Yendfcondl il

(system clsl

(show_common 7end_condl

(println "O6: ls the alteration or built structure that appear to have"l

(println "resulted from INDUSTRIAL, OUASLINDUSTFIIAL or TECHNOLOGICAL use')

(println 'ol the landscape7'l

(nlllnll

(tech_Io¤p 1 ?end_condl

l

l

lassen

((pre_awe ?end_condl il

(system clsl

(sh¤w_common ?end_condl

(println 'O7: Is the alteration or built structure that appear to be AWE')

(println "INSPIRING because of its size or the technology myolved7'l

lnlllnll

(awe_Ioop 1 7end_cond>

l

l

lassen

((pre_hist Yendfcondi if

(system clsl

(show_common ?end_condl

(println ‘O8: ls the alteration or built structure that appear to be')

(println 'HISTORICAL or resulted from PAST CULTURES with different'l

(println 'technologies than exist today7'l

(nll(n|l

(hist_Ioop 1 7end_c¤nd)

l

l

lassen

(lpre_huma 7end_condl il

(system clsl

lshewfcommon Tlendfcondl

(println 'G9: Is the alteration or built structure HUMAN SCALE"l

(n|l(nI)

lhumafloop 1 ?end_condl

l

l

(assert
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((pre_natu 7end_cond) if

(system clsl

(show_common ’/end_cond)

(println 'O10: ls the alteration or built structure that appear to be')

(println 'constructed predominantly by NATURAL MATERIALS such as wood,')

(println ‘rock or adobef')

(nl)(nl)

(natu_loop 1 7end_condl

l

l

(assert

((pre_sheI 7end_cond) il

(system clsl

(show_c¤mmon ?end_cond)

(println 'O11: ls the alteration or built structure that appear to offer')

(println 'FOTENTIAL FOR SHELTER')

(nI)(nl)

(shel_Ioop 1 ?end_cond)

)

l

(assert

((pre*pros ?end_ccnd) if

(system cls)

(show_common 7end_condl

(println 'O12: Does the alteration or built structure that appear to ')

(println 'provide OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROSPECT or a VANTAGE POlNT(S) from")

(println 'which to see the adjacent landscape?‘)

(nI)(nI)

(pros_l¤op 1 7end_cond)

l

l

(assert

((pre_refl ?end_c0ndl if

(system clsl

(show_common 7end_cond)

(println 'Q13; Does the alteratron or bullt structure that appear to be')

(println 'good place for solrtude and reflection?')

(nll(nI)

(refl_l0op 1 7end_condl

l

)
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(assert

(loreiyish ?end*condI il

(svstem clsI

(println 'O141 If more than one man-made alteration exists, Imagine how the Iandscape'I

(println 'would appear ii one of alrerations were the only alterarion, how visually'I

(println 'apparent would it belmcludmo only one ndenufied alteration caseI7')

(nII

(visbrlourz 1 7end_cond)

I

I

lassen

llnameilooo
7 OII

(lnamejoop 7up Ydownl it

(print 'Please input the name for the alteration NO, 'l

(print 7up)

(println "."I

(qetline stream ?nameI

(nIl(nI)(nl)(nll

(assert ((name ?up ?nameIII

(:= ?new_up (+ ?u¤1I)

(1 = Vnevvfdown (- ?d¤wn 1))

(name_Ioop 7new_up 7newVdownI

)

I

(assert

((desc_Ioop 7 OII

((desc_Ioop 7up ?downI if

(print "lNPUT FOR ALTERATION: 'I

(name 7up 7nameI

(print ?name)

(println ',")

(nl)

(println 'BE SURE TO BRACKET YOUR DESCRIPTION BY '(' & 'l'.')

(println 'IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANYTHING TO INPUT, TYPE IN () FOR A EMPTY INPUT,')

(println 'BE SURE NOT TO USE ANY SIGN INSIDE THE ERACKET.')

(read ?descI

(nI)(n|)(n|)(nI)

(assert ((desc 7up 7descIII

(:= ?new_up (+ 7up 1))

(:= ?new_down
(—

Ydown 1))

(desc_Ioop 7new_up 7new_downI

I

)
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(assen

((indi*I¤¤¤
7 0))

((ind¤*I0¤p 7up 7down) if

(print 'INPUT FOR ALTERATION: ')

(name ?up 7name)

(print Yname)

(println '„")

(nl)

(println 'BE SURE TO BRACKET YOUR DESCRIPTION BY

'(‘

&

')’.")

(println 'IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANYTHING TO INPUT, TYPE IN () FOR A EMPTY INPUT.')

(println 'BE SURE NOT TO USE ANY SIGN INSIDE THE BRACKET.'l

(read ?indi)

(nl)(nI)(nI)(nI)

(assen ((indi 7up 7•ndl)))

(: = 7new_up (+ 7up 1))

I: = 7new_down
(—

7down 1))

(indi_loop 7new_up 7new*d¤wn)

)

)

(assert

((tech_Ioop 7 0))

((techVI00p 7up ?down) il

(print 'PLEASE ANSWER y/n FOR ALTERATION. ')

(name 7up 7name)

(print ?name)

(println "I")

(petline stream 7tech)

(nl)(nIl(nI)(nI)

(y_0r_n
7up tech 7tech)

(:= 7new_up (+ ?up 1))

(: = 7new*down (· ?down 1))

(techrloop 7new_up 7new_down)

)

l

(assen

((awe_Ioop 7 0))

((awe_Ioop 7up ?down) lf

(print 'PLEASE ANSWER v/n FOR ALTERATION: ")

(name 7up
Pnama)

(print 7name)

(println '.')

(petline stream ?awe)

(nl)(nl)(nl)(r¤l)

(tech ?up ?tech)

(check ?tech 7awe ?Ieed_back)
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(awe_1_loop 7up 7d¤wn 7awe Vleediback)

)

)

(assert

((check n y n) il

(cut)

)

((check 7 n y) il

(cut)

)

((check y y y) il

(cut)

l

((check 7 7 wron¤))

)

(assen

((awe_1*Ioop 7up 7down 7awe y) rl

lassen ((awe 7up 7awe)))

(: = 7nevv_up (+ 7up 1))

(: = 7new_down (- ?down 1))

(awe_lo¤p ?newAup 7new*down)

)

((awe*1_Ioop 7up 7down 7 ni if

(system clsl

(println 'The alteration or structure you identilied as AWE INSPIRING is')

(println 'not even being udentiled as INDUSTRIAL or OUASI-INDUSTRIAL or')

(println 'TECHNOLOGICAL. So your answer is not conssstent.')

(nl)

(println 'To help your unput, here is the inconsistent you made:')

(name 7up 7name)

(print ' ALTERATION NAME : ')

(println 7name)

(print' INDUSTRIAL : ')

(println 'n')

(print " AWE-INSFIRING : ')

(println

‘y')

(nl)

(println 'NOTE: You need to do it over for ALL the objects
l')

(n|)(n|)(nI)(nI)(nI)

(prinrln '

""‘"‘°°

hit RETURN to continue '°"°"‘°°')

(qetlune stream 7any)
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(:= 7t (+ 7u¤ °downll

(:=

’s

(- Tt 1)) ; 7up

·

7 down -1 = 7no_aIter. Always valid

(prefawe 7s)

1

((awe_1_Ioop ?up 7down 7 wrong)
•I

(println 'Vour Input is wrong, INPUT ONLY 'y or n'. Now, do rt over I')

(uetlme stream ?awe)

(tech 7up 7tech)

(check 7tech 7awe Vfeedfback)

(awe_1_Ioop 7up Vdown 7awe 7(eedjack)

)

)

(assert

((hist_Ioop 7 0))

((hist_Ioop ?u¤ 7dcwn) rf

(pnnt 'PLEASE ANSWER y/n FOR ALTERATION: ')

(name 7up ‘/name)

(print 7name)

(println '.')

(getline stream ?hist)

(nI)(n|)(nI)(nI)

(vA0r_n 7up hist 7hisI)

(z = 7nawVup (+ 7up 1))

(:
= 7new_d¤wn (- 7down 1))

(histfloop 7new_up 7new_down)

)

)

(assert

((huma_Ioop 7 Ol)

((huma_I¤op 7up T/down) II

(print 'PLEASE ANSWER y/n FOR ALTERATION: ')

(name 7up '/name)

(print 7name)

(prmtln '.')

(qetune stream 7huma)

(nI)(nI)(nl)(nl)

(y_or_n ?up huma 7huma)

(:: 7new_up (+

‘/up

1))

(: = 7new_down (- ?down 1))

(huma_Ioop Ynewrup 7new_down)

)

)
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lassen

((natu_Io0¤
7 0))

((natu*Io¤¤ 7up 7down) ii

(print ‘PLEASE ANSWER y/n FOR ALTERATiON· ')

(name 7up 7name)

(print 7name)

(println

'.‘)

luetline stream 7natu)

(nI)(nI)(nI)(n|)

(v_or_n 7up natu 7natu)

(: = 7new_up (+
7up 1))

(: = ?r1ew_down (·
7d0wn 1))

(naturloop 7naw_up ?new_d¤wn)

)

)

(assert

Hsheliloop 7 0))

((she)_Ioop 7up Ydcwn) if

(print 'PLEASE ANSWER y/n FOR ALTERATION ')

(name 7up Yname)

(print ?name)

(println ".')

luetline stream 7sheI)

(n|)(n|)(n|)(nI)

(v_¤r_n 7up she) ?sheI)

(: = 7new_u¤ (+
7up 1))

(: = ?new_d¤wn (-
?d¤wn 1))

(shaI_Io¤p 7new_up ?new*down)

)

)

(assert

((pros_Icop 7 0))

((pros_Ioop 7up ?down) if

(print 'PLEASE ANSWER y/n FOR ALTERATION: ')

(name Vup 7name)

(print ?name)

(println ".')

(getline stream ?pros)

(nI)(nI)(n|)(nI)

(v_or_n 7u¤ Drcs 7¤r¤s)

(: = 7new_up (+ 7up 1))

(1 = 7new_down (-
7down 1))

(pr¤s_|oop 7nevv_up 7new*down)

)

)
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lassen

((refI_)¤¤p 7 0))

((re|I_loop ?up 7down) if

(print ‘PLEASE ANSWER y/n FOR ALTERATION: ")

(nama 7up 7name)

(print ?name)

(println ")")

luetline stream ?refI)

(n|)(nI)(nI)(nI)

(v*or_n 7up refl ?refl)

(:= 7new_up (+ 7up 1))

(:= 7new_d¤wn (- Ydown 1))

(refI_I¤op 7new_up ?new*down)

)

)

(assen

((visb*Ioop 7 0))

((visb_loop 7up ?down) il

(paragra)

(print " FOR: ")

(name 7up ?name)

(print Yname)

(println ".')

iqetline stream T/visb)

(v_or_nV1 7up visb Yvisb)

(: = 7new_up (+ 7up 1))

(: = ?nsw_dc•wn (- ?d¤wn 1))

(n|)(nI)(nl)(n1)(nI)

(visb_Ioop 7new_up 7new*d¤wn)

)

)

(assert

((v_or_n 7up ?pred y) ii

(assert ((?pred 7up y)))

(nl)

(cut)

)

((y*or_n ?up 7pred n) if

(assert ((7pred 7up n)))

(nl)

(cut)

)
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llv*or_n

’/up

Ypred 7} il

lpnntln 'Your input is not correct, please dp ut over")

(nl)

(prmt 'PLEASE ANSWER y/n FOR ALTERATION: ')

(name 7up Vname)

(prmt ?name)

(println ".')

luetline stream Yrepeat)

(v_¤r_n Yup Ypred Yrepeat)

)

)

(assen

((yYor_n_l ?up 7pred Vranqe) rl

(> = ?range a)

(<
= ?range e)

(assen ((7¤red Pup 7range)))

(cut)

)

((y_or_n_1 7up ?pred 7) if

(svstem cls)

(println 'Your input is not correct, please do it over")

lnl)

(paragra)

lprmt
' FOR: ')

(name ?up ?name)

(print T/name)

(println
'.‘)

(getlme stream ?repeat)

(y*or_n_1 7up ?pred 7repeat)

)

)

lassen

lly_or_n_2 7range) if , The drllerence between y_¤r_n_l and vVor_n_2 is

(> = 7ranpe al ; that yVor_n_2 does not print out any name

l< = Yrange e)

(assen (lcoll 1 7range)))

(cut)

l

((y_or_n_2 ?) if

(system cls)

(println 'Your input is not correct, please do it over")

(nl)
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(paragra)

(petline stream Yrepeat)

(y_or_n_2
?repeat)

)

)

(assert

((¤aragra) ii

(println 'a. EARELY VISIBLE: The man-made alteration is barely visible, the natural visual')

(println ' character ol the landscape has been altered.')

(println 'b. VISIBLE, BUT NOT NOTICEABLE: The man—made alteration is visible but not')

(println ' noticeable, and the natural visual character o( the landscape is essentially')

(println ' intact,")

(println 'c, CLEARLV VISIBLE, EUT SUBORDINATE: The man-made alteration structure is')

(println ' clearly visible, but is still subordrnate to the natural character cf the')

(println ' landscape. The natural character has been altered, but is still the')

(println ' predominate character ol the landscape ')

(println 'd. VISUALLV MODIFIED: The man—made alteration or structure rs obvious and the')

(println ' natural character of landscape no longer predominates but is still present.')

(println 'e. VISUALLY DOMINATE: The man—made alteratlon rs visuallv dominant and little')

(println ' er none ol the natural character remains.')

(nl)

(print 'CHOOSE A CHARACTER FROM: a, b, c, d, e')

)

)
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;""° TREE starts here °°°°°

lassen

(l¤o_exp) if

ln¤_aIter 7no_aIter)

(travel ?no_alter llalter "n¤_aIterll lreturn)

ldelfcoll Yreturn Vshort 7no_aIter)

(cut)

(system cIs)

lassen llvage 20}))

(prmt "° ' ' ' ' ' ° ° °
zflag ')(printIn Vreturn)

(print "--------—- 2 here ")lprmtln 7shon)

(g¤ve_exp ?sh0n)

(nl)

(loop ?shon ?no_aIter)

)

)

lassen

l(de|_coII Yreturn Vshon 1) rf

(erase ?return ?sh¤n)

(cut)

)

lldelrcoll Yreturn ?shon ?num) il

(!= ?num 1)

l= = ?shon Yreturn)

)

)

lassen

llerase nil niI))
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llerasa ((c¤II.(?.nil)).7rest) 7return) if

(erase 7rest ’/return)

)

(Ierase (7head.7ta«I) I?head.7return)) if

(erase 7taiI 7return)

)

)

(assert

((Ioop Yreturn 7num) if

(print 'Do you want to REVIEW result (r) or CHANGE unput (c) or REDO (d) or OUIT (q)")

tgetline stream Ylook)

(review 7return 7Iook 7num)

)

)

(assert

((review 7return q 7) if

(quit)

)

((review 7 d 7num) if

(<
= 7num 5)

(retract ((¤a0e 7)))

(retract ((coII 1 7)))

(retract ((no_aIrer 7)))

Idelrprad a¤¤tec)

(delrpred visb_tech)

(further 7num)

(close stream)

(dont)

)

((review 7 d 7num) if

(> 7num 5)

(retract ((no*alter 7)))

(retract ((¤a9e 7)))

(retract ((c¤lI 1 7)))

(close stream)

(doir)

)

((review 7return c 7num) if

(< = 7num 5)

(deI_pred apptec)
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(deI_pred visb_tech)

(inDut_tabIe)

(println 'll you want to change your previous input, choose the appropriate number ')

(getline stream 7line)

(: = 7IineVn¤ (strtonum ?line))

(modily 7num 7I•ne_no)

(questions ?return ?num)

)

(lreyiew ?return c ?num) if

(> ?num 5)

ln|)(nI)(n|)

(println 'Here is your previous input:')

(nl)

(print 'COLLECTIVELY APPARENTNESS : ")

(coll 1 Vitem)

(println Vitem)

(retract ((c0II 1 7)))

(nI)(nI)(nI)(nI)

(println '**°"'°°°°° hit RETURN to continue "'°'°°°"')

(getline stream 7)

(m¤re_t_1ive)

(questions 7return 7num)

)

((review Yreturn r ?num) if

(retract (lpage ?)))

(assert (lpage 20)))

(system cls)

(giveAexp ?returnl

lloov "return Ynum)

)

llreview ?return ?a ?num) il

(l = 7a q)

(!
= ?a d)

(! = ?a rl

(!= ?a c)

(nI)(nI)(nI)(nI)

(println 'Your input is not appropriate, you must input either 'q' or 'c' or 'd' or 'r'.")

(println 'Answer the following question again "')

(nl)

(loop 7return 7num)

)

)

; delete the entry (apptec y) or (apptec n) in the dynamic database il it exist.
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(assert

((deI_pred ?pred) if

('fpred ?)

(retract ((7ored 7)))

(cut)

)

((deI_pred 7)

)

)

; (modify ...) modifies the selected entry in dynamic db. First remove the

; entry, then pop up the appropriate Quesuon (or the user.

(assert

Hmodify ?num 1) if

(remove 1 ?num tech)

(¤re_tech ?num)

)

((modi(y ?num 2) if

(remove 1 ?num awe)

(pre_awe ?num)

)

((modify ?num 3) if

(remove 1 ?num hust)

(pre_hist ?num)

)

((modify ?num 4) if

(remove 1 ?num huma)

(pre_huma ?num)

)

((m¤dify ?num 5) if

(remove 1 ?num natu)

(pre_natu ?num)

)

((modify ?num 6) if

(remove 1 ?num shel)

(prefshel ?num)

)

((modify ?num 7) if

(remove 1 7num pms)

(pre_pros ?num)
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)

llmodify 7num 8) if

(remove 1 7num refll

(pre_refI Vnuml

)

((modifv ?num 9) if

(remove 1 ?num visb)

(pre_visb 7num)

)

((modify 7num 10) if

(retract ((c¤Il 1 7)))

(larger ?num)

)

((modifv 7num ?Ime) if

(or (< ’/line 1) (> ?l¤ne 10))

(print "Veur choise is not right, pick a number between 1 and 10. Try again!')

(getline stream Ynewlinel

(: = 7I¤ne_no (strtonum 7newIine))

(modify ?num ?Iine_no)

)

)

(assert

((quest¤ons 7return ?num) if

(nI)(nll(nI)(nl)

(println 'Do you want to CHANGE an entry of your input (c), or')

(println 'Do you want to VIEW the changes you iust made (vl, cr')

(println "Do you want to RUN the program (r), or')

(println 'Do you want to OUIT (¤).')

(getline stream ?ans)

(change_loop 7return 7ans ?num)

)

)

(assert

((change_Ioop 7return c ?num) ii

(nI)(nI)

(review 7return c ?num)

I

((change_loop 7return v ?num) nf

(<
= 7num 5)

(mput_tablel
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(println 'Do you want to CHANGE your input (cl or RUN the program (r) or OUIT (ol 7')

(getline stream Vans)

(change_loop 7return Vans Vnum)

)

llchange_Ioop Vreturn v 7num) il

(> Vnum 5)

(nl)lnl)lnl)

(println 'Your last input is:')

(nl)

(print 'COLLECTIVELY APPARENTNESS : ')

(coll 1 Yitem)

(println Yitem)

lnlllnl)

(println 'Do you want to CHANGE your input (c) or RUN the program lr) or OUIT (ol V')

(getline stream Vans)

lchangefloop ?return Vans Vnum)

)

((change*l¤¤p 7 r?) ii

(not ((retract ((vis_h¤¤hest 7 7)))(laiI)))

(not llretract llvalue 7)))((aiI)))

lretract llvaue 7)))

(go_exp)

)

((change_Ioop 7 q 7) il

(quit)

)

((change*l0¤p 7return 7ans Ynum) rf

(! = ?ans ql

ll = 7ans r)

()= Vans v)

(!= Vans c)

(println 'Your input ns not right, type in only ’c' or 'v' or 'r' or 'q'. Try again")

(qetline stream ?newans)

(change_loop 7return Ynewans Vnum)

)

)

(assert

((in¤ut_table) ir

(system cls)

(println 'Here us your last input.')

(nl)(nl)

(print ' LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS "')
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(no_alter Ynum)

(show_obj 1 ‘/num)

(print * ")

(shc)w_bar 1 Ynuml

(prrnt'11TECHNOLOGICAL ')

(show_rtem tech 1 Vnuml

(print *2. AWE INSPIRING *)

(sh0w_¤t2m awa 1 >numl

(print *3. HISTORICAL ')

(show_¤tam hist 1 Ynum)

(print *4. HUMAN SCALE ,'l

(showjtem huma 1 ?num)

(print *5, NATURAL MATERIALS "l

(show_item natu 1 Vnuml

(print *6. POTENTIAL FOR SHELTER *)

(sh¤w_rtem she! 1 Vnum)

(print *7. OPPORTUNIT FOR PROSPECT 1*)

(show_rtem pros 1 Ynuml

(print *8. PLACE FOR REFLECTION *)

(show_rtem rel! 1 7numl

(print *9. APPARENTNESS 1*)

(sh¤w_item visb 1 Ynuml

(print *10, COLLECTIVE APPARENTNESS 1*)

(print * "l

(col! 1 ?iteml

(println ?iteml

(nI)(nll

l

l

(assert

((sh¤w_obj 7 O) if (nl)

)

((showAobj 7up ?down) il

(print *OBJECT')

(print 7up)

(print * *)

(;
= ?nsw_up (+ 7up ll)

(1 = ?r1aw_down(- 7down 1))

lshowfobj ?nsw_up 7nsw*downl

)

l
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(assert

(lshow_bar 7 O) ii (nl)

)

((show_bar 7up ?down) il

(print
"--———--

")

(: = 7new_u¤ (+ Yup 1))

(: = 7new*down (- Ydown 1))

(shovv_bar 7new_up 7new_dovvn)

)

)

lassert

((show_item 7 7 0) if (nl)

)

((show_item Ypred 7up Vdovvnl if

(7pred ?up Mem)

(prrnt ' ')

(print Yiteml

(print '

‘)

(:= ?new_up (+ ?up 1))

(: = ?new*down (- Vdown 1))

(show_item 7pred ?new_op Vnevvfdownl

)

)

lassen

llfurther ?count) il

(not llretract (lvisrhighest 7 7)))(rail)))

(not ((retract ((va!ue 7)))(!aiI)!)

(remove 1 7count name)

(remove 1 Ycount desc)

(remove 1 ?count mdr)

(remove 1 ?count tech)

(remove 1 lcount awe)

(remove 1 T/count hust)

(remove 1 Ycount huma)

(remove 1 7count natu)

(remove 1 ?count she!)

(remove 1 7count pros)

(remove 1 ?count rer!)

(remove 1 Ycount visb)
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)

(Hurther ?count) il

(> 7count 5)

)

)

(assert

((remove 7 0 7))

((remove 7up Ydown 7pred) ui

lretract ((7l-lred 7u¤ 7)))

(:= 7new_up (+ 7up 1))

(: = 7new_down (- ’/down 1))

(remove ?new_u¤ 7new*down Vpred)

)

)

(assert

(lgivefexp ((man.(7num.niI)).?rest)) uf

(= = 7num 8)
(println

‘To
have a valud conclusion, your collectlve apparent value should be no Iess')

(println ‘than the highest apoarent value ol the alteratuons.')

(nl)

(no_alter ?no_alter)

(show 1 7no_alter)

(nl)

(print 'The collective apparentness: ")

(coll 1 7coIIl

(println 7coll)

(nl)

)

((give_exp ((man.(7num.nil)),7rest)) if

l> = 7num 1)

(<
7num 8)

(= = (7head.7taiI) 7rest)

(dealfhead 7head)

(dealrtaul 7tail)

)

)

(asseri

llshow 7 0))
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((show ?u¤ ?down) if

(name ?uD ?name)

(print 'alteratiun name 1 ')

(print 7name)

(visb 7u¤ ?visb)

(print ' apparentness

·”)

(println Yvisb)

(:= ?new_up (+ 7up1]]

(: = ?new_d¤wn
(—

Ydown 1))

(show ?new_up 7new_down)

)

)

(assert

((deaI_head (aIter.(7num.niI))) if

(nl)

lexpla man b_c_common Yexpla)

(print_exp ?expIa)

(print 7num ' man-made ')

(alterrnum T/num T/back)

(expla man ?ba•:k T/explali

fpnntfexp ?exD|a1l

luaoe ?¤a¤¢)
(pa¤e_hoId ?page)

(nl)

)

)

; if the alteration number is < = 5, return b, otherwise return c for further

; matching of the explanation in static db.

(assen

l(aIter_num ?num b) if

(<
= ?num 5)

(cut)

)

((aIter_num ?num ci if

(> 7num 5)

)

)

; take out the current head of the decision list. Matching the predicate

; of the current head with its correspondmg explanation in the static db

; continueously until the decision Inst is run out.
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lassert

((deaI_taiI nll))

lldeal_talI (Wirst.(?second.ml)).7rest)l il

(expla 7lirst Vsecond Yexplal

(print_exp Yexpla)

(page 7page) ; These two sentences count the lollowrng bland

(page_hoId Vpagel ; line,

(nl)

(deaI_tail 7rest)

)

)

; print a paragraph

lassen

((print_exp ml))

((print_exp (7head.7ta¤I)) il

(page_ctrI 7head)

(nl)

(print_exp 7tai|)

)

)

;
"°°°

Control page, every 20 lines ol explanation + 2 lines ol prompt

;
°'°°°

information is a page

lassert

llpagefctrl ?Iine) il

(page T/page)

(page_hoId 7page)

(putAexp ?Ime)

)

l

;
""° Check the page control sign to decide to move to next page or not

""°

lassert

lluaqerhold 0) il

(retract llpage 7)))

lassen ll¤a¤e 20)))

(nl)

(println " "‘°°°"" please hit RETURN to continue
""""'°")
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(getline stream ’/anvkev)

(system cls)

(cut)

)

(wagefhold ?page) rl

(> Ypage O)

(retract (wage 7)))

(: = 7new_pa¤e
(- Vpage 1))

(assert (wage ?new_page)))

)

)

(assert

((put_exp n¤I))

((put_exp (7head.7taiI)) il

(print Yhead)

(print ' ')

wut_2xp Vtarl)

)

)

;°°°°° START OF THE TRAVERSING OF THE TREE
‘°"°

(assert

(ltravel O ?lrame Yreturn) rl

(a¤¤end ((man 1)) ?lrame ?new_lrame)

(append ?new_lrame ((resoIuti0n 1)) ?return)

(cut)

)

(lrravel Y/item ?lrame Treturn) il

(> Vrtem 5)

(coll 1 ?leed_back)

(t_c¤I|ect 7leedVback ?lrame Yreturnl

(cut)

)
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((travel Yltem Hrame ?retuml li

(> Yltem Ol

(pamal tech ?|eed_backl

(t_tech 7feed_back 7(rame 'lreturnl

(cut)

l

l

;‘°°°' NODE 5 ""'

(assert

l(t_tech v Yframe Yretuml ul

(append ?|rame (ltech vl) Vnewjramel

(tech ?num vl

(no_alter T/noralterl

(asser1((vaIue Vnumlll

(assert (lvisfhighest l dummvlll ; be here onlv (or deletion later on

(tech_high ?num ?no_alterl

(value ?row)

(visb 7row 7(eed_back)

(tfappa Yleedrback 7new_(rame Yreturnl

(cut)

l

((t_tech n 7(rame ?returnl uf

(assen (lvalue dummyll) ; be here onlv (or deletuon later on, no real meamng

lappend ?(rame (ltech nl) Vnewjramel

(no_a|ter ?no_alterl

(all huma 7no*aIter 7|eed_back)

(tfhuman ?feed_back 7new_(rame Preturn)

(cut)

l

l

; °°°°° NODE 7
·•*•*

(assert

((tVappa ?IeveI ?(rame ?return) lf

(> = ?leveI dl

(append ?(rame ((visb_\ech al) ?newjramel

(print 'new_frame: ‘l(prmtIn ?new_(rame)

(value Ynuml
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lpnnt 'yalueinum : 'ltprintln ?numl

(awe 7num 7feed_backl

ltfawe ?feed_back ?new*lrame Vteturnl

tcutl

l

lltiappa Ylevel Hrame ?returnl if

(< = ?Ievel cl

lappend ’/frame ((visb_tech bll 7new_ltamel

(no_aItet Valtetl

(highest ?alter Vhighestl

(vis_tech ?highest ?leed_hackl

(t_apptec 7feed_back 7new_ltame 'ltetutnl

l

l

;AlI the nodes following the node 14 are the same as those following node 134

; S04 only the nodes following the node 14 are present

lassert

(lt_human y Yframe Yreturnl il

(append Vframe llhuma vll 7new_ftamel

llind_high hist ?feed*hackl

lt_hist 7feed_back ?new_lram¤ Yreturnl

lcutl

l

(lt_human n 7ftame ?tetutnl if

lappend Vframe (lhuma nll Ynewjramel

(find_high natu Heedibackl

(t_natu 7leed_back ?new_lrame 7teturnl

(cut)

l

l

lassen

lltfawe y Yframe Ytetutnl if
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(appand Yframe ((awe vl) Ynewjrame)

(append (tman 2)) ?new_frame ?m¤ddIe)

(append ’/middle (lrasoluruon 2)) herum)

(curl

l

((r_awe n Hrame herum) if

(append Yframe (laws: n)l ?new_|rame)

l1ind_h¤qh hisr ?feed_back)

(r_h¤sr_4 heedfback ?new_!rame herum)

(cur)

)

)

(asserr

llriapprec v ?frame herum} rf

lappend Hrame Happrec v)) Vnewjramei

(Iind_high msr ?1eed_back)

(r*h¤sr_3 7feed_back 7new_frame herum)

lcur)

)

((r_apprec n Nrame herum) if

(appand Hrama llapprec
nl) ?new_Hame)

(!ind_high hisr Yfeedfback)

(r_hisr ?feed_back Vnewjrame herum)

(cur)

)

)

lassen

lrrrhisr y ?frame herum) ir

(append Nrame llhrsr y)) ?new_1rame)

(vis_h¤qhesr ?num ’/mqhesr)

(naru ?num 7Ieed_r1ack)

?ieed_back Vnewjrame herum)

tour)
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l

lltjust n Yframe ?reruml i!

(append ?frame (lhust nll ?new_!ramel

lvusihighesr ?num Hughes!)

lnatu ?num ?|eed_backl

(\_natu_2 ?ieed_back Vnewjrame Vratuml

lcutl

l

l

lassen

llt_na!u y Nrame Yreturnl ul

lappend ?frame llnatu vll ?newjramel

lvisfhighest Mum 7h¤qhesrl

lshel ?num Needrbackl

lt_sheI 7|eed_back Ynewjrame 'lrexuml

(cuxl

)

lltrnatu n Vframe Yretum) ii

(append T/frame llnaxu nl) 7new_1ramel

(v¤s_h¤ghest 7num 7h¤qhestl

(she! ?num 7(eed_backl

(t_she|_1 ?feed_¤ack Vnewjrame ?retuml

(cutl

l

l

lassen

l(t*hist_4 y ?frame Yrenurnl if

(append Hrame llhesr vll 7new_iramal

(coll 1 7c¤!!l

(cIear_1 ?coII 7new_(rame Yretuml

lcuxl

l
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((!_h¤st_4 n Vlrame 'lremrnl ul

(append Nrame (lhisr nl) Vnewjramel

(c¤II 1 7c¤II)

(cIear_2 ?coII ?new_frame Vrerurnl

(cu:)

)

)

(assert

((t_hisr_3 y 7(rame ?rerurn) uf

lappend ?f1ame ((h•sr v)) 7newjramel

(coll 1 Vcolll

(clear} ?coII 7new_frame Vrerurnl

(cut)

l

((t_hist_3 n ?1rame herum) uf

(append Hrame (lhisr
nl) ’new_lrame)

(coll 1 Vcolll

(clear_4 7coII Vnewjrame Yreturn)

(cu:)

)

)

(asserx

((t*natu_1 y ?(rame ?return) i(

(append Yframe ((naw v)) mewjrame)

(visfhighest Vnum ?highestl

(appanli Yhnqhest ?new_lrame herum)

(cu:)

l

((t_natu_1 n Hrame ?re\um) il

(append 7(rama (lnatu nl) ?new_frame)

(vis_hiqhest ?num Yhxqhest)

(appan4 Tlhighest Ynewjrame Vremml
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(cur)

l

l

(assert

((!_naru_2 v Yframe herum) ul

(append T/frame ((naru vl) 7new_|ramel

(vis_hi¤hesr 7num 7/highesr)

(apparr5 Yhuqhesr ?newjrame herum)

(cur)

)

((r_naru_2 n ?frame herum) uf

(append Nrame llnaru nl) ?new_|rame)

(visrhighesr hnum huqhesr)

(aoparrö Yhiqhesr Ynewjrame herum)

(curl

)

)

(asserr

((r_sheI v ?irame herum) if

(append ?irame ltshel vl) ?new_Irame)

(vis_highesr ?num ?highesr)

(pros ?num ?feed_back)

(r_pr0s_1 7|eed_back T/newjrame herum)

(cut)

)

((r*sheI n hrame herum) ii

(append ?frame ((sheI n)) Pnewjramel

(vis_highesr ?num T/hiqhesrl

(hisr 7num Heedrbackl

lr_hnsr_1 Yfeedfback ?new_frame herum)

lcur)

l

l
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lassen

llt_sheI_1 y ?(rame ?return) rf

lappend Vframe llshel v)) 7new_frame)

(v¤s_h¤ghesx ?num 7hiqhest)

(pros ?num 7(eed_back)

lt_pros_2 7(eed_back Ynewjrame ?rexurn)

lcux)

)

llt_sheI_1 n 7(rame Hexurn) rf

lappend Yframe ((sheI n)) Vnewjrame)

(vis_highest ?num ?h¤ghesr)

(pros ?num ?(eed_back)

(t_prosV3 ?feedAback Vnewjrame Vrexum)

(cur)

l

)

lassen

((t_pros_1 y ?frame ?return) nf

(append ?frame llpros vl) ?new_(rame)

lappend ((man 2)) ?new_frame ?m¤ddIe)

lapuend ?middIe llresoluuon
2)) 7remm)

lcut)

)

((t*pros_1 n 7frame ?rerurn) uf

(append ?frame llpros n)) Ynewiframe)

(vis_highesr 7num ?highesr)

(ref) Y/num ?feed_back)

(t_refI_1 ?feed_back ?new_(rame Yrexum)

(cu:)

)

)
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(assan

((t_hist_1 v ?1rama ’/return) ii

lappand Nrama ((hist v)) Ynawjrame)

(a¤¤and ((man 2)) Vnawjrama ?m¤ddIe)

(appand 7m¤ddIa Urasoluuon 2)) Vramrnl

(cut)

l

((!_h¤s!_1 n ?(ram2 ?rarurn) if

(appand 7|rama llhist n)) Ynawjrame)

lvnsihighest ?num Yhighast)

(rall 7num Haedrbackl

(1_ra1I_2 7¢eed_back 7new_frame Vrelurn)

(cut)

)

)

(assan

((¤_pros_2 v Hrame ?raturn) il

(appand ?frame ((pr¤s v)) Mewjrama)

lappend ((man 2)) 7new_frama ?m¤dd1a)

(append ?m¤ddIe ((reso)u1ion 2)) herum)

(cut)

)

((tApros_2 n Nrame Yreturn) uf

(appand ?irama ((pr¤s n)) ’/newjramal

(vusjnuqhest Vnum Yhighesr)

(rail 7num ?feed_back)

(t_re1I_3 ?faad_back ?naw_frame ?re1urn)

lcurl

l

)

(assan

((t_pros_3 v Hrama Yraturnl i(

(append Hrams ((¤r¤s v)) ?naw_frame)
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lappend llman 3)) ?newjrame Ymlddle)

lappend Vmnddle llresoluuon 3)) herum)

(cut)

l

llt_pr¤s_3 n Hrama ?renum) uf

lappend 7frame lloros nl) ?new_!ramel

lvisjughesx 7num Ymghast)

(rel! 7num ?leed_back)

(t_refI_4 7feed_back ?new_f1ame Pretum)

(cut)

)

)

lassen

(l!_refI_1 y Ylrame Zretum) ul

lappend Yframe llrell vl) 7new_11ame)

(append llman 2)) ?new_1rame Ymlddlel

lappend 7middIe llresulution 2)) 7return)

(cut)

)

llt_velI_1 n Hrame Yrerum) ll

lappend Ylrame llrell n)) 7new_f1ame)

lvisjnnqhest ?num ?h¤ghest)

lhlst ?num 7feed_back)

l1_hisn_2 ?feed_back ’/newjrame Yrerurn)

lcur)

)

)

lassen

(lap¤an3 a T/hama Yretum) ui

(coll 1 7c¤IIect)

(c_a_app Ycollect Yframe ?r2tum)

(cu:)

)
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((appar13 b ?irame ?r2turnI ni

(coll 1 ?c¤IIectI

(c_b_app ?coIIact Vframe 7rerumI

(cuxl

I

((appart3 c Nrame 7retuml ul

(coll 1 ?coIIectI

(c_c_app Ycollect ?frama Warum)

(cm)

l

((appan3 d Nrama ?re1umI il

(coll 1 7coIIectI

(c_c_app Vcollect Yframe Vremrni

(cut)

I

((a¤¤art3 a Hrama herum) il

(coll 1 7c¤llectI

(c_d_app 7co1|ec! Yframe Vretuml

(cum

I

I

lassen

((appan4 a ?1rame ?retumI il

(coll 1 7coIlectI

(c*a_app Ycollacr Nrama 7rerumI

lcuu

I
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((apparr4 b Vframe herum) ni

(coll 1 Ycollect)

(c_b_a¤¤ ?coIIecr Yframe herum)

(cut)

)

((a¤parr4 c 71rame herum) il

(coll 1 ?coIIecr)

(c_eAapp 7coIIecr Yframe herum)

lcur)

)

((apparr4 d T/frame herum) if

(coll 1 ?col|ecr)

(c_e_app ?collecr ?frame herum)

(cut)

)

l(apparr4 e Hrame herum) il

(Coll 1 ?coIIecr)

(c_1_app ?coIIecr ?1rame herum)

tcur)

)

)

(asserr

((a¤¤an5 a Hrame herum) H

(Coll 1 Ycollecr)

(c_a_app 7c¤l|ecr Yframe herum)

tcur)

)

l(apparr5 b ?frame herum) if
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(coll 1 7c¤l!ect)

(c_b*app ?coIIect Nrame Return)

(cut)

)

((a¤part5 c Yframe Return) il

(coll 1 ?coIIect)

(c_¤_ap¤ Ycollect Nrame Return)

(cut)

)

l(appart5 d Nrame Return} uf

(coll 1 ?coIIectl

(c_¤_app 7c¤Hact Nrame Return)

(cur)

)

((a¤part5 e ?frame Return) if

(coll 1 Ycollect)

(c_h_app Ycollect Yframe Return)

(curl

)

)

lassen

(lappartö a 7|rame Return) rl

(Coll 1 Ycullectl

(cVa_a¤¤ Ycollect ?frame Return}

(cut)

)

((a¤¤art6 b ?1rama Renurn) ul

(coll 1 Ycollect)

(cVi_app Ycollect T/frame Return)
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(cut)

)

llappanö c Nrame Yremrn) nl

(coll 1 ?c0IIect)

(c_j_app Ycollact 71ram•;· Yrsxum)

(cut)

)

((appartS d Yframe Yraxurn) if

(coll 1 Vcollecr)

(c_j*app Vcollect Nrame Yretum)

(cut)

)

((appan6 a Nrame Warum) uf

(coll 1 ?coIIect)

(c_k_app ?coIIecr 7|rame Yreturnl

(cut)

)

)

tassen

((t_h¤st_2 y Hrama ?1eru1n) if

(append ?frame ((hist v)) ?11ew_fram2)

(append ((man 2)) 7new_frame ’/meddle)

(appand ?m¤ddIe llresolunion 2)) Vretum)

(cut)

)

((t_his\_2 n ?frame ?re1urn) uf

(append Hrama (this! 11)) ?new_|rame)

(append (lman 3)) ?new_irame 7m¤ddIe)
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(append T/mnddla llresoluuun 3)) Yremm)

(cut)

)

)

lassen

((t_refI_2 V ?1rama ?rerum) ii

(append Hrame llreil VJ) ?naw_1rame)

lappend llman 3)) 7new_1rame Vmuddle)

(append Ymnddle llresoluuun 3)) Yretum)

(cut)

)

llt_re1I_2 n Nrame Yrexum) uf

lappend ?fram& (lm!) n)) ?nc-zwjrame)

lappend ((man 1)) Ynewjrama Vmuddla)

(append ?m¤ddIe llrasolunon 1)) Vrarum)

(cut)

)

)

lassen

llt_ra1I_3 V ?frame Yretum) if

lappend ?1rame (lrefl V)) ?newY1rame)

lapuand (lman 2)) ?new_1rame ?m¤ddIe)

lappand ?m¤ddIe llresolution 2)) 7retum)

lcul)

)

((t_re1I_3 n Hrama Yrerum) il

lappand ?frame llrefl n)) Ynewjrame)

(append llman 3)) Ynewjrame Vmiddle)

lappend ?middIe llresolution 3)) Fretum)

(cu:)

)

)
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lassert

llt_refI_4 v ?frame 7retum) if

lappend ?1rame ((ref| vl) ?new_1rame)

lappend (lman 3)) 7new_frame 7m¤dd)e)

lappend ?m¤¤dIe llresolution 3)) Vretum)

lcut)

)

((t_refI_4 n Yframe Yreturn) nf

lappend Yframe llrefl n)) Ynewjrame)

(append llman 1)) 7new_frame 7m)dd)e)

lappend Vmiddle llresolurion 1)) ?return)

lcut)

)

)

;"°°°
CLEARS after node 17, 18, 19, 20 °°"'

lassen

llcIear_1 a ?frame 7return) if

lappend llman 8)) Yframe 7middIe)

laupend ?middIa llresolution 8)) Yretum)

lcut)

)

llcIear_1 b Nrame ?return) ul

(append llman 8)) ?frame Ymnddle)

(append Ymiddle llresolutnon 8)) Vreturn)

(cut)

)

(lc)ear_‘) c ’/frame 7retum) uf

lappend ((man 8)) Yframe 7m¤ddle)

lappend Ymiddla llresolution 8)) Vreturn)

lcut)

)
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l(c|ear_1 d Vframe Yreturnl n1

(appand Nrame ((v¤sb_coII r6_a_1)) Vnewjrame)

(a¤¤end ((man 3)) ?newjrame Ymiddlel

(aupend 7m¤dd|e (tresoluuon 3)) Vremm)

tcux)

)

((c|aar_1 a Nrama Yraturn) if

(append ?irame ((v¤sb_c0II r6Aa_2)) Vnawjramal

(apoend ((man 7)) ?new*1rame ?m¤ddIe)

(appand 7middl6 Hrasoluuon 7)) Vremm)

(cut)

)

)

(assan

((cIaa1_2 a Hrame Yretum) ii

(a¤D6nd llman 8)) Vframa 7middIe)

(append ?midd|E((v€s¤|u1i0n 8))
Vrerum)

(cut)

)

((cIsar_2 h Hrama ?ratum) ui

tappend llman 8)) Hrame Ymnddle)

(append 7middIs (trssoluxuon 8)) herum)

(cut)

)

((cIaar_2 c Nrame herum) ul

(append ((man Bl) Nrame 7middIe)

(appand Ymiddle Hresolunion 8)) ?retum)

(cut)

)

((clear_2 d Nrame herum) if

(append Nrama ((v¤sb_coIl r6*b)) Ynewjrame)

(aDDend Hman 5)) 7naw_frama 7m1dd1e)
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lappend 7m¤ddle llresolutnon 5)) Vretuml

lcut)

)

l(cIear_2 e ?frame Yrerum) it

lappend Hrams (lvisb_coII r6_b)) Ynewjramel

lappend (lman 5)) 7new_1rame 7m)dd)e)

lappend 7middIe llresoluuon 5)) Vreturn)

lcu!)

)

)

lassen

llclear_3 a Ylrame ?retum) uf

(append Nrame llvisb_coII r6_¤*1)) ’new_1rame)

(append llman 3)) ?new_lrame ?m¤ddIe)

lappend ?middIe llresoluuon 3)) Vrenum)

(cut)

)

llcIear_3 b Ylrame Yreturn) if

lappand ?frame llvisb_coII r6_q_1))
Ynewjrame)

lappend (lman 3)) ?newjrame Vmnddle)

(append Ymiddle llresoluuon 3)) herum)

(cu!)

)

(lc|ear_3 c Ylrame ?return) if

(append 7fram¤ llvisb_coII r6_g_2)) ?new_1rame)

(append (lman 7)) ?newjrame Ymuddle)

lappend 7m¤ddI6 llresoluuon 7)) 7rsturn)

lcux)

)

llcIearv3 d Yframe ?re¤um) ii

lappend (lman 8)) Nrame ?midd|e)

lappand ?middle llresolunon 8)) Vremm)

(cu:)

)
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(lcI2av_3 2 T/hama 7r2tum) if

lappend ((man 8)) ?fram2 ?middIe)

(append Ymiddle tlrasolurion 8)) ?r2rurn)

(cut)

)

)

lassen

((cIaar_4 a Yframs Zretum) il

(appand ?fram2 ((visb_coII r6_h_1)) Vnawjramel

(a¤¤2nd llman 7)) ?new_|ram2 7middI2)

(append Ymnddlc ((r2soIu1ion 7)) Netum)

(cut)

)

((c|ear_4 b ?1ram2 ?r2tum) if

(app2nd Ylrame l(visb_coII 7n2wjram2)

(appand (Iman 5)) ?n2w_fram2 ?m¤ddI2)

(append ?middl2 Hresolution 5)) 7r2tum)

(cu!)

)

((cIaar_4 c ?1rams ?r2rum) ii

lappend Nrams ((visb_coII r6_h_2)) 7n2wjram2)

lappand (lman 5)) ?new_1ram2 ?m¤ddI2)

(append ?middI2 (lresoluuon 5)) Yretum)

(cu:)

)

l(cI2ar_4 d Hrame ?r2¤um) if

lappand Hrama((visb_coII(appand

((man 5)) Ynawjrams ?m¤ddI2)

(appand ?m¤ddIe llrasolution 5)) ?r2tum)

(cu:)

)

l(cIsar_4 a ?fram2 ?r2xum) ii
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(append ?lrame (lvnsb_coII r6*h_3)) Vnewjramel

(append (lman 5)) 7new_lrarne Ymuddle)

(appsnd Ymiddle llresolurucm 5))
herum)

tcur)

)

)

lassen

Hc_a_app a Yframe herum) ii

(append 7/frame ((visb_c0|| r6_c*1)) Ynewjrame)

(append llman 1)) 7new_lrame 7m1ddle)

(apuend ?middIe llresolurion 1)) herum)

(cu!)

)

((c_a_app b ?lrame herum) il

(append ?fram¤ Uvisbfcoll r6_cV2)) 7new_lrame)

lappend llman 7)) 7new_irame Ymnddle)

lappend Y/middle llresolurnon 7)) herum)

(cur)

)

((c_a_ap¤
c ?lrame herum) if

(appand Ylrame ((visb_coII r6_c_3)) ?new_lrame)

(append llman 4)) ?new_lrama ?middIel

laupend 7middIa Hresoluruon 4)) herum)

lcur)

)

((c_a_app d ?lrame herum) nl

lappend 7lrame ((v¤sb_c¤II rB_c*4)) hwewflramel

(appand llman 5)) ?new_lrama ?m¤ddIe)

lapoand ?middIs Hresoluricn 5)) Vrerum)

lcur)

)
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((c_a_app 6 Nrame Yrerum) il

(append Yframa ((v¤sb_co!l r6*c*5)) Vnewjrame)

(append Hman 5)) 7naw_f1ama Vmmtdle)

lappand Ymiddle llresolunon 5)) Yrerum)

(cu:)

)

)

(assart

(lcAb_app a Yframa ?rerum) if

(append ((man 8)) Nrame Ymnddle)

(append 7middIe (tresoluuon 8)) Vremrn)

(cu:)

)

llcfbfanu b ?frams 7r6turn) ni

lappend ?irama ((v¤sb*coII r6_d_1)) Vnewjrame)

(aD¤2nd (tman 6)) Vnawjrame 7m¤ddIe)

tappend ?mnddIe Hresolunon
6))

7remm)

(cut)

)

((c_b_a¤¤ c Nrama herum) ul

(append ?fram6 ((visb_c¤|I r6_d_2)) Vnewjrame)

(append ((man 4)) Ynewjrame Vmnddle)

(append ?middIa llresulurion 4))
Hamm)

(cu!)

)

((c_b_a¤¤ d "hame "rerurn)i1

tappend Hrama ((visb_c¤II r6_d_3)) Mewjrama)

(append ((man 5)) ?new_hame Vmnddle)

lapuend Tmiddla Hrasoluuon 5)) Hamm)

(cut)

)
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l(cVb_ap¤ e Nrama herum) il

lappend Yframa ((visb_coX| r6_d_4)) Vnewjrame)

lappend Uman 5)) Ynawjrame ?m«ddIe)

(append ?m¤ddIe Ilresolutnon 5)) Yretuml

(cu:)

)

)

;°°°°' ALL C*C_APP’s ""'

(asser!

((c_c*a¤¤ a Hrame ?ra!urn) il

(append (lman 8)) Hrame ?m¤ddIe)

(append ?m¤ddIe (lrasoluuon 8)) ?rstum)

(cu:)

)

((c_c_app b Vframa ?rarum) ii

(append ((man
8))

Hrame ?middIe)

(appsnd 7m¤ddI6 ((resoIut¤¤n 8)) ?ratum)

(cm)

)

((c_c_app c ?irame Vreturn) nf

(append Hrame ((v¤sb_coII r6_e_1))
Vnewjramel

(apuand llman 2)) Vnewjrama ?middIe)

(append Zmiddla llrescluuon 2)) 7ratum)

(cu!)

)

((c_c_app d Yirame herum) if

laopand ?1rama ((v¤sb_c¤|I r6_a_2))
Ynewjrame)

(append ((man 3)) 7naw_frama ?middle)

(appand 7middIe llrasolution 3)) ?rexum)

(cut)

)

|(c_c_app 6 Nrame Warum) if
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(cu:)

)

)

(assart

((c_a_app a Yframe Vremrn) :1

lappend (tman 8)) ?1rame 7m:ddle)

(appand Vmiddle ((resoI:mon 8)) Yretum)

(cu:)

)

llcieiapp tz ?1rame Yramm) :1

lappend ((man 8)) ?frama 7m:ddIe)

(appand Vmiddle Hresoluuon 8))
Vretum)

(cut)

)

((c_e_a¤¤ c ?frame Vrerurn) :1

(appand T/hama ((v:sb_c¤II :6}*1)) "nswjrame)

taupend (tman 2)) ?newjrame ?m:ddIe)

raupand 7m:ddla rtrasoluuon 2)) 7:6::::::)

(cut)

)

((cAe_app d ?1rame ?rerum) :1

(append ’/frame ((v:sb*coII r6_a_2)) 7new_1rame)

(appand (lman 3)) ?n2w_1rame ?m:d:1Ia)

(append 7m:dd|e ((resoIuti¤n 3)) 7r2turn)

(cu:)

)

((c_6_a¤¤ 6 Hrama Yrexurn) E1

(append 711ame ((visb_cc>II r6*e_3)) Ynewjrama)

(appand llman 5)) 7new_11ame Vmiddle)

lappend 7m:ddIe (hasolunon 5)) Vreturn)

(cu:)
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)

)

tassen

llcjfapp a Vframe herum) rl

(append (rman 8)) Nrame ?mrddIe)

(append Vmrddle llresolurron 8)) herum)

lcur)

)

((cj_a¤¤ b ?|rame herum) il

(append rrman 8)) Vframe T/mnddle)

(appand ’/middle ((resoIur¤on 8)) herum)

(cur)

)

((c_fVa¤¤ c ?1rame herum) if

taupend (Iman 8)) Nrame 7middIe)

(aupend 7middle ((resoIuri¤n 8)) herum)

(cur)

)

(lcjfapp d ?frame herum) ii

(append ((man 8)) Yhame Vmrddle)

(append 7middla lrresolurion 8)) herum)

(our)

)

llc_|_app 6 Hrams herum) if

lappend ?1rama ((visb_coII r6j_1ll ?new_frame)

lappend (lman 9)) ?new_|rame 7mrddIe)

(append Ymiddle rrresolurion 9)) herum)

(cur)

)
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)

(asser!

((c*¤*a¤p a Hrama ?re1um) I1

(append (lman 8)) Nrame Ymiddlel

(append ?middIa llresoluzion 8)) ?return)

(cu:)

)

((c_¤_app h Vframe Vrarum) if

(append ((man B1) ?frame Ymuddla)

(append ’/mnddle Uresolurion 8))
Vrexum)

(cut)

)

((c_q_app c Phame 7return) if

(append Hrama llvisbfcoll r6_e_1)) ’new_frame)

(append tlman 3)) Vnewjrams ?middIe)

(appand 7middIa llresolution 3)) Vrerurn)

(cut)

)

((c_g_app d Hrame Yrewm) il

(appand Hrame ((v¤sb_co)) r6_e_2)) Vnawjrame)

(a¤¤end ((man98)) Ynewjrama Ymuddlél

(append ?m¤ddI•: llresolutuon 9)) ?rerum)

(cu:)

)

((c_¤_app e ?frame Vrerum) ul

(append Nrame ((v¤sb*c¤)) r6*e*3)) Ynewjrame)

(appand ((man 5)) Vnewjrame Ymuddle)

(appand Ymnddle Hresolution 5)) ?return)

(cu!)

)

)
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(assert

((c_h_a¤¤ a Hrame Yrerum) if

(appand ((man 8)) Hrame Ymiddle)

(append Ymuddle llresulunon 8)) Vrerurn)

(cu!)

)

((c_h_app b Nrame Yremml rl

(append (lman 8)) Nrame Ymuddle)

(appsnd Vmnddle Hresoluuon 8)) 7re1urn)

(cut)

)

((c_h_a¤¤ c ?frama 7rerum) if

(awand
((man 8)) Ylrame Vmiddlel

(appand Vmnddle Hresolunon 8)) Yrerurn)

(cu:)

)

((c_h*a¤o d Virame Yremm) «1

(a¤Dend ((man 8)) Hrame Vmnddla)

laupend 7middle üresoluuon 8)) Yreturnl

(cut)

)

((c_h_app e Hrame Yreturnl ul

(append Hrama ((visb_c¤II r6_1_1)) 7new_frame)

(append (lman 4)) ?newjrame ?m¤ddIe)

(append 7middIa ttrasolutnon 4)) Yratuml

(cm)

)

)
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(assert

((c_i*app a Vframa Vrerum) uf

(auuend (lman 8)) ?frame ?m¤ddIe)

(aupend 7m)dd|a Hresoluuon 8)) Vremrnl

lcux)

)

l(c_i_app b Yframe Vrewm) if

(appand Vlrame (lv¤sb_c¤II r6_d_1)) Vnewjramel

(a¤¤and
((man 1)) ?new_|rame ?m¤ddIe)

tappend Ymiddle (nesoluuon 1)) Yremm)

(cut)

)

((cVi_app c Hrame 7remrn) if

(appand Nrame ((visb_coII Vnewjrame)

(appand llman 4)) °new_1rame Ymnddle)

lappend ?middIa llresoluxion 4)) Nexum)

(cut)

)

((c_¤_app d Vlrama 7remm) ul

(append Hrame llvnsb_coII r6_d_3)) "nawjrame)

(append (lman 5)) ?maw_1rame ?midd)e)

(appand ?middle Urssoluuon 5)) Yretum)

(cut)

)

((c_i_app a Nrame Yrerum) ii

(appand ’/frame ((visb_c¤II r6_d*4)) Vnewjramel

(a¤Dand
((man 5)) ?new_frame Ymuddlel

tapuend 7m¤dd|2 (tresoluucn 5)) Yratuml

(cut)

)

)
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lassen

((cJ_app a 7Iram6 hamm) xl

(a¤¤6nd (lman 8)) Vframe 7m1ddle)

tappend ?m¤ddle ((r2so|ut¤on 8)) Praxurn)

(cu:)

)

l(cj_app b Hrame Yremm) uf

laßßend ((man 8)) Nrame ?middI6)

(appand ?m¤dd1e Hresoluxion 8)) Memm)

(cu:)

)

(lrgfapp c Nrame 7ratuml if

(append ’/frame ((visb_coII
r6_e_1))

Vnewjrame)

(aßband ((man 4)) 7new_1ram6 ?midd!6)

(append Ymnddle ((resoIut¤on 4)) ?r6tum)

(our)

)

((c_j_ap¤ d ?fram6 herum) ii

(appand Hrame ((visb_coII r6_e_2)) ‘/newjramel

(append ((man 5)) ?n6w_fram6 Vmuddlal

(appsnd Ymuddls (lresoluuon 5)) Yretum)

(cut)

)

((c_j_app 6 ?fram6 Yrexurn) uf

(append ?f1am6 ((visb_coII Vnewjrame)

(append ((man 5)) ?n6w_fram6 Ymiddla)

(appand 7mnddIe ((r6soIuuon 5)) herum)

(cut)

)

)
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(ass2rt

((cj_abb a Ylrame herum) ul

lappend (lman 8)) ?fram2 )m¤ddI2)

lappsnd 7middI2 llresolutnon 8)) Vretum)

(cu:)

)

l(cj_app b ?iram2 Vraturn) if

lappand ((man 8)) Hrame Vmuddle)

(append Ymnddle ((r2so|u1ion 8)) "rerum)

(cu!)

)

((cj_app c Vframa Yraturn) uf

lappend Hman 8)) Hrame 7m)ddI2)

(appsnd Ymnddle ((r2soIuuon 8)) herum)

(cu:)

)

((c_j_a¤¤ d 7|ram2 ?retum) il

lappsnd ((man 8)) Nrame Ymuddlel

(appand ?middI2 Hresolutnon 8))
?r2!urn)

(cut)

)

|(cJ_app 2 Yhamc ?r2turn) uf

(append Hrame ((visb_coII r6_f_1)) Vnewjrame)

lappand (lman 5)) 7n2w*|rame Ymuddle)

(append ?midd|e llresoluuon 5)) 7r2xum)

(cu:)

)

)

;
""'

ALL T_COLLECTs after NODE 4 °°°°'
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(asserr

(lricollecr a Hrame herum) ii

(append T/frame ((co)) al) ?new_lrame)

(append
((man 1)) ?newjrame hmddle)

(aupend T/middle Hrasolurnon 1)) herum)

(cur)

)

((r_c0IIecr b Yframe herum) il

(append Yframs ((coII b)) Ynewjrame)

(armend llman 7)) ?new_Irame ‘/m1dd)e)

(append ?middIe llresolurion 7)) ?rerum)

(cur)

)

(lr_coHecr c ?frame herum) n1

(append Vframe ((coI1c)) hrew_frame)

(a¤¤end (lman 4)) ?new_frame '*m¤ddIe)

(aupend Ymiddle (rresolurnon 4)) herum)

(cur)

)

((r_co)lecr d ?frame herum) uf

(append Nrame ((coII dl) ’new_lrame)

(append ((man 5)) ?new_frame Vmrddle)

(append ?m¤ddIe llresolurnon 5)) herum)

(cur)

)

l(r_coIIecr a hrame herum) rf

(append Yframe llcoll el) ?new_1rame)

(append llman 5)) ?newjrame hmddlel

(append Ymuddle (rresnluruon 5)) herum)

(cur)

)

)

; '"'° ALL MISLANEIES PREDICATES ""°
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(assen

(lappend nil ?z ?zll

llappend (7x.7vl 71 (7x.?wll il

(appand 7y ?z 7wl

l

l

lassen

llpamal Ypred vl ii

(Ypred 7 vl

(curl

l

(mania! ?pred nll

l

(asserl

((aII ?prad 0 vl il

(cut)

l

((aII Ypred Ytoral 7leed_backl il

(?pred 7lotaI vl

(: = ?dc·wn_t¤taI (- ?toraI lll

(all ?p1ed Vdownftotal ?ieed_backl

(cut)

)

Hall 7med 7 nl

l

l

lassen

(((ind_high ?med 7(eed_backl ul

lnofalter T/total)

(highest ?totaI 7/hignesll

(mint 'highast: 'llmintln Yhighsstl

lvisb 7num Vhighesll

lpnm ‘num: 'llunmln ?numl

(vprsd 7num Needfbackl

(assen ((vis_highesx ?num ?highestlll

l

)
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(assert

(lhighest Hotal Yhighestl if

(oet_set ?totaI rse:)

(print "nset: ')(pnntln 7set)

lusort ?set 7new_set)

(print "qsort_nwe_set: ')(prinrIn 7new_set)

(reverse 7new_set ?rev_set)

(= = (?highesr.7raiI) 7rev_set)

)

)

(assert

((¤et_set 0 null

((¤et_set Yrotal (*v•sb.?add*set)) ir

(visb Yxoral 7visb)

(: = 7d¤wn_toxal (- ?totaI 1))

lqetiset Ydownironal 7add_set)

)

)

(assert

llreversa (?c.?l1l 7l2) il

(reverse ?|1 ?out)

(append T/out (7c) 712)

)

tlreverse nil nil))

)

(assert

((tech_hrgh ? 0))

((tech_high ?srart Ycountl if

(tech Vcount Ytech)

(compare Ystart ?c¤unt ?rech)

(: = ?new_count (~ ?count 1))

(value ?high_count)

(1ech_high 7h¤qh_count 7new_count)

)

)

lassert

(lcompare ? ? n))
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llcompare Vlirsr Vsecond v) ii

lvisb Vfirst Vvisb_1)

lvisb Vsecond Vvisbfl)

l> = 7visb_1 Vvisb_2)

)

llcompare Vhrst Vsecond
v) if

lvisb Vfirst ?visb_1)

lvisb Vsacond Vvisbj)

(< 7v¤sb_1 Vv¤sb*21

(reuac! livalue Vvaluelll

lassen llvalue 7second)))

)

)

lassen

llqson nil ni|))

((¤s0n (?x.Vv) Vans) ii

luanirion Vx Vy Vless Vmore)

lqson Vless Vlessil

luson Vmore ?m0re1)

(append Vlessi (Vx.7m¤ra1) Vans)

)

)

lassen

llpanirion Vx nil ml mil)

llpanution Vx (Vy,?z) l7v.?Iess) Vmorel ii

i< 7v ?x)

(partition Vx V1 Vless Vmore)

)

llpanition Vx (Vv.Vz) Vless (Vv.?m¤re)) uf

(> = ?v Vx)

lpanition Vx Vz 7Iass Vmore)

)

)

lassen

((v¤s_tech Vhighesx v) ii

lvisb Vnum Vhighast)

(tech 7num y)

(cu:)
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)

llvisitech ? n)

)

)

;°°°°°
VARIOUS FACTS

""'

lassen

llexpla resolution 1 ((FlNAL CONCLUSlON:l (No effect on visual qualityllll

Ilexpla resolution 2 (lFlNAL CONCLUSION:) (High visual qualityllll

Ilexpla resolution 3 l(FINAL CONCLUSION.) lMorderateIy high visual qualityllll

((expla resolution 4 ((FINAL CONCLUSION:) (MorderateIy low visual quaIity))))

llexpla resolution 5 ((FINAL CONCLUSION:) (Low visual quaIity))))

llexpla resolution 6 ((FlNAL CONCLUSlON:) (SI¤ghtIY positive effect on visual qualitvllll

Ilexpla resolution 7 llFlNAL CONCLUSION:) (SIightIy negative effect on visual aIlty)ll)

llexpla resolution 8 (lFINAL CONCLUSION) (Not consistent, re-evaluate individual and

collective apparentness rating)l))

llexpla resolution 9 ((FINAL CONCLUSION:) (Moderate visual quaIityl)l)

llexpla man a ((VisualIy evident man-made alterations of the landscape or structures in the)

(natural landscape tend to have a negative influence on visual quality of this)

(type of the landscape unless the alteration or structure is awe 'inspiring,')

(related to historic use of the landscape or are pleasant places for "propIe.')

(The extent of the influence on visual quality is dependent upon how many)

(man—made features are ‘present.' This landscape was found to contain no)

fvisually evident man-made alterations or "structuresf Therefore, man-made)

(features has no effect on visual 'quality.'ll)

)

llexpla man b_c_common ((\/isually evident man-made alterations of the landscape or

structures in the)

(natural landscape tend to have a negative influence on visual quality of)

lthis type of the landscape unless the alteration or structure is awe)

l'inspiring," related to historic use of the landscape or are pleasant places}

(for "propIe.‘ The extent of the influence on visual quality is dependent upon)

(how many man-made features are 'present.' This landscpae vvas found to containll)

l

Ilexpla man b llalteratlons or 'structures." The extent of negative or positive)

(influence on visual quality of the landscape depends on the individual and)

lcollective charactenstics of the man·made alterations or "structures.')))

l

llexpla man c llalterations or 'structures

“

The collective effect on visual quality of)

(this number of alterations will out weigh the effect of any individual)
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('alteration.')))

)

(lexpla tech y lllndustnal, quasi-industrial or technological alterations and/or structures in)

(the natural landscape tend to have a negative influence on the visual quality)

(of the landscpae unless they are a source of visual mterest due to their size)

('(awe inspiring)' or histonc 'signrlicance ' Industrial, quasrindustrial er)

ltechnological alteratrons and/or structures tend to have a negatrve influence)

(on visual quality because they seem out ol place in the natural landscape and)

lcontrast with the natural character ol the 'landscape.' This landscape was)

(found contain industrial, quasrindustrial or technological alterations)

land/or 'structures.')))

)

(fexpla tech n ((lndustrial, quasi-mdustnal or technological alterations and/or structures m)

(the natural landscape tend to have a negative influence on the visual quality)

(of the landscpae unless they are a source ol vrsual interest due to their size)

('(awe rnspiring)' or historic 'significancef Industrial, quasirindustnal or)

(technological alterations and/or structures tend to have a negative influence)

(on vrsual quality because they seem out ol place in the natural landscape and)

(contrast wrth the natural character of the ”landscape ' This landscape was not)

(found contain industrial, quasmndustrial or technological alterations)

(and/or 'structures.')))

I

((expIa visb_tech a lllndustrial, quasmndustrial or technologrcal alterations and/or structures

in)

(the landscape must be visually apparent in order to insoire awe in 'people.')

(One or more of the industrial, quasi-industrial or technological alterations)

(and/or structures in this landscape were iudged to be visually apparent)

('(rated as modified or dominant for apparentness) ' Therefore, this landscape)

(has the potential to be awe 'inspiring 'III

I

((expIa visbitech b ((lndustrial, quasr-industrial or technological alterations and/or structures

in)

(the landscape must be visually apparent in order to Inspire awe in 'people.')

(None of the industrial, quasi-industrial or technological alterations)

land/or structures in this landscape were judged to be visually apparent)

("lrated as modified or dominant (or apparentnessI.' Therefore, this landscape)

(does not have the potential to be awe 'mspiring."))I

)

((expla awe v ((Man-made alterations or built structures that inspires that awe in people are)

(those that are immense in size such as large pit mines or those that require)

(maier engineering leats such as large 'dams.' These types ol alterations are)

(lascinating to people and increase the visual qualrty of the 'Iandscape ' One)

(cr more of the man-made alterations or burlt structures in this landscape were)

(judged to be awe 'inspiring.'))l
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)

llexpla awe n ((Manrmade alteraticns or built structures that inspires that awe in people are)

(those that are immense in size such as large pit mrnes or those that require)

(major engineering feats such as large "dams

”

These types of alterations are)

(fascrnatlng to people and increase the visual quality of the 'landscapef)

(None of the man-made alterations or built structures in this landscape were)

(judged to be awe "inspiring.")))

)

((expIa hist y ((/Xlterations or built structures that "appear" to be old or historic enhance)

(the visual quality of the ‘Iandscape ' The symbolize past cultures and times)

(which tend to fascinate people, thus contributlng to people's appreciatron of)

(the ‘landscape.' If the landscape contains more than one man-made alteration)

(or built structure then the alteration or structure which is most visually)

(apparent dominates and is responsible for the effect of man—made alteratnons)

(or built structures on the visual qualrty of the "Iandscape.‘ The most visuallyl

(apparent man—made alteration or built structure rn this landscape appear to bel

("historn:.” Therefore, this alteration or structure has positive influence on)

(visual 'quallty.'l))

)

((expIa hist n ((AIterations or built structures that "appear" to be old or historic enhance)

(the visual quality of the 'Iandscape

‘

The symbolize past cultures and times)

(which tend to fascinate people, thus contrihutlng to people's appreciatlon of)

(the 'Iandscape.' lf the landscape contains more than one man-made alteration)

(or built structure then the alteration or structure which is most vrsuallyl

(apparent dominates and is responsible (or the effect of man—made alterations)

(or built structures on the visual quality of the 'landscape ' The most visuallyl

(apparent man~made alteration or built structure in thus landscape does not)

(appear to be "historic," Therefore, this alteration or structure has positive)

(influence on visual "quality 'lll

)

((expla
apptec y ((The most visuallv apparent man-made "aIteration(s)' or "structure(s)' in

the)

(landscape will have the greatest effect on the visual quality pf the ‘landscape.')

(The most visually apparent "alterat¤on(s)‘ or 'structure(sl“ in the landscape)

(are related to industrial, quasi-industrial or technological uses of the)

(‘Iandscape.')))

)

((expIa apptec n ((The most visually apparent man-made "aIteration(s)' or 'strur.:ture(s)" in

the)

(landscape will have the greatest effect on the vrsual quality of the ‘Iandscape.')

(The most visually BDDSYEHI ”alterati0n(s)" or "structurelsl" in the landscape)

(are not related to industrial, quasi-industrial or technologrcal uses of the)

('Iandscape."))l

)
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((expIa coll a ((The extent to whrch man~made structures and alterations collectively have al

(negative impact on the visual quality ol the natural landscape depends on how)

("visually apparent" they are in the landscape or the extent to which the)

(alterations and/or structures vrsibly alter the natural characterol the)

('Iandscape.' Note, thrs determination is based on how an average lay person)

(would percerve the "natural character" ot the landscape '(i.e.' a)

lprofessnonal iorester might be able to percerve a variety ol non—naturaI)

(changes in the landscape such as prescribed burns and stand thinning which)

(would not be evident of a lay 'person ' The man—made alterations and/or)

(structures are barely vrsible and the natural visual character of the)

(landscape has not been 'altered.")))

)

((expla coll b ((The extent to which man·made structures and alteratrons collectivelv have a)

(negatrve impact on the vtsual quality ol the natural landscape depends on how)

("visually apparent" they are in the landscape or the extent to which the)

(alterations and/or structures visibly alter the natural characterol the)

('Iandscape.' Note, thrs determmation is based on how an average lay person)

(would percerve the "natural character" ot the landscape 'l¤.e.' al

(forester might be able to percerve a variety of non-natural changes in the)

(landscape such as prescribed burns and stand thrnning which would not bel

(evident ol a lay 'person.' The man—made alteratrons and/or structures are)

(visible, but the natural character o( the landscape is essentrally 'intact.')ll

l

(lexpla coll c ((The extent to which manmade structures and alteratrons collectively have al

(negative impact on the visual quality of the natural landscape depends on how)

("visuaIIy apparent" they are in the landscape or the extent to whnch the)

(alterations and/or structures visrbly alter the natural characterof the)

('Iandscape.' Note, thrs determrnatron is based on how an average lay person)

(would percerve the "natural character" ol the landscape '(i.e„' a)

(forester might be able to perceive a variety of non-natural changes in the)

(landscape such as prescribed burns and stand thrnnrng which would not be)

(evident of a lay 'person.' The man-made alterations and/or structures are)

(clearly visible, but they are still subordrnate to the natural character of the)

('Iandscapef The natural character has been altered. but the natural character)

(still 'predominates.' The landscape has a moderately low visual quality due to)

(man—made alterations and "structures.'))l

l

llexpla coll d ((The extent to which man-made structures and alterations collectrvely have al

(negative rmpact on the vrsual quality ol the natural landscape depends on how)

("visually apparent" they are in the landscape or the extent to whrch the)

(alterations and/or structures visibly alter the natural characterol the)

('Iandscape.' Note, this determrnation is based on how an average lay person)

(would percerve the "natural character" of the landscape '(¤.e.' a)

(lorester might be able to percerve a variety of non-natural changes rn the)

(landscape such as prescribed burns and stand thmning which would not be)

(evident 0( a lay 'person.' The man—made alterations and/or structures are)
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lobvious and the natural character of the landscape no longer 'predommates,')

(however, some of the natural character remains and is visually 'evident.')))

)

(lexpla coll e (lThe extent to which man~made structures and alterations collectively have al

(negative impact on the visual quality of the natural landscape depends on how)

("visually apparent" they are in the landscape or the extent to which the)

(alterations and/or structures vlsibly alter the natural characterof the)

('landscapef Note, this determination is based on how an average lay person)

(would perceive the "natural character" of the landscape 'li e.' a)

(forester might be able to perceive a variety of non—naturaI changes in the)

(landscape such as prescribed burns and stand thinning which would not be)

(evident of a lay 'person.' The man—made alterations and/or structures are)

(visually dominant and little or none of the natural character 'remains.')))

)

llexpla huma y ll"’Human scale" alterations or structures are those that are small enough

that)

(people feel comfortable when placed in close proxirnltv "lnext to, within or on)')

(to the alteration or 'structure.' Human scale alterations or structures alter)

(or change the natural landscape less, and thus, have a less negative influence)

(on the visual 'ouality.' In some situations, human scale alterations or)

(structures may even have a positive influence on visual 'quality.' The man-made)

('aIteration(sl' or built 'structurels)' nn this landscape are human 'scale

‘)

(This has a posituve influence on visual 'quaIity.')))

)

llexpla huma n (("Human scale" alterations or structures are those that are small enough

that)

(people feel comfortable when placed in close proxlmlty '(next to, within or onl')

(to the alteration or ‘structure.' Human scale alterations or structures alter)

(or change the natural landscape less, and thus, have a less negative influence)

(on the visual 'quaIity.' In some situations, human scale alteratnons or)

(structures may even have a positive influence on visual 'qual¤ty.' The man-made)

('aIteration(s)' or built 'structure(s)' in this landscape are not human 'scale.')

(This has no positive influence on visual 'oualitv '))l

)

llexpla natu V (lStructures constructed of natural materials appear as if they belong or fit)

(into the natural 'environment,' Thus, they appear to alter the natural)

(landscape a less negative influence on visual 'quality ' ln addition, these)

(materials also often appear as if lt were hand crafted rather than mass)

('producedf lf the landscape contauns more than one man-made alteration or)

(built structure then the alteration or structure which is most vusually)

(apparent dominates and is responsible for the effect of man-made alterations)

(or built structures on the visual quality of the 'landscape,' The most visually)

(apparent man-made alteration or built structure in this landscape appears to)

(be constructed of natural 'materials,' Therefore, thrs alteration or structure)

(has a positive influence on visual 'quaI¤ty.')))
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l

((expIa natu n ((Structures constructed of natural materials appear as if they belong or frt)

(into the natural "environment ' Thus, they appear to alter the natural)

(landscape a less negative influence on visual 'ouality.' In addition, these)

(materials also often appear as if it were hand crafted rather than mass)

('producedf lf the landscape contains more than one man—made alteration or)

(built structure then the alteration or structure which is most visually)

(apparent dominates and is responsible for the effect of man-made alterations)

(or built structures on the visual qualrty of the 'landscape.' The most visually)

(apparent man-made alteration or built structure in this landscape does not)

(appear to be constructed of natural 'materials.')ll

l

llexpla shel y ((Landscape which offer the "potential for shelter" have high visual 'quality,')

lparticularly if combined with 'prospect.' They "appear" to be places that one)

(could enter and spend the night or seek protection from inclement 'weather,')

(regardless of weather the opportunity to seek shelter really 'exists.' lf the )

(landscape contains more one man-made alteration or built structure then the)

(alteration or structure which is most visually apparent dominates and is)

(responsible for the effect of man·made alterations or built structures on the)

(visual quality of the 'landscapef The most visually apparent man-made)

lalteration or built structure in this landscape appears to offer the)

("'potentiaI for shelter/" Therefore, this alteration or structure has al

(positive influence on visual 'quality 'lll

l

((expla shel n ((Landscape which offer the "potential for shelter"' have high visual 'qualrty,')

(particularly if combined with 'prospect.' They

"appear’”

to be places that one)

(could enter and spend the nlght or seek protection from inclement 'weather,')

(regardless of weather the opportunity to seek shelter really 'exists,' If the l

(landscape contains more one man—made alteration or built structure then the)

lalteratron or structure which is most visually apparent dominates and is)

(responsible for the effect of man—made alterations or built structures on the)

(visual quality of the '|andscape.' The most visually apparent man-made)

(alteration or built structure in this landscape does not appear to offer the)

("potentiaI for shelter/'lll

l

lfexpla pros y ((Landscapes which offer the "opportunity for prospect." have high visual)

(quality, particularly if they also offer the potential for 'shelter.')

(Alterations or structures appear to rmprove the opportunity for prospect or the)

(opportunity to survey the surrounding landscape 'visually ' The structures or)

lalterations appear to offer superior vantage points if one were to enter or)

lclrmb on top of the structure or alteration, regardless of weather the)

(opportunity to do so really 'exists.' lf the landscape contains more than one)

(man-made alteration or built structure then the alteration or sstructure which)

(is most visually apparent dominates and is responsible for the effect of)

(man~made alterations or built structures on the visual quality of the)
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('landscape.' The most visually apparent man—made alteratron or built structure)

(or burlt structure in thrs landscape appears to offer the "opportunity for')

('prospect/' Therefore, this alteration or structure has a positive influence)

(on visual 'quality,')))

l

llexpla pros n((Lar1dscapes which offer the "opportunrty for prospect." have high visual)

(qualrty, particularly rf they also offer the potential for 'shelter

”)

(Alteratrons or structures appear to improve the opportunity for prospect or the)

(opportunrty to survey the surroundirrg landscape 'vrsuaIIy.' The structures or)

(alterations appear to offer supenor vantage points if one were to enter or)

(climb on top of the structure or alteration, regardless of weather the)

(opportunity to do so really 'exists ' lf the landscape contams more than one)

(man-made alteratron or bunt structure then the alteratron or sstructure which)

(is most visually apparent dorninates and is responsible for the effect of)

(man-made alterations or bunt structures on the visual quality of the)

('Iandscape.' The most visually apparent man—made alteration or built structure)

(or built structure in this landscape does not appear to offer the)

("opporturuty for pr0spect."')l)

)

((sxpIa refl y ((The potential for relaxatlon and contemplatron in a landscape has a positive)

(influence on the visual quality of the 'Iandscape„' These are alterations or)

(structures rn the landscape which appear to be quiet and/or serene 'places,')

(regardless of whether they actually 'are,' lf the landscape contains more than)

(one man-made alteration or built structure then the alteration or structure)

(which is most visually apparent domrnates and is responsible for the effect of)

(man—made alterations or built structures on the visual quality of the)

('Iandscape.' The most visually apparent manrmade alteration or bunt structure)

(in this landscape appears to have "potentral for relaxation and')

('contemplatron." Therefore, this alteration or structure has a positive has a)

(positive influence on visual 'qualrty.')l)

)

((expla refl n ((The potential for relaxatlon and contemplation in a landscape has a positive)

(influence on the visual quality of the 'Iandscape." These are alteratrons or)

(structures in the landscape which appear to be quiet and/or serene 'places,')

lregardless of whether they actually 'are.' If the landscape contains more than)

(one man—made alteration or built structure then the alteration or structure)

(which is most visually apparent dominates and is responsible for the effect of)

(man-made alterations or built structures on the visual qualrty of the)

('landscape.' The most visually apparent manrmade alteration or bunt structure)

(in this landscape does not appear to have "potential ler relaxation and')

('contemplation„")))

)

((expla vrsb_coII r6_a_1 ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dominate rt is)
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(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures whrch are present in)

(the 'Iandscaoe.' The greater the drlference between the apoarentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collectivel

lapparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteratnon or structure on vrsual 'qualnty.')

(The "most vrsually apparent" man-made 'alterationls)' or 'structure(s)')

('is(are)' visually evident 'lreted as 'modulied or dominant') ' The collectuvel

(apparentness rating of all alteratnons or structures is ”‘mod¤lied'.')))

l

(lexpla visb_coII r6*a_2 llThe extent to which the "most visually apoarent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures whuch are present in)

(the 'landscape.' The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteratnon or structure and the collectivel

(aoparentness rating ol all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual 'quality.')

(The "most visually apparent" man—made "alterat¤on(s)' or 'structurels)')

("is(arel' visually evndent 'lreted as 'rnodilied or dominant') " The collectrve)

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures us "'dominant'.')))

)

lfexpla vrsb_coll r6_b llThe extent to which the "most vusually apoarent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure rnfluences visual qualrty deoends on how visually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alteratuons or structures which are present rn)

(the 'landscape.' The greater the difference between the aooarentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alterauon or structure and the collectuvel

(aoparentness rating of all alteratnons or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually aooarent" alterateqn or structure on visual 'quality.')

(The "most visually aooarent"' man-made 'alterat¤on(s)' or 'structure(s)')

("is(are)' visually evident 'lreted as 'modulied or dominant') "lll

l

llexpla visb_coII r6_c_1 ((The extent to whrch the "most vusually apparent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure lnlluences visual qualuty depends on how vusually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man—made alterations or structures whuch are present in)

(the 'landscape.' The greater the difference between the apparentness ratung)

(of the "most visually apoarent" alteration or structure anc the collective)

(apoarentness rating of all alteraticns or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" a)terat¤on or structure on visual 'quality ')

(The "most vrsually apparent" man-made 'alterat¤onls)' or 'structurels)')

('is(are) 'barely visibIe'.' The collectrve apparentness rating of all)

lalterations or structures is "slightly v¤s¤bIe' ")))

)

llexpla visb_coll r6_c_2 ((The extent to whrch the "most visually apparent" man-made
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alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dommate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures which are present ml

(the 'Iandscape.' The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collectivel

[apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual 'quality.')

(The "most visually apparent" man-made "aIteration(s)' or 'structure(s)'l

l'is(are) 'barelv visibIe'.' The collective apparentness rating of all)

(alterations or structures is "noticeabIe’,")))

)

llexpla visb_coII r6_c_3 ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alterauons or structures which are present rn)

(the 'landscapef The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collectivel

lapparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent"' alteration or structure on visual 'qualitv.')

(The "most visually apparent" man-made 'alteration(s)' or 'structure(sl')

('is(are) 'barely visibIe'.' The collective apparentness rating of all)

(alterations or structures is "clearly visible' 'll)

l

llexpla visb_coII r6_c_4 llThe extent to which the "most visually aoparent" man—made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dommate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures which are present in)

(the "Iandscapef The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collectivel

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual 'quahty.')

(The "most visually apparent" man-made 'alteration(s)' or 'structure(s)')

l'is(are) 'barely visibIe'.' The collective apparentness rating of all)

(alterations or structures is "modified',')))

l

llexpla visb_coll r6_c_5 llThe extent to which the "most visually apparent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dommate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures which are present in)

(the 'landscape " The greater the drfference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collective)

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual 'quality 'l

(The "most visually apparent"' manrmade 'aIteration(s)' or "structurels)')

('is(are) 'barely visible'." The collective apparentness rating of all)

(alterations or structures is "dominant’.')))
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l

llexpla visb_coII r6_d_1 llThe extent to which the "most vrsually apparent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure mfluences visual quality depends on how visually dominate it is)

(relatrve to the other man~made alteratrons or structures which are present in)

(the 'landscapef The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteratiort er structure and the collectivel

(apparentness ratrng of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent'” alteration or structure on vusual 'quality.')

(The "most visually apparent" man·made 'alterat¤onls)" or 'structurels)')

("islare) 'not1ceable’r' The collectlve apparentness rating of all)

(alterations or structures is "noticeable'.")))

)

llexpla visb_coII r6_d*2 (lThe extent to which the "most vtsuallv apparent"‘ man·made

alteratton or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dommate it is)

(relative to the other man—made alterations or structures which are present in)

(the "landscape." The greater the difference between the apparentness ratmg)

(of the "most vusually apoarent" alteration or structure and the collectrve)

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteratuon or structure on visual 'quaIity.')

(The "most visually apparent" man—made "alterat¤onlsl' or 'structurelsl")

("is(are) 'noticeablel" The collective apparentness rating of all)

(alterattons or structures is "clearlv vlsible'„‘))l

)

(lexpla visb_colI r6_d_3 ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent" man·made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual qualuty depends on how visually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alteratuons or structures whrch are present in)

(the 'landscape.' The greater the drfference between the apparentness ratrng)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteratuon or structure and the collectrvel

(apparentness ratrng of all alteratrons or structures the greater the mfluence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on vusual 'qualrty.')

(The "most visually apparent" man-made 'alterationls)" or 'structurels)')

('is(are) ’r1ot1ceabIe'.' The collectlve aoparentness raung of all)

lalterations or structures is "modtf¤ed' ')ll

)

((expIa visbfcoll r6_d_4 ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent" man—made

alteration or)

(structure tnfluences vnsual quality depends on how visually dominate it rs)

(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures which are present rn)

(the "Iandscabe.' The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most vrsually apparent"‘ alteration or structure and the collective)

lapbarentness rattng of all alteratlons or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual "qualitv.')
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(The "most visually apparent" man—rnade "alteration(sl' or "structurelsl')

l'is(are) 'noticeabIe'.' The collective apparentness rating of all)

lalterations or structures is "dominant' ')))

)

((expIa visb_coll r6_e_l ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alteratrons or structures whuch are present in)

(the 'Iandscape.' The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collectivel

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual 'quality.')

(The "most visually apparent" man~made ”alterat¤on(s)' or 'structure(s)')

l'is(are) visually evident (rated as 'clearly visible‘ or 'modi(¤ed‘)r' The)

(collecttve apparentness rating of all alteratrons or structures is)

("clearly visible' ')))

)

llexpla visb_coll r6_e*2 ((The extent to which the "most vrsually apparent" man—made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how vusually domunate it is)

(relative to the other man~made alterations or structures which are present in)

(the 'landscape.' The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collective)

(apparentness rating of all alteratuons or structures the greater the influence)

lof the "most visually apparent" alteratron or structure on visual 'quality.')

(The "most visually apparent" man-made 'aIterat¤on(s)' or 'structurelsl')

('islare) visually evtdenz (rated as ’clearly v¤sible' or 'modif¤ed').' The)

(collective apparentness rating of all alterations or structures is "mod¤f¤ed'.’)))

)

((expla visb_coll r6*e_3 ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent" man-made

alteration orl

(structure rnfluences visual quality depends on how vusually dominate it rs)

(relative to the other man—made alterations or structures which are present in)

(the 'Iandscape.' The greater the dufference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collecttvel

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent"' alteration or structure on visual 'quality.')

(The "most visually apparent" man-made 'alteration(s)" or 'structure(s)")

('islare) visually evident (rated as ’clearly visible' or ’modif¤ed‘).' The)

(collective apparentness rating of all alterations or structures rs "dom¤nant'.'l))

)

((exp|a visb_coll r6*f_1 ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent" man-made

alteratron or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alteratuons or structures which are present in)
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(the "landscaper" The greater the d¤f(erence between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually aoparent‘” alteratron or structure and the collective)

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual "qualrty.")

(The "’most vrsually apparent" manmade 'alterat¤onls)" or "structure(s)'l

('is(are) visually evident (rated as 'clearly visibIe' or 'mod¤fied')," The)

(collectrve apparentness rating of all alteratrons or structures rs "dominant'.'lll

l

((expla visb_coIl r6_g_1 ((The extent to whrch the "most vtsually apparent" man·made

alteration or)

(structure inlluences visual quality depends on how vrsually dommate it rs)

(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures which are present in)

(the "landscape.' The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collective)

(apoarentness rating of all alteratrons or structures the greater the influence)

(ol the "most vrsually apparent" alterauon or structure on visual ‘qualityr"l

(The "most visually apparent" man-made ‘aIterationls)' or "structure(s)")

('is(are) 'barely visible', 'not¤ceable" or "clearly visiole' " The collective)

(apparentness ratung of all alterations or structures rs 'slightly v¤sible’ or)

("'noticeable'.')l)

)

((expIa visb_coII r6_g_2 ((The extent to which the "'most visually apparent" man-made

alteratron or)

(structure inlluences visual qualrty depends on how visually dominate rt is)

(relative to the other man-made alteratrons or structures which are present in)

(the 'Iandscapef The greater the drllerence between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteratron or structure and the collecttvel

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the tnfluence)

(ol the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual 'quaIity.')

(The "most visually apparent" man—made "aIteratronlsl" or 'structure(s)')

('is(are) 'barely vistble', 'noticeabIe"' or "clearly visiole'." The collectrvel

lapoarentness rating of all alteratrons or structures rs "clearly vis¤ble'.'l))

l

(lexola visb_coIl r6*gV3 ((The extent to whrch the "most visually apparent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures whtch are present in)

(the "landscape.' The greater the drlference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteratron or structure and the collective)

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(ol the "most vtsually apparent" alteratron or structure on visual 'qualrty.')

(The "'most visually apparent" manrmade ”alterat¤on(s)" or "structurels)')

('is(are) 'barely visible', 'notrceable" or "clearly visible' ' The collecttvel

(apparentness rating ol all alterations or structures is "rnodifred" or)

l"d¤minant'."))l

l
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ffexpla visb_colI r6_h_1 ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent" man-made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how vrsually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures which are present in)

(the 'landscape.' The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(01 the '"most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collective)

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on vrsual "ouality.')

(The "most visually apparent" man·rnade 'alteration(s)" or 'structure(s)')

('isfarel ’bareIy visible', 'nouceable" or "clearly visibIe'.' The collective)

l8DDarentness rating of all alterations or structures is "slightly visible'.')))

)

flexpla visb_coII r6_h_2 ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent"' man-made

alteration 0r)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man-made alterations or structures which are present in)

(the 'landscape,' The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteratlon or structure and the collective)

(apparentness rating 01 all alterations or structures the greater the influence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual 'quahty.')

(The "most visually apparent" manrmade 'alteratioh(s)' or 'structurelsl')

l'is(are) 'barely visible’, ’n0ticeable" or "clearly visible'.' The collectivel

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures is "noticeable" or)

("’clearIy visible'.')l)

)

((expla visb_coII r6_h*3 ((The extent to which the "most visually apparent"' man-made

alteration or)

(structure influences visual quality depends on how visually dominate it is)

(relative to the other man—made alterations or structures whlch are present in)

(the 'landscape." The greater the difference between the apparentness rating)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure and the collectivel

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures the greater the rnfluence)

(of the "most visually apparent" alteration or structure on visual 'quality.')

(The "most visually apparent" man-made 'alterationls)' or 'structure(s)"l

('is(are) ’barely visible', 'n0t¤ceable" or "clearly yis¤bIe'.' The collective)

(apparentness rating of all alterations or structures is "modified" or)

l"dominant'.'l))

)

l
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APPENDIX B

CODE OF NATURAL FEATURE SUBSYSTEM
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(assert

((do_nat1 il

(nat)

(oo_nat1

1

1

(assert

llnatl if

(svstem cIs1

(println "° "'1

(println
"

Visual Ouality Component I: Landscape content "l

(println "° Part B
--

NATURAL Feature "1

(println "' "1

(nI1(n|1

(println 'To evaluate natural features, you need to answer the following questions?)

(nI1(nI)

(open stream "TXBl:' readl

(println 'O1: Are there any yrsually significant natural features rn the Iandscape‘/‘)

(nIl(nI1

(println ' PLEASE ANSWEFI V/N”1

Iqetline stream 7aIterationl

Icontmuel ?aIteration1

(nIl(nl1

(system cIs1

(println "C)2: Please indicate how many yisually striking features are y¤sb¤Ie‘l

(nl1(nI1

(println " PLEASE INPUT THE NUMEER OF STRIKING NATURAL FEATURES'1

(qetline stream ?n0_o(_a|tet1

(; = ?no_aIter (strtonum 7no_of*aIter11

(assen ((count ?no_aIter1l1

(nl1(nI1

(whetherl 7no_aIterl

1

1

(assert

(lcontinuel ?c1 if

(¤r(:: 7c n1 (== 7r:N11

(cut)

(system clsl

(expla nat n Yexplal

(assert ((pa0a 20111

(printfexp Yexplal ; Thrs Yexpla should include CONCLUSION 1
' °'°°°°"

(retract ((paqe ?111
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lnlllnl)

(println 'You now can go to the SPATIAL ORG/\NlZATION part by hitting RETURN key.')

(getline stream 7a)

(again do_nat 7a)

)

((c¤nunue1 7::) if

(orl= = ?¢v) (== ?cY))

(cut)

)

(lcontinuel 7) if

(println 'Your input is not right, try again")

lgetline stream ?b)

(continue) 7b)

)

)

lassen

((again 7 q) it

(quit)

)

l(again Ypred sl if

(close stream)

(7pred)

)

((again ?pred 7a) if

(!= ?a al

(!
= 7a s)

(println 'Dp you want to OUIT cr START again, rnput lo/s).')

(getlme stream 7b)

(again ?pred 7b)

)

)

(assert

llwhetherl 7count) il

l> ?cotmt 3)

(println 'The features are not visually striking if more than three are identified.')

(println 'Please reconsider your answer, input a new number.'l

lgetline stream 7no_alter)

(: = 7count‘l (strtcznum ?no_aIter))

(rstract ((c¤unt 7)))

(assert llcount ?count‘l)))
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(whether1 7count1)

)

IIwhether1 Ycount) if

(< = 7count O)

lpnntln 'Not consnstent. You should unput an mteger that us greater than zero I")

(nl)

Ionntln 'Do you want to OUIT or START agam7 Input lqlsl')

luetlma stream Yaqam)

(do_over nat count ?again)

)

Ilwhetherl Ycount) rf

(> 7count O)

I< = ?count 3)

(nat_name ?count)

lnat_desc 7count)

(nat_reac Vcount)

(nat_v¤sb 7count)

lnatimtr ?count)

)

)

(assert

Ildofover ? ? q) ir

lqurt)

I

(Ido_over ?pred1 ?pred2 s) ur

(retract ((?pred2 7)))

(close stream)

(7pred1)

)

(Ido_over 7pred1 7pred2 ?a) rf

I! : ?a q)

(!
= 7a s)

(nI)(nI)(nI)(nI)

lprmtln 'Your input is not aopropnate, nnput lq/s) only.')

Iuetline stream 7b)

ldo_over ?pred1 7ored2 7b)

)

)

Iassert

((show_common ?num) il
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(println 'You have identilied the lollowmg visually striking natural')

(println 'leatures being present in the landscape being assessed 'l

(nl)

lshowfnames 1 7num)

l

l

lassen

((show_names 7 O) il

(nl)

)

((show_names ?up Ydovvn) rl

(print " 'l

(print 7up)

(print ' 'l

lnamel 7up ?name)

(println 7name)

(:= ?new_up (+ ?up 1))

l: = ?new_down (· 7d¤wn 1))

(show_names ?new_up 7new_downl

)

l

(assert

((nat_name ?end_cond) rl

(system clsl

(println 'O3: Please list and name EACH visually striking natural leature.')

(nl)(nll

(name1_loop 1 ?end_cond)

l

l

(assert

((nat*desc 7end_cond) il

(system clsl

(show_common ?end_cond)

(println 'O4: Please list and bnelly descnbe the visual cnaractenstrcs ol each')
(println 'visually striking leatures The description should include the size,'l

(println 'color, texture, visibility and position in the landscape as well as')
(println 'any other important aspects of the leature‘s appearance,')

(nl)(nI)

(desc1_|oop 1 ?end_cond)

)
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l

lassen

((nat_teac 7end*c¤nd) il

(system cls)

(show_common ?end_cond)

(pnntln 'O5: Would you react diflerently to this landscape if the lollowunq feature')

(pnntln "did not exist in the landscape 'l

(nl)

(reac_loop 1 ?end_c0nd)

)

)

(assen

((nat_visb 7end*cond) rt

(system clsl

(show_common 7end_condl

(println 'O6; How visually apparent es the following yisually striking feature7')

(nl)

(v¤sb1_Ioop 1 ?end_cond)

l

l

lassen

l(nat_intr ?end_cond) il

(system cls)

(show_common 7end_c0ndl

(println 'O7: How interesting or fascnnatmg is the following vrsually striking features?/'l

(nll

(intr_Ioop 1 7end_c¤nd)

)

)

lassen

((name1_Ioop 7 Ol)

((name1_Ioop 7up 7downl il

(print 'Please input the name for the feature NO, 'l

(print ?up)

(println '.')

(qetline stream Ynamel

(nl)(nI)(nl)(nl)

(assert (lnamel ?up ?name))l
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(:= 7new_up (+ 7up 1))

(: = 7new_d¤wn (· 7down 1))

(name1_Ioop ?new_up 7new*downl

)

I

(assart

((desc1_Ioop 7 OII

l(descI_l¤¤p 7up 7d¤wn) ¤(

(print 'INPUT FOR FEATURE: ')

(name1 ?up Yname)

(print 7nameI

(println '.')

(nl)

(println 'BE SURE TO BRACKET YOUR DESCRIPTION BY '(' Gi ')'.')

(println 'IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANYTHING TO INPUT, TYPE IN (I FOR AN EMPTY INPUT.')

(println 'BE SURE NOT TO USE ANY SIGN INSIDE THE BRACKET.')

(read 7desc)

(nII(nII(nI)(nl)

(assert ((desc1 7up 7desc)))

(1 = 7new_up (+ 7up 1))

(1 = 7new_down (-
Tdown 1))

(desc1_Ioop ?new_up Mewidownl

)

I

(assert

(lreac_loop 7 OII

((teat:_Io¤p 7up ?down) II

(print 'PLEASE ANSWER y/n FOR THE FEATURE ")

(name1 7up 7name)

(print Ynamel

(println '.')

(oetline stream 7react)

(nl)(nlI(nlI

(y_¤r_n_3 7up 7down 7reactI

I

)

(assert

((v¤sb1_loup ? 0))

((visbI*Ioop 7up ’/down} if

(para¤ra8I
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lprint ' FOR: ")

lname1 ?up ?name)

(print lnamel

(pnntln

'.‘)

lqetline stream Vvisb)

(y_or_n_4 ?up visbl paragraä Vvisbl

l:= Ynewfup (+ 7up 1))

l: = ?new_down l- 7down 1))

(nIl(nlllnl)(nI)(nll

(visb1_Io¤p ?new_up 7new_downl

)

)

(assert

l(intr_l¤¤¤ 7 0))

((intr_l0op 7up 7downl if

l¤araqra9)

(print

‘

FOR ')

(namel 7up Ynamel

(print ?name)

(println "„')

lqetline stream ?intr)

(y_or_n_4 >up intr paragra9 Vintrl

(:= 7new_up l+ 7up1l)

(1 = ?new_down (-
?down 1))

l¤|)(nl)lnl)lnl)lnI)

(intr_loop Tnewfup 7new_downl

l

)

lassert

l(paragra8) if

(nl)

(println "a. NOT IMPORTANT: The feature is easily visnble. lt is difficult for the')

(println ' viewer to spot even when pmnted.')

(nl)

(println 'b. VISIBLE: The feature es visible, but does not standout„ The viewer can')

(println ' easnly see the feature if rt is pointed. but may easily overlook it lf not.')

(nl)

(pnntln "c IMPORTANT: The feature is highly visible but does not dominate the')

(println ' landscape. The viewer readily notices the feature but it does not capture'l

(println " his/her attention.')

(nl)

(println 'd. DOMINANT. Due to its size or position in the landscape the feature is')

(println ' visually dominant and the viewer's attention is pulled to the feature.'l

(nl)
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(print 'PLEASE CHOOSE ONE CHARACTER FROM 'a, b, c, d'."l

)

)

(assert

((¤aragra9) il

(println 'a. LOW INTEREST: Most prople would find this feature not to be of much interest')

(println

‘

and would not interested in explonng the feature further or findlng out')

(println ' additional information about the feature.')

(println 'b. MODERATE INTEREST: Most people would find this feature somewhat

interesting')

(println ' and would only be moderately interested in exploring or findmg out moer')

(println ' about the feature.')

(println 'c. MODERATE/HIGH INTEREST: Most people would find feature rather interesting

and')

(println " would be interested rn explonng the feature further or frnding out more')

(println ' about the feature.')

(println 'd. HIGH INTEREST: Most people would be very fascinated by this feature and')

(println ' would be very interested in exploring the feature further or finding out')

(println ' more about it.')

(nl)

(print 'PLEASE CHOOSE ONE CHARACTER FROM

‘a,

b, c, d' ')

l

)

(assert

((y*or*n_3 7up ?down vl if

(;= ?new_up (+ ?up1))

(:
= ?new_down l- ?d¤wn ll)

(reac_Ioop ?new_up 7new_down)

)

((y_or_n_3 7up ?d¤wn n) il

(println 'Since you would not react differently to the landscape without the feature')

(name1 ?up ?name)

(print Yname)

(println ', so the feature is in fact not visually striking.')

(nl)

(println 'Vou can drop the feature

‘

‘>name " and start form the beginning ld), or')

(println 'you can reevaluate your reaction to all the features lr).')

(getline stream ?conform)

(count ?count)

(conf ?count ?conform)

l
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((v*¤r_n_3
?up Vdown ?ans) if

(! = 7ans v)

(l = 7ans nl

(println 'Your answer is not appropriate, input only (v/n),'l

(uetline stream Vb)

(y_orVn_3 ?up Vdown Vb)

)

l

(assert

((y_or_n_4 7up ?pred ?paragra Vrange) il

(>
= ?range a)

(< = Vrange dl

(assert ((7¤red ?u¤ ?rangelll

(cut)

l

((y_or_n_4 7up ?pred Vparaqra V) il

(system cls)

(println 'Your input us not correct, please do it over")

(nl)

(Vuarapra)

(print

‘

FOR: ')

(name) Vup ?name)

(print Yname)

(println ',')

(qetline stream Vrepeatl

(y_or_n_4
Vup Vpred Vrepeat)

)

l

(assert

((c¤nf Vcount dl if

(remove ) Vcount name))

(remove ) T/count desc))

(retract ((count ?l))

(close stream)

(dofnatl

l

((conf Vcount rl if

(nat_reac ?countl

)

(icon! Vcount Vans) il
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(or
(' = ?ans d) (! = 7ans r))

(println 'Your input is not right, answer only 'd/r' Try agam‘")

(¤etline stream Vb)

(conf 7count Vb)

)

l

(assert

((Q0*nat) if

(count ?no_alrer)

ltravel_1 ml Preturn)

(cut)

(system cls)

(assert llpage 20)))

(append ((nat ?no_aIrer)) Vreturn Vlistl

(give_exp Vlistl ; be careful here, Vreturn may be changed

(nl)

(loop rev¤ew4 Vhs!) ; also be careful here
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I

I

lassen

((loop ?pred ?returnI if

(println 'Do you want to REVIEW the result (rI or CHANGE the input (cI or')

(print 'DO IT OVER ld) or OUIT (q). 'I

(¤et|ine stream 7lookI

(?pred ?return ?lookI

I

I

(assert

((review4 ?return gl rf

(quitl

I

((rey¤ew4 Vreturn cI il

(system clsI

(println 'Here rs your last input·'I

(nII(nII

(print 'LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
I

”I

(count 7countI

(show_ob( 1 7countI

(print ' --~-~-—~·-------~-------— I 'I

(show_bar 1 7countI

(print '1. VISUAL APPARENTNESS I "I

(show_item visbl 1 7countI

(print '2. HOW INTERESTING or FACINATING
I 'I

(show_item mtr 1 7countI

(nII(nII

(println 'To change your input, choose an appropriate number.'I

(qetline stream ?pri_numI

(;
= ?num (strtonum ?priAnumII

(modify2 Ycount 7numI

(println 'Do you want to CHANGE the mput (cl or RUN the Drogram (rl or OUIT (qI7"I

(uetline stream 7ansI

(Ioop1 Yreturn ?ansI

I

((revisw4 7 UI ii

(retract (lpaue ?III

(retract ((Iine ?III

(count 7countI

(retract ((count ?III

(remove 1 Vcount name1I
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(remove 1 7count descll

(remove l Ycount vlsb1l

(remove 1 ?c0unt mtr)

(close stream)

ldofnatl

l

llreview4 7return rl rl

(retract llllage 7)))

(assert llpaqe 20)))

(system clsl

(give_exp Yreturnl

lloop review4 ?return)

l

llreview4 ?return 7al rl
l‘

= ?a ql

l! = 7a cl

(! = 7a dl

l! = 7a r)

lnlllnlllnlllnll

(println ‘Vour input rs not approprrate, you must rnput euther 'q' or 'c' or
'd‘

or 'r'.'1

(println 'Answer the following quesuon agam !'l

(nll

lloop review4 7returnl

l

)

lassen

(lshovv_bar 7 Ol rf lnll

l

llshow_bar 7up 7d¤wnl if

(print

‘

·------ "l

(: = 7new_up (+ 7up 1))

(: = 7new_down l~ Vdown 1))

(show_bar 7r1ew_up ?new_downl

)

l

lassen

llshowritem 7 ? Ol il (nll

l
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llshpwfitem 7pred 7up Ydown) nl

l?pre¤ ?u¤ Nrem)

(print
‘

')

(print 7¤tem)

(print " ')

(:= ?new*up l+ ?up 1))

(: = 7n2w_down (- 7down 1))

(shcwiiuam ?pred ?new*up 7new*d¤wn1

)

)

lassert

l(show_c!:; 7 O) if (nl)

)

((sh¤w*obj 7up Ydown) il

(print 'OBJECT')

(print 7up)

(print ' ')

(:= ?new_u¤ (+ 7up 1))

(:= 7new_down (-
7d0wn 1))

(show_ob; ?new_up Ynewidown)

)

)

lassen

((I¤op1 7q) iv

(quit)

)

(l|¤¤p1 7 r) uf

(ratract ((9602 7)))

(retract (lIme 7)))

(¤o_nat)

)

((I00¤1 7return c) if

lreview4 Zraturn c)

)

((|o¤p1 7relum 7a) if

(! = ?a q)

(!
= 7a c)

(!= ?a r)

(n|)(n|)
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(println 'Your mput rs not approprzate, you must input ertner 'q' or 'c' or 'r',")

(println 'Answer the lollowmg questron agam l")

(nl)

(qetlrne stream 7b)

(loop1 7return 7b)

)

)

(assert

((modi(y2 7count 1) ii

(remove 1 ?count visb1)

lnativlsb 7count)

)

((modify2 Vcount 2) rl

(remove 1 Ycount mtr)

(nat_intr Ycoum)

)

((modi(y2 7count 7num) if

(or (< 7num 1) (> 7num 2))

(println 'Your input is wrong, mput a number between 1 and 2 only, try agam!')

lqetline stream ?a)

(z ; 7b (strtonum ?a))

(modi(v2 7count Vb)

)

)

lassen

((remove ?O 7))

((remove 7up ?dpwn 7pred) if

(retract ((7pred 7up 7)))

(: = 7new*up (+ 7up 1))

(: = 7new_down
(—

7down 1))

(remove Vnew_up Vnewidown 7pred)

)

)

(assert

((qive_ex¤ llnat.(7num.n•l)).?rest)) er

(> = 7num 1)

(< = 7num 3)
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(deal_head (nat.(Vnum.nil)))

(print_des 1 Vnum)

(page Ypage)

(¤age_h¤Id Vpage)

(nl)

(deaI_tail 7rest)

)

)

(assert

(iredo ? ql ii

(quit)

)

((red¤ Vnum r) il

(> 7num 5)

(remove 1 Vnum visb)

(retract llcoll 1 7)))

(pre_all_v¤sb 7num)

(more_t_live)

)

llredo ?num r) if

(< = 7num 5)

(remove 1 7num visb)

(retract llcoll 1 7)))

(pre_visb 7num)

(larger ?num)

)

((red¤ Vnum 7a) il

(!= ?a q)

l'= ?a r)

(nI)(nl)(n|)(nl)

(println 'Your input is not appropriate, input
’q’

(ur OUIT or')

(println 'input 'r' lor RE-EVALUAT the apparentness,')

(getline stream 7b)

lredo 7num Vb)

)

)

(assert

((sh¤w ? 0))

((show ?up 7down) ii

(name1 7up 7i-name)

(print 'alteration name : ')
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(print ?nameI

(visb ?up ’/visbl

(print ' aoparentness "I

(println Vvisbl

(:= ?new_up (+ Yup 111

(: = ?new_down 1- ?d¤wn 11)

(show ?new_up 7new_down1

I

I

(assert

Udealrhead (7head>(7num.ni|III if

(nl)

(expla ?head y Yexplal

(pr•nt_num ?exp|a 7numI

I

I

(assert

((dea|_taiI mlII

((deaI_tai| ((?(irst.(7second,niI11.?restII if

laxpla ?first 7second 7exp|aI

(print_exp ?explaI

(page ?pageI ; These two sentences count for the Iollowing blank

(pa¤e_hoId Ypagel ; line.

(nll

(deal_tail ?restI

l

I

(assert

((print_num 7rear_part ?numI (1

(print 'You identniued 'I

(print ?numI

(print " '1

(print_exp ?rear_partI

1

I

(assert

((print*exp niI11
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((print*exp (7head.7taiI)) il

lpage_ctrI Phead)

(nl)

(pnntfexp 7taiI)

)

)

(assert

((pnnt_des 7 0))

((¤r¤nt_des ?up 7down) rl

(page 7pagel

(page_hold 7page)

(nl)

(name1 7up Ynamel

(page 7page1)

(page_hoId ?page1l

(println "The ¤bject" 7up ' is ' 7name " that has the following descnpt¤on:")

ldescl 7up 7descl

(print_exp vdescl

(: = ?new_up (+ ?up 1))

(2 = 7new_d¤wn
(—

?dovvn 1))

(print_des 7new_up 7nevv*down)

)

)

;
"'°° Control page, every 20 lines ol explanation + 2 lines ol prompt

;
'°°°° information is a page

(assert

((page_ctrI 7lme) ui

(page ?page)

(page_hoId Ypagel

(put_exp 7I¤ne)

l

)

;

""‘

Check the page control sign to decide to move to next page or not °°°"

(assen

((¤age_hoId O) if

(retract ((¤a¤e 7)))
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lassen (lpage 20)))

(nl)

lprmtln '
'°°'°°‘°"

please hn RETURN to contlnue "°°"°*"')

lqetlme stream Vanykevl

lsystem cls)

(cut)

)

ll¤age_hold Vpagel rf

l> Vpage 0)

lretract llpaqe 7)))

l: = 7new_pa¤e l- 7paqe 1))

lassen llpaqe 7new_page)))

)

)

lassen

llput_e¤p mil)

((¤ut_exp (7head 7ta¤l)) nf

lpnnt ?nead)

(print " ')

lputiexo 7tail)

)

)

;
°°"° traverse of the tree of natural part starts here

""'

lassen

lltravelfl 7frame 7return) if

l¤at_high vrsbl 7feed_back)

(= = (7head.7taiI) 7feed_back)

(features T/head 7taiI ?numl

(co_high ?feed_back Ycohigh ?num)

lintr ?Iine1 7cohigh)

lvisb1 7Iine2 ?head)

(= = ?Irne1 7lrne2)

(assert lllrne 7lrne2)))

lvisbi ?Iine2 ’/apparentl

lt’l_appa 7apparent 7num 7frame Yreturn)

)
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)

;°°"° ALL NODES OF T1_APPA's
••••·

(assart

((t1_appa d 7num 7lrame 7return) uf

(appand Nrame ((visb1 d)) 7naw_frame)

(t1jear1 7num 7new_frame herum)

)

)

(asssri

((t1_ap¤a c ?num ?frame Yretum) nl

(append ?1ram9((visb1 cl)
Vnewjrame)

lt1_faat2 Ynum ?newVframe herum)

)

)

(asserr

((t1_appa h ?num ?frame 7rerum) ui

(auuend Hrame ((visb1 b)) 7new_f1ame)

(t1_|ear3 7num 7new_frame Yramml

)

)

lassen

((t1_appa a 7 Nrama T/return) ul

(append Wrame ((visb1
al)

?middI6)

(appand 7n1¤dd|s Hresolunon 1)) Vretuml

)

)

;"‘°'

ALL NODES OF T1_FEAT'S ""°
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lassen

((t1_1eat1 1 Vlrame 7retmn) il

laouend ?(rame (lfeat 1)) Ynewfframel

(luna Vnum)

(mtr ?num Yintrl

(t1_(ma1 7mtr 7new_1rame ?retum)

)

)

(assert

((t1v1ea!1 2 7(rame 7retum) il

(append Nrame (Heat 2)) ?new_(rame)

(Inns 7num)

(inn ?num 7imr)

(t1V1¤na1 Vintr 7new_frame Vretlirnl

)

)

lassen

((t1_feat1 3 Hrame Yreturn) uf

(append 7(rame (Heat 3)) ?new_1rame)

(line ?num)

(mtr ?num ?mtr)

lt1jina2 ?intr ?new_1rame Vreturn)

)

)

(assert

((t1_(aat2 1 ?(rame 7retum) if

(append 7(rama (Heat 1)) ?new_(rame)

(line ?num)

(intr 7num ?mtr)

(t1_1ma3 ?intr Znewjrame 7return)

l

)
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lassen

(lt1_leat2 2 ?frame Vreturn) il

(append Ylrame (Heat 2)) ?new_lrame)

(line Ynum)

(inn ?num ?imr)

(t1_lina4 ?intr ?new_l1ame 7retum)

)

)

lassen

((t1_leat2 3 Yframa Yretum) il

(armend Ylrame (Heat 3)) Vnewjramel

(line 7num)

(inn 7num ?imr)

(!1_lma5 Yintr 7new_lrame ?retum)

)

l

lassen

((t1_feat3 1 ?lrame Vremm) il

(appand T/frame (Hear 1)) ?new_lrame)

(line 7num)

(intr ?num 7in(r)

(t1_lma6 ?inu 7new_lrame Vrerurn)

l

)

lasssrt

(lt1_lear3 2 ?lrame herum) il

lappend ’/frame (Hear 2)) Ynewjramel

(line ?num)

(inn ?num 7mu)

(r‘l_fina6 ?intr ?new_lrame ?rerum)

l
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l

(assen

((t1_1ca!3 3 Nrame herum) rl

lappend ?1ram2 (Heat 3)) Mewjramel

(Iins ?num)

(Inu 7num ?¤mr)

(t1_fina7 7mu ?nsw_1rame Vrerum)

)

)

;""‘
ALL NODES OF T1_FINA'S

""'

(assert

((t1_1ma1 d Nrams ?ra1um) uf

(append ?frame (hnu d)) Pnewiframe)

(append ‘/new_1rame (lresoluuon 10)) kamm)
)

((!1_1ina1 c Hrame Yretum) ul

(append Hrama ((imr c)) 7new_irame)

(appand 7new_frame llresolurion 10)) Yretum)
)

((n1_fina1 b Hrame ?rerum) il

(append ?Irama (hnu b)) ?n6w_1rame)

(append Ynewjrama Hresolunon 10)) Yrexum)

1

((t1_fina1 a Ylrame Vretum) il
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lappend Nrame (lmu a)) Vnewiframel

laupend ?new_irame llresoluluon 3)) 7relum)

)

)

lassen

ll!1_fina2 d Hrame Vreturn) if

lappend Vlrame llintr d)) 7new_frame)

(append 7new_1rame llresolutuon 10)) Vretum)

)

ll!1_1ina2 c Hrams ?re!um) uf

lappend ?frame llmtr cl) ?new_|rame)

(append 7new_1rame llresoluuon 10)) "remrn)

)

((t1_fina2 b Hrame ’/return) ii

laupend Ylrama (lmu b))
7new_fram€l

lappend ?new_frame llresolution 10)) 7re!um)

)

llt1jina2 a Hrame Yretuml il

lappend Hrame (lmtr al) Ynewjrame)

lappend ?new_hame llresolurion 2)) Vvetuml

)

)

(assen

(lt1_fina3 d Nrame Vrenum) lf
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(append Yframa (linu d)) 7nsw_fvama)

(append ?naw_frama ((reso)uu¤n 10)) "remm)

l

((r1_1ina3 c Yframe 7re\urn) ul

(append ?frams (lim: cl)
Vnawjrame)

lappend ?new_irame llresuluuon 2)) Vremrn)
)

((t1_fina3 b Nrame 7r2turn)i1

lappend ?irame (hmr b)) Ynewjramel

(append ?naw_1rame Hrasoluuon 3))
Vrerum)

)

(lr1_fina3 a ?frame Vratuml 11

(append Nrama (üntr a)) Ynewjramel

(appand ?newjrame Hrasolunon 1))
Vretum)

)

)

lassen

((!1_6ina4 d ?|rame Yrerum) uf

(append Nrame (ümr d)) Ynewjrame)

(append ?new_!rame tlresolunon 10)) hamm)

)

((t1_f¤na4 c ?frame?retum)i1

(append T/frame (hmr c)) Vnewilrame)

(append 7new_1rama Hresoluuon 10)) Vrexurn)

)
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((r1_1ina4 b Vframe herum) if

(append T/name (Gnu b)) Vnewjrame)

(append 7new_6vame (lresoluruon 2))
herum)

)

((r1_1ina4 a Ytrams herum) ii

(appand ?frame (Gnu a)) ?newjrame)

(append 7new_1rame Hresulurion 1))
herum)

)

)

(asserr

((r1_fina5 d Hrame herum) if

Iappend 71rame (Gnrr d)) 7new_f1ame)

lappcnd ?new_f1ame ((res¤|urion 10)) herum)
)

((r1_(¤na5 c ?1rame herum) if

(append Hrame ((¤nrr c)) Ynewjramel

(append ?newjrame (Gesoluruon 10)) herum)

)

((r1_(ina5 b Nrame herum) ul

(append ?frame (Gnrr hl) ?new_1rame)

(append Ynewjrame itresolurnon 2)) herum)

)

((r1_fina5 a ?frame ?rerurn) ul
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(append Zlrama llumr a))
7newjrame)

(append ?new_lrame llresoluuon 3))
Return)

)

)

lassen

((\1_lina6 d T/lrams Yrexurn) ul

(append ?frama ((imr

dl)lappand?new_lrame llresoluuon 3)) Yramrn)
)

((t1_lina6 c Vlrame Vreturnl nl

lappsnd Ylrame llunrr c)) Vnewjrame)

(appand 7new_lrama llresoluuon 3)) Warum)

)

((t1_lina6 b Ylrame ?retum) il

lappend 7frama (limr b)) 7new_lrame)

(appsnd ’/new_lrame llrasoluuon 1)) Vrsmml
)

l(x1j¤na6 a ?lrame Yrenurn) ul

(appand ?frame ((mtr a)) ?n6w_lrama)

(a¤D¤nd 7new_lram2 llrasolunon 1)) Vrexurn)

)

)

lassen

((n1Vlina7 d ?frama ?re!urn) nl

(appand Hrame llmtr dl)
?new_lrame)
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(a¤¤&nd 7new_Irame ((resoIut¤on 211 ?retum1

1

((t1_fina7 c Nrame ?ratum1if

(appand ?f1ame ((1ntr c11 Vnewjramel

(apoand 7new_1rama Hresoluuon 311 7retum1

1

((t1_fina7 b Hrama ‘/return) nf

(apoend Nrame (lmtr b11 7newjvame1

(append Ynewjvame (tresoluuon 311 1retum1

1

((t1_1ina7 a 7frame 7return1 if

(append 7(rama ((intr a11 7newjrame1

(append ?new*1rame ((reso1ut¤¤n 111 "ratum1

1

1

;
“"°

ALL MISCELLANEOUS PREDICATES ""'

(assert

((a¤pend ni! 71 7111

((append(7x„?y1?1(7x.7w11iI

(appsnd ?y 71 7w1

1

1

(assert

((qet_high Yprad 71ssd_back1 il

(count 7count1

(¤et_s2t Yprad 7c0unt 7set1
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(user! ?ser Ynewiset)

(reverse 7new_set ?feed_bar:k)

)

)

(assert

((¤etAset 7 O n1l))

((¤et_set ?¤red7totaI(Vpred

?tc)taI ?v1sb)

(: = ?down_tota| (~ 7t¤1aI 1))

(¤et_set Ypred Vdownrtoral ?add_set)

)

)

(assert

Hreverse (7c.7I1) V12) 11

(reverse ?I1 ?out)

(append ’/out (7c) 712)

)

(lreverse nil niI))

)

(assert

(tqsort nn niI))

((qsort(7x.Vv)7ans)1(

(partition ?x 7y 7Iess T/more)

(qsort ?Iess 7Iess‘|)

(qsort ?m¤re 7more1)

(append 7Iess1 (7x.?more1) ?ans)

)

)

lassen

(lpartiticn Vx ml :111 :111))

Hpartition 7x (?y.?z) (7v„?Iess) Vmore) if

(< ?y Vx)

(partition 7x 71 ?Iess 7more)

1
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((pamt¤on Vx (7y.V1) Vless (?y.7more)) rl

(>
= 7y 7x)

(pamtion ?x V1 Vless 7more)

)

)

(assart

(Heatures ? nil 1))

(Heatures Viirst (V(¤rst,7tall) V(¤sd_back) rf

(features Vlrrst Vtail 7new_(eed)

(. = ?(eed_back (+ Vnew_1eed 1))

)

((features ?1¤rsr l?second17ta¤I) Heediback) rl

(l = Vfirst Vsecond)

llearures 7 ml Ylaedfback)

)

)

(assert

((co_hiqh (Vfrrst.?) ?c0h¤g)1 1) r(

(visbl ?num 7(irst)

(intr 7num ?cohigh)

(cut)

)

((co_hrqh (Vfnst,7) Vcohrgh 2) if

(visb1 ?num1 7Iirst)

(visb1 Vnum2 ?(rrst)

(!= 7num1 ?num2)

(intr ?num1 Va)

(mtr 7num2 7b)

(blqger Ya Vb Vcohigh)

(cut)

)

((co_hig)1? ?c0h¤gh 3) nl

(get_high mu (Vcohrgh V))

)

)

(assert
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llbiqger 7a Vb Val if

(>
= ?a 7b)

l

llbigger Va Vb Vbl if

(< Va Vbl

)

l

;"°°°
VARIOUS FACTS

"°'°

(assert

((expIa resolution 1 ((FlNAL CONCLUSlON:l (No effect on visual qual¤ty))l)

llexpla resolution 2 ((FlNAL CONCLUSlON·) (High vrsual qual¤ty))))

(lexpla resolution 3 ((FINAL CONCLUSION:) (Morderately high visual qualityllll

((expla resolution 4 ((FlNAL CONCLUSlON:) (Morderately low visual qualny)))l

(fexpla resolution 5 ((FINAL CONCLUSION:) (Low visual quallty)))l

((expIa resolution 6 ((FlNAL CONCLUSION:) (SllghtlY positive effect on visual qualityllll

llexpla resolution 7 (IFINAL CONCLUSION:) (Shghtly negative effect on visual quality))))

(lexpla resolution 8 ((FlNAL CONCLUSION:) (Not consistent, re-evaluate individual and

collective apparentness rating)l))

((expIa resolution 10 (IFINAL CONCLUSION:) lOutstandlng visual qualityl)))

(lexpla nat n ((There are no natural features present in this 'landscapef Therefore, natural)

(features have no effect on visual "quality.' Visual quality will be determmed)

(by other "factors.')()()(FlNAL CONCLUSION) (No effect on visual qualitvlll

)

((expla nat V llvisually striking natural 'featurelsll" The presence of natural)

(features has a influence on visual "quality.' People are often fascinated or)

(intrigued by visually signilicant natural 'features," A 'visually significant'l

(natural feature ls one that sets a landscape apart from form a similar)

(landscape which does not contain the natural "feature," The presence of one or)

(more visually significant natural features has a positive influence on the)

(visual quality of the landscape that overndes other factors, as long as no)

(negative man~made alterations of the landscape or built structures are)

('presentflll

)

((expla visb1 a (lThe degree of influence a natural feature has on visual quality depends on

howl

(visible or visually apparent the feature "is." The greater the visibility or)

(the more visually apparent, the greater the influence of the natural feature on)

(visual "qualsty," Il there are more than one feature with different ratings the)

(feature or features with the hlghest visual apparentness rating determmes the)

(visual quality of the "landscape." This landscape was found to contain a)
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(DOMINANT natural 'feature.' Due to the size or position an the natural feature)

(in the landscape the feature is visually dominant and the v¤ewer's attention is)

fpulled to the 'featurei')))

)

((expIa visbl b ((The degree ol unfluence a natural feature has on vusual quality depends on

how)

(visible or visually apparent the feature 'is.' The greater the visibility or)

(the more visually apparent, the greater the influence of the natural feature on)

(visual 'quaI¤tyi' lf there are more than one feature wrth different ratings the)

(feature or features with the highest visual apparentness rating determines the)

(visual qualuty of the 'Iandscape ' This landscape was found to contain an)

(IMPORTANT natural 'feature,' The natural feature is highly visible but does not)

(dominate the 'landscape.' The vuewer readily nmotices the feature but it does)

(not capture the viewer's 'attention,”)))

)

llexpla visbl c ((The degree of influence a natural feature has on visual quality depends on

how)

(visible or visually apparent the feature 'is,' The greater the visubility or)

(the more visually apparent, the greater the influence of the natural feature on)

(visual 'qualuty/‘ If there are more than one feature vvith different ratings the)

(feature or features with the highest visual apparentness rating deterrnines the)

(visual quality of the 'Iandscape ' This landscape was found to contain a)

(VISIBLE natural 'feature.' The feature is visible, but does not "standout.' The)

(viewer can easily bsee the natural feature if it is pomted, but may easily)

foverlook it il 'not.‘)))

)

((expla visbl d ((The degree of influence a natural feature has on visual quality depends on

how)

(visible or vrsually apparent the feature 'is.' The greater the visibiluty or)

(the more visually apparent, the greater the influence of the natural feature on)

(visual "quaIity.‘ If there are more than one feature with different ratings the)

(feature or features with the hrghest visual apparentness rating determines the)

(visual quality of the 'landscape ' Thns landscape was found to contain a NOT)

(IMPORTANT natural 'feature ' The feature rs barely 'visible ' It is dufficult)

(for the viewer to spot the natural feature even when 'pointed.' Natural)

(feature has no effect on the visual quality of thns 'Iandscape.' Viaual quality)

(will be determined by other 'factors "l)l

)

lfexpla feat 1 ((When more then one natural feature has the same highest visual

apparentness)

(rating then there is an additional or cumulative influence on visual 'qualrty.')

(If two natural features have the same highest apparentness rating the visual)

(quality will be greater than if pust one feature had the same 'rating." lf)

(three natural features have the same highest apparentness rating the visual)
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(quality will be greater than if just one or two features has the same features)

(had the same 'ratrngi" This landscape was found to have one natural feature)

(with the highest visual apparentness 'rating “)))

)

((expla feat 2 ((When more then one natural feature has the same highest visual

apparentness)

(rating then there is an additional or cumulatlve influence on visual 'quahty.')

(If two natural features have the same highest apparentness rating the visual)

(quality will be greater than if just one feature had the same "rating." lf)

(three natural features have the same highest apparentness rating the visual)

(quality will be greater than if just one or two features has the same features)

(had the same "rating.' This landscape was found to have two featural features)

(with the highest visual apparentness ‘rating.')))

)

llexpla feat 3 ((When more then one natural feature has the same highest visual

apparentness)

(rating then there is an additional or cumulative influence on visual ‘qualrty.")

(lf two natural features have the same highest apparentness rating the visual)

(quality will be greater than if just one feature had the same 'ratrng." lf)

(three natural features have the same highest apparentness rating the visual)

(quality will be greater than if just one or two features has the same features)

(had the same 'ranng.' This landscape was found to have three natural features)

(with the highest visual apparentness “rating.')))

)

((expla mtr a ((The degree of influence that natural feature which is visually "dominant,")

(dominat, visually important or visible have on visual quality depends on how)

(interesting and would be fascinating the feature 'ls.' The greater the)

(influence of the natural feature on visual 'qualityf This landscape was found)

(to have natural features of HIGH "INTERE$T.' People would be very fascinated)

(by this feature and would be very interested in exploring the feature further)

(or findrng out more about "it„‘)))

)

((expla mtr b ((The degree of influence that natural feature which is visually 'dominant,")

fdominat, visually important or visible have on visual quality depends on how)

(interesting and would be fascinating the feature 'is ' The greater the)

(influence of the natural feature on visual "quality.” This landscape was found)

(to have natural features of MODERATELY/HIGH 'INTERESTT People would find this)

(feature rather interesting and would be interested in exploring the feature)

(further or frnding out more about the 'feature,'))I

)

((ex¤|a intr c ((The degree of influence that natural feature which is visually ‘dominant,")

(dominat, visually important or visible have on visual quality depends on how)

(interesting and would be fascinating the feature 'rs " The greater the)

(influence of the natural feature on visual 'quality.' This landscape was found)
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(to have natural features of MODERATE 'INTEFIESTT People would fand thrs feature}

(somewhat mterestrng and would be moderatelv mterested rn exploring or flndmgl

(out more about the "feature,"lll

l

(lexpla mtr d ((The degree of influence that natural feature whrch is visually ‘dominant,")

ldominat, visually important or vlsrble have on vlsual oualuty depends on how}

(interesting and would be fascinating the feature "rs." The greater thel

(mfluence of the natural feature on visual 'qual¤tv." Thrs landscape was (oundl

(to have natural features of LOW 'INTERESTT People would fand thrs feature not)

(to be of much interest and would be mterested rn explorrng the feature further}

(or fmdmg out addrtuonal tnformatron about the 'feature."lll

)

l
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APPENDIX C

CODE OF SPATIAL ORGANIZATION SUBSYSTEM
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lassen

((do_spa) ii

(spa)

lqo_spal

)

)

lassen

llspa) if

(system clsl

(println '° ")

(println '° Visual Quality Component II: Landscape Content °")

(println "' --
SPATIAL ORGANlZATlON °')

(println

‘°

"')

lnIl(nI)

(println 'To evaluate the spatial organization, you need to answer the foIIowmg'l

(println ‘questlons.‘)

lnlllnll

(println

""‘°°

hit the RETURN key to continue °°°°°‘l

(open stream ‘TXB1:' read)

(getline stream Yany)

lobscispal

lacce_spa)

lso¤en_spa)

ledpe_spal

(scaIe_spa)

lsafe_spa)

lpect_spa)

lsoIit_spal

l

)

lassen

l(obsc_spal if

lsvstem clsl

(println "1. Please indrcate which ol the following most closely describes the extent to")

(println ' which the landscape is visible7”i

lparagraii)

lqetlme stream 7¤bsc)

lcheck_ans c paragra3 Yobsc)

lassen llobsc ?obscl))

)

)
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lassen

l(acce_spal tf

(system clsl

(println '2. Please indicate which of the following most closely describes the apparent‘>

(println ' ease with which one could walk through the Iandscape7"l

(paragra4l

lgetline stream ?acce)

(chet:k_ans d paragra4 Yaccel

lobsc ?obsc)

(examine Yobsc ?accel

l

l

lassen

llsopen_spa) if

(system clsl

(println "3„ Please indicate which of the following most closely descrlbes the extent to")

(println " which open space exists that is enclosed hy landscape features such as')

(println ' yegetaticin or topography7'l

(paragra5l

lgetlme stream Ysopenl

lcheckfans e paragra5 ?sopen)

lacce T/accel

(go_or_n¤t ?acce ?sopenl

l

l

lassen

lledqe_spa) if

(system clsl

lparagraöl

(getline stream Yedqel

lfuzzy Vedgel

l

l

lassen

llscalefsual if

lsvstem clsl

(println '5. Do places exist in the landscape that are human scale"l

(nll(nIl

(println " PLEASE ANSWER only ’y/n'.'l

lgetline stream ?scalel
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(y*or*n_5 7scaIe Yfeedfbackl

(assert ((scaIe ?feed_backlll

l

)

(assen

((safe_spal il

(system clsl

(println "B. Does the space appear to provide opportunities lor refuge, or sale and')

(println ' comfortable places (or prople to Iocate themselves in the landscape7"l

(nll(nll

(println 'PLEASE ANSWER only 'y/n'.‘l

loetline stream ?sale)

(y*or_n_5
?safe 7feed_backl

(assert ((safe 7feed_backlll

)

l

(assert

((pect_spa) if

(system clsl

(println '7. Does the space appear to provide opportunitres for prospect or a vantaqe‘)

(println ' point or points lrom which most ol the surroundinq landscape can be seen?')

(n|)(nll

(println ‘PLEASE ANSWER only 'y/n'.')

(getline stream ?pect)

(y_or_n_5
Ypect ?feed_ba<:kl

(assert
((¤ect

?feed_backlll

)

l

(assen

((solit_spa) if

(system clsl

(println '8. Does the space appear to be good places ler solitude and rellection?')

(nl)(nI)

(println ' PLEASE ANSWER only 'y/nl')

(getline stream Ysolrtl

(yVor_n_5 7soIit ?feed_backl

(assen llsolit ?leed_backlll

)

l
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(assert

Iiexamine a a) if

(retract ((0bsc 7)))

(close stream)

(quit) ; In fact, it should go to next part, i.e. VISUAL COMPOSITION

)

((examine a Yacce) if

l! = ?acce a)

(cut)

(nl)(nl)(nl)(nl)

(retract (lobsc ?l))

(println 'lf the input for question 1 is

‘a‘,

then the input for question 2')

(println 'should also be 'a'.'l

(println 'll the input for question 2 is not 'a', then the input (or question I')

(println 'should also not be 'a' ')

(nlllnll

(println 'Here is your inputs.')

(println 'OUESTION 1: a')

(print 'QUESTION 2· ')

(println Vacce)

(nI)(nl)

(println 'Since there is no conformation ol the inputs, you have to reconsider the')

(println 'response Ior question 1 and 2.')

(nl)

(printIn'
'"‘""°' HITRETURNKEYTOGOON

'°°°°'°°"')

(getline stream 7any)

(obsc_spal

(accerspal

)

llexamine b a) if

(cut)

(nI)(nI)(nI)(nl)

(retract (loose 7)))

(println 'Il the input for question 1 is 'b‘, then the input for question 2')

(println 'should not be

'a‘.')

(println 'lf the input for question 2 is 'a', then the input for question I')

(println 'should not be 'h’.")

(nl)(nl)

(println 'Here is your inputsi')

(println 'OUESTION 1: b')

(println 'OUESTION 2: a')

(nI)(nI)

(println 'Since there is no conlormation of the inputs, you have to reconsider the')

(println 'response for question I and 2,')

(nl)
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(printIn' °°°"""‘ HITFIETURN KEYTO GO ON
°"""°°°')

(qetline stream Yanyl

(obsc_s¤a)

(acce_s¤a)

I

((examme c 7acce) ir

(or (= = ?acce al (= = Vacce b))

(cut)

(retract ((0bsc 7)))

(nlI(nI)(nl)(nI)

(println 'Il the input for question 1 is 'c', then the input for question 2')

(println 'should be neither 'a' nor 'b'.'I

(nIl(nIl

(println 'Here is your inputs:')

(println 'OUESTION 1: c')

(print 'OUESTION 2: ')

(println Yaccel

(nl)(nI)

(println 'Since there rs no conlormation ot the inputs, you have to reconsider the')

(println 'response for question 1 and Zi")

(nl)

(println " °°°'''''°' HIT RETURN KEY TO GO ON '""°°°"")

luetline stream 7any)

(¤bsc_spa)

lacceispal

I

llexamine ?obsc ?acce) ir

(assert (Iacce 7acce)))

I

I

(assert

((qo_¤r_not ?acce a) ii

(or (= = Yacce cl (= = ?acce dl)

(cut)

(nl)(nl)(nI)(nII

(println 'll the input (or question 3 is

'a’,

then the input (or question Z')

(println 'should neither be 'c' nor 'd’r'l

lnlllnll

(println 'Here is your inputs:')

(print 'OUESTION 2: 'I

(println ?acceI

(print 'OUESTION 3: a')

(nI)(nI)

(println 'Since there is no conformation ci the inputs, you have to reconsider the')
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tprmtln 'response to questlon 2 and 3.')

(nl)

(¤rintln' "***°°°" HITRETURN KEYTO GO ON °°°"°°"°')
(getline stream 7anv)

(retract ((acce ?)))

(acce_s¤a)

(s¤¤en_s¤a)

)

((¤¤_or_n¤t 7 7sopen} uf

(assert (lsopen 7s¤¤en)))

)

)

(assert

((check_ans ?end 7para Vans) il

(> = Vans a)

(< = Vans 7end)

(cut)

)

((check_ans Yend Vpara Vans) ul

(or (< 7ans a) (> 7ans 7end)l

(nl)(nl)(nI)

(println 'Your input ns inappropnate, do nt over')

(nl)

(?para)

(qetlrne stream 7a)

(check_ans Vend Vpara Va)

)

)

(assert

(((uzzy 7edqe) if

(or (= = Vedge v) (= : Vedge n))

lassert ((edge ?ed¤e)))

(cut)

)

(Huzzv tz) if

(system cls)

(paragra7)

(qetlina stream ?sure)

(sure 7sure)

(cut)

)
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((luz1y Zedge) il

(pnntln 'Your input ns not right, choose (rom only 'a' or

’t¤'

or 'c'. Try agam!"l

lgetline stream Va)

(luzzv 7a)

l

)

lassen

llsure ?sure) if

(or l= = Ysure al l= = ?sure bll

(assen Hedge v)l)

(cut)

)

llsure ?surel rf

lor (= = Vsure c) l= = Vsure d))

(assen Hedge n)))

(cut)

)

(lsure ?sure) uf

(println 'Your input is not right, choose (rom only 'a' or 'b' or 'c' or

’d’,

Try again")

lgetline stream Val

(sure 7a)

l

)

lassen

(ly_or_n_5 ?ans ?(eed_back) il

(or (= = Vans vl (= = Vans nll

l= = Vfeedfhack Vans)

(cut)

)

((y_or_n*5 Vans Needfbackl if

(println 'Your input is inappropriate, only answer 'y/n', try again!"l

lgetline stream 7b)

(nl)

(v_or_n_5 Vb V1eed_back)

l

)
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(assert

((paragra3) if

(nl)

(println 'a. VISIBLE: Little or none 01 the landscpape is obscured One can easily')

(println ' observe most of the landscape 'l

(nl)

(println 'bl PARTIALLY OBSCURED: The landscape is partially obsecured bv trees andlor')

(println ' topography. A porticn of the landscape is hidden by intervening obstacles.')

(nl)

(println "c. COMPETELV OBSCURED· The view of the landscape is entirely or almost

entirely')

(println " obscured by trees and(or topography, Only the immediate loregruund is')

(println ' visible. The rest is hidden by intervening 0bstacles.')

ln|)(nl)

(println "PLEASE CHOOSE ONE CHARACTER FROM 'a, b, c'.")

)

l

(assert

((paragra4) i(

(nl)

(println 'a. COMPLETE ACCESS· One could walk relatively unumpeded 0ve the entire')

(println ' Iandscape,')

(nl)

(println 'b. ACCESS THROUGH AND AROUND. While one or more obstacles exist, it appears

as')

(println ' if one or more routes are still available to easily walk through the')

(println ' landscape.')

(nl)

(println 'c. ACCESS SOMEWHAT IMPEDED: While there appears to be one or more routes

through')

(println ' the landscape, one would have to step andlor clumb over ground level')

(println ' obstacles such as (allen logs and vegetauon.')

(nl)

(println 'd. ACCESS IMPEDED: There does not appear to be any routes (or proceeding

further')

(println ' into the landscape or potentual routes appear to be blocked by a sizeabel')

(println ' obstacles such as a solid mass ol vegetation ur stream.')

(nI)(nl)

(println ‘PLEASE CHOOSE ONE CHARACTER FROM 'a, b, c, d'.')

)

l

(assen

((¤aragra5) ir
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(nl)

(println 'a COMPLETELY OR MOSTLY OPEN Open space which has few or no yegetative

or')

(println ' Iandform features surrounding the space The space rs open on all sides ')

(nl)

(println 'b. NO OPEN SPACES, The landscape is being viewed from wrthin a stand of')

(println

‘

vegetation and appears to be contrnuous, Iackrng openings rn the yeoetatron.')

(nl)

(println 'c. PARTIALLY ENCLOSED: Space that is contained by vegetatrve or topographic')

(println ' features on one or two sides, while remainrng open on the other srdes; or")

(println

‘

space that is more or less surrounded by broken or wldely spaced vepetatrve')

(println ' or topoqraphic features.')

(nl)

(println 'd. MOSTLY ENCLOSED: Space that is contarned by yegetatrve or topopraphic')

(println ' features on all but one side; or space that is more or less surrounded by')

(println ' closely spaced veqetatlve or topographlc features, but rs broken in a few')

(println ' places?)

(nl)

(println 'e. ENCLOSED* Space that rs contained on all sides or surrounded by vepetative')

(println ' or topopraphrc features,')

(nl)

(println 'PLEASE CHOOSE ONE CHARACTER FROM 'a, b, c, d, e'.")

)

)

(assert

((¤ara¤ra6) if

(nl)

(println '4. Are the edpes of the open space well defined in most palces7")

(nl)

(println 'CHOOSE ONE CHARACTER FROM

(’v’

(yes), 'n' (no) and 'u' (unsure)).')

)

)

(assert

((paragra7) if

(nl)

(println '4.a. lf you are walking around in this landscape, could you easily tell when')

(println ' you entered into and when you left the open space?')

(nl)

(println 'a. YES,')

(println 'b, IN MOST PLACES,')

(println 'c. IN A FEW PLACES.')

(println "d. NO.')

(nl)

(pnntln 'PLEASE CHOOSE ONE CHARACTER FROM 'a, b, c, d'.')
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)

)

;°""
TREE starts here "°°°

(assen

((¤¤Aspa) if

(trayeI_2 nil Yreturnl

(cut)

(println ?return)lnI)

(system clsl

lassen ((oage 20)))

(append ((S¤a 1)) 7return ?Iist) ; (con 1) added here ns only lor processunq

; of (¤ive_exp), Itsell has no real meanlng

(give_exp ?Iist) ; be carelul here, Yreturn may be changed

(nl)

(loop review3 7list) ; also be carelul here

)

)

(assert

((|oop Ypred Yreturnl nf

(println 'Do you want to REVIEW the result lr) or CHANGE the mput (cl or')

(print 'DO IT OVER ld) or OUIT (:1) : 'I

(qetline stream ?look)

(7pred ?return ?Iook)

)

I

(assert

((review3 ?return q) ii
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(quit)

l

((reyiew3 7return c) if

(system cls)

(println 'Your last input is: ')

(nI)(nI)

(println "LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS 1 INPUT VALUE')

(println
"————-------------------—— 1 ---—--~----')

(print 'I. EXTENT OF VISIBILITY 1
')

(obst: Yobscl

(println ?obsc)

(print 'Z, EASE OF ACCESSIBILITY 1 ')

(acce ?accel

(println ?accel

(print '3. EXTENT OF ENCLOSION
1

”)

(sopen ?sopen)

(println ?sopen)

(print "4. EDGE OF OPEN SPACE 1 ")

(edge (edge)

(println (edge)

(print "5, HUMAN SCALE 1
')

(scale ?sCalel

(println (scale)

(print 'G. OPPORTUNITIES FOR REFUGE 1
')

(safe (sale)

(println (safe)

(print '7. OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROSPECT 1 'I

(pect 7pect)

(println Ypect)

(print 'B. PLACE FOR SOLITUDE 1
')

(solit ?soIitl

(println ?solitl

(nI)(nI)

(println 'To change an entry, type in the appropriate number.')

(getline stream 7pri_num)

l: = (num (strtonum 7pri_num))

(modifyl (num)

(nI)ln|)(n|)(nl)

(println 'Dp you want to CHANGE the input Ic) or RUN the program (r) or OUIT (q)7")

(getline stream 7a)

lIoop2 ?a)

)

((rey¤ew3
(

dl if

lretract (leave 7)))

(retract (lobsc ?lll

(retract l(acce 7)))
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lretract (lsopen ?)l)

(retract lledqe 7)))

(retract ((scaIe 7)))

lretract ((safe 7)))

(retract llpect 7)))

lretract ((solit 7)))

(close stream)

ldo_s¤a)

)

((review3 7return r) if

(retract llpage 7)))

lassen (lpags 20)))

(system cls)

(give_exp 7return)

(loop review3 ?return)

)

llreview3 ?return 7a) if

(!= 7a o)

(!= 7a cl

(! = 7a d)

(!=
7a r)

lnl)(n|)(n|)(nI)

(println 'Your input is not right, vou must input either 'q' or 'c' or ’d' or
’r’.')

(println 'Answer the following question again l")

(nl)

(loop review3 7return)

)

)

lassen

l(modify1 1) if

(retract llobsc 7)))

(¤bsc_spa)

)

llmodifyl 2) il

(retract llacce 7)))

(acce_s¤a)

)

l(m¤dify1 3) if

(retract llsopen 7)))

lsopenispal

)
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((m¤dafy1 4) rf

(retract lledua 7)))

(ed¤e_spa)

)

llmodrfyl 5) r1

lretract llscale 7)))

(sca|e_spa)

)

((modafy1 6)
•|

(retract llsafe 7)))

(safe_spa)

)

llmodllyl 7) al

lretract lluect 7)))

(¤ect_s¤a)

)

(lmodaIy1 8) I1

(retract ((s¤Iat 7)))

lsolltispa)

)

(lmodifyl 7a) af

(or (< 7a 1) l> 7a 8))

(println 'Your chouse as not raght, pack up a number only between 1 and B, Try again!‘)

luetline stream Vb)

l: „ 7c (strtonaam 7b))

(modi1y1 7c)

)

)

(assert

l(Ioop2 q) if

(quit)

)

l(Ioop2 r) if

(retract llpage 7)))

l¤o_spa)

)

((loop2 c) il

(review3 7 c)

)
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l(loop2 ?a) if
(‘=

?a ql

('= 7a r)

(! = Ya cl

(println "Vour input is not right, choose from unly

‘r'
pr 'c' or 'q', try again")

(Qetlme stream ?b)

(Ioop2 ?b)

)

)

(assert

l(¤ive_axp ((man.(?num.n¤I)).?rest)) if

(= = ?num 8)

(println "To have a valid conclusion, your collective apparent value should be no Iess')

(println 'than the highest apparent value o1 the alrerations.')

(nl)

ln0_aIter '*no_aIter)

(show 1 7no_alter)

(nl)

(print "The collective apparentness,

”l

(coll 1 ’/coll)

(println Ycoll)

(nl)

(println 'Do you want to OUIT or RE-EVALUATE the apparentness, input (q/r)')

luetline stream ?ch¤¤se)

(redo ?no_alter ?choose)

(qo_exp)

)

(l¤ive_exp ((man.(?num.niI)).Vrestl) il

(>
= ?num 1)

(< ?num 9)

l= = l?head,?tail) 7rest)

(dea|_head ?head)

(deal_taiI 7taiI)

)

(loive_exD llspa.(7.niI)).7rest))i1

(deaI_tail Vrest)

)

)

(assert

((red¤ ? q) il

(quit)
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1

((rado 7num r) il

(> 7num 5)

(remove 1 7num visb)

(retract llcoll 1 7)))

(pre*aII_visb ?num)

(mcre_t_(ive)

)

((redo ?num r) if

(< = ?num 5)

(remove 1 7num visb)

(retract ((cou 1 7)))

(pre_visb ?num)

(larger 7num)

)

(lredo ?num 7a) i(

(' = ?a q)
(•

= ?a r)

(nl)(nl)(nIl(nIl

(println "Vour input is not appropriate, input 'q' (pr GUIT or")

(println "input 'r' (or HE-EVALUAT the apparentness„‘)

lqetlune stream 7b)

lredp ?num 7b)

l

)

(assert

((show ? 0))

((show 7up 7down) if

(name 7up ?name)

(print "alteration name : 'l

(print Ynamel

(visb 7up ?visb)

(print " apparentness :"l

(println ?visb)

(: = 7new_up (+ 7up 1))

(: = 7new_down (- ?dovvn 1))

(show ?nevv_up 7new_down)

)

)

lassen
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l(deal_head (7head.(Ynum.mIl)l if

(nl)

(expla Yhead Y Yexpla)

(pnnt_num Yexpla Ynum)

)

l

(assert

((deal_taiI null)

((deal_ta¤l ((?f•rst.(7second.niIll Yrestll if

(expla Yfirst Ysecond Yexplal

(print_exp Yexplal

(page Ypagel ; These two sentences count for the following blank

lpageihold ?page) ; line.

(nl)

(deaI_taiI Yrest)

)

)

(assert

(lpr¤nt_num ?rear_part Ynuml uf

(prmt "You udentified 'l

(print Ynum)

(print ' ')

(print_exp Yrear_part)

)

)

(assert

((print_exp nilll

((print_exp (?head.?taiI)) if

(page_ctrl Yheadl

(nl)

(print_exp 7taiI)

)

)

;
°°'°° Control page, every 20 lines of explanatuon + 2 lines of prompt

;
°"'°

information is a page
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(assert

((page_ctrl 7Irne) il

(page Ypage)

(¤age_hoId 7page)

(put_exp 7Ime)

)

)

;
‘°°“

Check the page control sign to decide to move to next page or not ""'

(essen

((¤¤¤e_hoId 0) if

(retract (wage 7)))

(assert ((page 20}))

(nl)

(println ' "°"°°'" please hit RETURN to continue
""°‘°"")

lgetline stream 7anykev)

(system cls)

(cut)

l

((page_hold ?pagel ii

(> 7page 0)

(retract (wage 7)))

(: = 7new_page (- Ypaqe 1))

lassen (wage 7nevv_page)))

)

l

(assert

(wut_exp nil))

((put_exp (7head.7taiI)) if

(print 7head)

(print '
")

(put_exp ?taiI)

)

l

; °"°° traverse ¤( the tree of natural part starts here °°'°°
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lassen

l(traveI_2 Yframe Vreturn) nf

(obs: T/obscl

(t2_obsc ?0bsc Yframe °retum)

l

)

;"°" ALL NODES OF T2_OBSC’s
"‘°°

;
"°" NODE Zus actuallv processed when data were mput °‘°°°

;
°°°°° So, there es no need to do anythmg here.

""'

(assert

((t2_obs•: b Hrame Yreturn) ui

(append ?1rame((¤bsc bl) 7new_framel

(acce Yacce)

(t2_acce1 ?acce 7new_frame Yreunnl

l

)

(asser!

((t2_obsc c Hrame ?retum) if

(append ?frame ((0bsc cl) ?new_1ramel

(acce ?acce)

(t2_acce2 Yacce Ynewjrame Vreturnl

)

)

;°°°°° ALL NODES OF T2_ACCE'S ""'

;°°'" NODE 5, G, 7, 8, 9 are no needed ro be here "'°°

(assert

((t2_acce1 b Nrame T/return) il

(append Ylrame llresolution 2lI Vreturn)

)
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llt2_acce1 c 71:ame ?rerurnl I1

lappend Vframe Hacce cl) 7new_framel

(sopen ?sopenl

(t2_open1 Vsopen Vnewjrame ?rerurnl

l

((t2_acce1 d T/frame ?returnl if

(append ?frame ((acce dll ’new*framel

(sopen ?sopenl

(t2_open2 ?sopen 7new_1rame Vreruml

l

1

;°'°'° NODE13,14 need nutto be here
"°'°

(asser!

((tZAacce2 C Nrame Yremml ir

(append ?frame ((acce cl) 7new_1ramel

(sopen ?sopenl

(t2_open3 ?sopen ?new_1rame Yreturn)

)

l(t2_acce2 d ?1rame 7returnl uf

(append ’/frame ((acce dll ?new_lramel

(sopen Psopenl

(t2_open4 ?sopen 7new_1rame Vreturnl

)

l

;""‘

ALL NODES OF T2_OPEN'S °°°'°

;°°"° NODE 17 need not to be here ""'

;
°°°°° NODE 19 us Ieh unmarked because of neglecucn ""'

(assert

((t2_o¤en1 ?s¤pen Virame Yreturnl nl

(or (= = ?s¤pen bl (= = 7sopen cl)

(append Nrame ((sopen Ysopenll 7new_1ramel

(append T/newjrame llresolutron 6ll Vreturnl

l
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((t2_open1 ?sooen ?lrame Vreturnl rl

(or (Z Z Psouen d) (Z Z Vsouen ell

(append ?lrame (Isopen Vsopenll Vnewjramel

(edge Yedgel

(t2_edge‘I ?edge ?new_(rame Yreturnl

l

l

;""' NODE 22 need not to be here °°°°°

;
°°°°°

Here I out in another case, ie, partial encIosed„ Dr. Muller

2 °°"° forgot to consider this case

(assert

((t2_¤pen2 b Vlrarne Yreturnl if

(append Ylrame (lsoben bll 7new_frameI

(append ?new_frame (lresolution lll Vreturnl

l

((t2_open2 c Wrame 7returnl if

(append ?lrame ((sopen cll ?new_lramel

(aboend ?new_(rame (lresolutron Gll 7retuu·nl

l

((t2_open2 7sopen ?(rame Vreturnl if

(or (= = ?sooen dl (Z = 7s0¤en ell

(append 7(rame ((sopert ?sopenll Vnewjramel

(edge ?edgel

(t2_edge2 Vedge ?new_Irame 7returnl

l

l

;°°°'°
NODE 25 need not to be here °°°°°

2
""'

Here I put in another case, re, partial enclosed, Dr. Mrller

; °°°°° forgot to consider this case

(assert

((t2_open3 b 7lrame Zreturnl if

lappend 7(rame llsopen bll 7new_lramel

(append ?newjrame llresolution lll Yreturnl
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I

((tZ_open3 c ?frame Vrerurnl it

(append Ylrame ((sopen cl) Vnewjramel

(append Vnewjrame ((resoIut¤¤n GII ?retornl

I

((t2*open3 "sopen 7lrame Vreturnl il

(or (= = ?sopen dl
(= = Ysopen ell

(append Vlrame ((s0pen 7sopenll 7new_lrameI

(edge ?edgel

(println 'It goes to EDGECVI

(t2_edge3 Yedge 7new_l‘rame Yreturnl

I

l

;°°°°°
NODE 2B need not to be here ""'

;
""'

Here I put in another case, i.e, partial enclosed. Dr Miller

;
'"" lorgot to consider rhis case

(assert

((t2_open4 b Yframe Yreturnl if

(append ?(rame ((sopen bl} 7new_lrameI

(append ?new_frame ((resoluuon lll "retuml

I

((t2_open4 c Vframe 7returnI nf

(append ’/frame ((sopen cll Ynewjramel

(append 7new_1rame (lresolution GII Vrerurnl

I

((t2_open4 Ysopen ?(rarne ?returnl ii

(or (: : 7sopen dl (= = ?s0¤en ell

(aopend 7lrame ((sopen ?sopenII ?new_lramel

(edge ?edgeI

(println

‘It

goes to EDGEVI

(t2_edge4 Vedge 7newjrame Preturnl

l

I
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;""‘
ALL NODES OF T2_EDGE‘S

°°°"
;
‘°°°°

NODE 31, 43 and 44 have been processed when data were rnput.
°°°°‘

; ‘°°'° So, there is no need to consrder about them here, °'°°°

(assert

((t2_edge1 y 7(rame Vreturnl rf

(append ?frame Hedge y1) Vnewfframel

(safe 7safe1

(t2_sa|e1 Vsafe 7new_1rame Vreturnl

1

((t2_edge1 n 'Hrame 7return1¤(

(aopend 7frame Hedge n11 7new_1rame1

(safe Vsafel

(t2_safe2 ?safe Vnewjrame 7return1

1

1

;
""' NODE 34, 49 and 50 have been processed when data were input,

""'
;
"‘°° S6, there is no need to consrder about them here.

""'

lassen

Ht2_edge2 y ?1rame Yreturn) if

(apgend ?frame Hedge v11 7new_frame1

(safe ?safe1

(t2_safe3 Ysate ?new_frame Yreturnl

1

((t2_edge2 n ?frame ?return1rf

(append ?frame Hedge n1) 7new_frame1

(safe 7sa(e1

(t2_sate4 T/safe Vnewjrame ?return1

1

1

;
""' NODE 37, 55 and 56 have been orocessed when data were input, °""
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:

°‘°"
S0, there is no need to consider about them here.

"'"

(assert

Ht2_edge3 y Vframe Vreturnl if

(anpend 7frame ((edge vll Vnewjramei

(safe 7safe)

(t2*safe5 ?safe ?new_frame Vreturni

I

Ht2_edge3 n 7frame Yreturn} if

(append ?frame Hedge nl) Ynewfframel

(safe ?safe}

(t2*safe6 7safe 7new_frame Vreturnl

)

)

;
'"" NODE 40, 61 and 62 have been processed when data were rnput.

‘""

; °'°°‘
So, there is no need to consider about them here. "'°°

(assert

((t2_edge4 y ?frame Yreturn) uf

(append ?(rame ((edge vb) "new_framel

(safe T/safe}

(t2_safe7 ?safe ?new_frame Yreturnl

)

((t2_edge4 n Yframe Vreturni if

(append ?frame Hedge nll *new_frame)

(safe ?safe>

(t2_safe8 Ysafe 7new*frame 7returni

l

)

;°°°°' ALL NODES OF T2_SAFE'S ""'

(assert
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((!2_saie1 y Hrame ?re\um) ul

(append Vlrame llsafe vl) ?new_lramel

lpecx Vpecxl

lt2_pect1 Ypect Vnewjrama Vretum)

)

llr2_safe1 n Ylrame ?return) ul

lappend Hrame llsale nl) 7n6w_framel

lpcct ?pectl

lt2_pec\2 7pac\ ?new_|rame ?retum)

l

l

lassen

(lt2_safe2 y Hrame ?rexum) il

(append Nrame llsafe v)) Vnewjramal

lpecx Ypecrl

lt2_pec!3 Ypect ?nawjrame ?re!um)

)

llt2_safe2 n Hrame herum) uf

(append 7irame llsafe n)) Ynewjramel

(pect Ypectl

lt2_pect4 ?pect 7new_f1ame Yreturn)

)

)

lassen

((t2_sale3 y Hrame Return) ul

lappend T/frame llsafe VH Vnewjramel

lßecx ?¤ecrl

lt2*pect5 Vpect ?new_1rame Yretuml

)
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((k2_sa(a3 n "(rama 7rakum) il

(appand Yframa ((sa(e n)) 7naw_f1amal

(pack Vpecu

(k2_pack6 7peck 7new_frama Yrakumi

l

)

(asserk

((kZ_sa1a4 y Vframa Yrarurnl ul

(appand Nrama ((safa yi) Vnawjramal

(pack 7pack)

(k2_pack7 ?pack ?new_(rama Vrekurni

l

((k2*saia4 n Wrama 7rakumI ul

lappand T/hama (lsafa
nl)

’naw_(ramal

(pack ?pack)

(k2_pack8 7pack 7naw_(rama ?rakum)

)

l

(assark

((k2_sa(e5 y ?(rama 7rakurn> nf

lappend Hrame Usafe vl) *naw_1rama)

(pack Ypack)

(k2_pack9 ?pack ?naw*1rama ?rakum)

l

(lk2Asa|a5 n 7(rama Vrakum) ui

(appand ?(rama ((sa(a n)) Vnawjramal

(pack Ypack)

(k2_pack10 ?pack 7naw_(rama Vrekurn)

l

)
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(asserr

l(t2_sa1e6 y Nrame herum) nl

(append Vframe (tsafe vl) hxewjrame)

(pect 7pec\)

(!2_pecr\1 Vpecr Ynewjrame herum)

)

((t2_sa|e6 n ?frame herum) nf

(append Nrame (lsafe nl) ?new_1rame)

lpecz 7pecr)

(r2_pec!12 Ypect Vnewjrame herum)

I

1

lassen

v ?frame herum) nl

(append Hrame (tsale vl) hnewjrame)

(oec! Ypecz)

(t2_pec!13 ?pect 7new_1ram2 vmurnn

)

((t2*safe7 n ?frame herum) ii

(aupend Hrams (lsafe nl) ?new_frame)

(pect ?pecr)

(t2_pecr14 Ypect ?newjrame herum)

)

l

lassen

((tZ_sa|e8 y ?frame herum) il

(append 71rame (lsafe y)) Ynewjramel
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(nac: Vpecrl

(!2_p6c:15 7DECX 7n6w_(rame '*r6:uml

l

((t2_sai6B n ?fram6 7r6:uml ni

(app6nd ’/frame ((saf6 nl)
lnewjramel

(p6c: Vpecxl

7pect ?n6w_1ram6 ?r61uml

l

l

;""° ALL NODES OF T2_PECT’S
°‘°"

(asser:

((:2*966:1 v lframe Vretuml ni

(append Hrame ((96::: vll 7n6w_lram6l

(a¤¤6nd 7n6w_(ram6 (lresoluuon 2ll Netuml

l

n 7fram6 7r6tum) uf

(append ?Iram6 ((pec: nll Ynewjramel

(sch: Vsolirl

(:2_soIi:1 Ysolit 7new_|ram6 ?r6:uml

l

l

(assen

((t2_p6c:2 v ?fram6 ?r6:urn) if

(appsnd 7(rame ((06ct vl) 7n6w_iram6l

(append ?n6w_(ram2 ((rasoIu:¤on Gil Vrzmml

)

((:2_p6c:2 n 7iram6 ?r6tum) uf

lappend Nrame ((96::: nl) 7n6w_fram6)

(scale "scaI6l

(t2_scaI61 ?scaI6 ?n6w_irame Warum)
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)

l

(assert

((t2_pecr3 v llrame herum) rl

(append 7lrams llpecl vl) Ynevvjrame)

lappend 7new_lrame llresolurron 3)) herum)

)

(lrZ*pecr3 n 7lrame herum) il

lappend 7lrame (lpect nl) Ynewjrame)

lsolir 7sorirl

lr2_so1rr2 7so|¤r ?newjrame herum)

)

)

lassen

((r2_p6cr4 y llrame herum) rl

lappend Ylrame (lpecr vl) 7new_lrame)

laupend 7new_lrame llresolurron 6))
herum)

)

llt2Ypecr4 n 7lrame herum) nl

lappend 7lrame llpect n)) hrewilramel

lscale 7sca|e)

(r2_sca|e2 Yscale 7new_lrame herum)

I

)

lassen

(lr2Apecr5 v Ylrame herum) rl

(append 7lram6 (lpecr vl) ?new_lrame)

(append 7new_l1ame llresolurnon 2)) heruml
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l

((!2_¤ect5 n ?lrame ?rexum) ll

lappend ?frame ((¤ect nl} 7new_lrame)

(scale ?scaIel

(t2_scaIel ?scaIe ?new_lrame Yreturnl

)

l

lassen

((t2_pect6 v Hrame Vrexuml lf

(append ?lrame ((¤ect vll Vnewjramel

(append ?new_(rame (lresoluuon 3ll Vreruml

l

((t2_pect6 n Wrame herum) ll

(append Plrame ((¤ect nl) ’new_lramel

(scale Yscalel

(t2_scale2 Vscale ?new_lrame Yreruml

)

l

lassen

((t2_¤ec\7 v Nrame 7retum) il

(aupend 7(rame ((pect yll ’new_lrame)

lappend Ynewjrame (lresoluuon 3l) Vraturnl

l

((x2_¤ec!7 n ?lrame herum) ll

(append 7lrame ((¤ecl n)) ’new_lramel

(scale ?scaIe)

(t2_scale2 Vscale 7new_1rame Yreturnl

l

l
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(assen

((t2_pecr8 y ?frame Yrewml nf

(append Ylrame llpéct vll ?new_lramel

(append Ynewjrame Hresoluuon 6ll Yretuml

)

((t2_pec!B n ?1rame Yreturnl ul

lappend ?frame llpect nl) Vnewjramel

(scale Yscalel

(t2_scale2 ?scale Ynewjrame Yreruml

l

l

lassen

(ltZ_pect9 y Yframe ?remml ni

(append ?(rame lloect vll 7navv*1ramel

(append ?new_1rame((resoIut¤0n 3ll Vrezuml

l

((tZ_pec\9 n Hrame ?return> N

(append ?(rams ((pec! nl} Vnewjramel

(scale ?scaIel

(t2_scale1 ?scaIe ?new*1rame 7reruml

l

l

(assart

((x2_pecr1O y Wrame Yramml nf

lappend Hrame ((¤ect vll Vnewjramel

lappend ?new_frame ((resolmion 3ll Hexum)

l
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((t2_pectl0 n 7(rame 7retum) ¤(

lappend 7(rama (mac! nl) 7new_framcl

(scale ?scaIel

(t2_scaIe2 Yscale Ynewjrame Vreturnl

l

l

lassen

((t2_¤ec\11 y Hrame 7return) if

(append Ylrame llpect vll ?newjramel

(append Ynewjrame llresoluuon 3)) 7rexuml

l

((t2_pec\11 n Ylrame Vreturn) il

(append Hrame llpecr nll Vnewjramel

(scale 7scalel

(tZAsca|e2 Vscale 7new_irame Warum)

)

l

lassen

((t2_pectl2 v ?(rame Vreruml ii

(append Yframe llpcct vll 7naw_(ramel

(append 7new_(rams llresoluuon 6))
"rexurnl

l

((t2_pect12 n ?frame Vrerurn) ii

(append ?frame ((pect nl) ?new*(ramel

(scale Yscalel

(t2_sca|e2 ?scale ?new_(rame Yrezurnl

l

l
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lassen

((t2_pec(l3 v Nrame Neturn) lf

lappend Ylrame (lpecl vll 7new_1rame)

(append ?new_frame (hesoluuon 3))
'(remm)

)

((t2_pect13 n ?frame ?rewm) if

(append Ylrame ((Dect nl) 7new_lrame)

(scale ?scale)

(t2_scaIe2 Yscale ?new_1rame 7re(um)

l

l

(assert

((12_pecx14 y Nrame ?rerum) if

(append ?frame ((pect y)) Vnewjramel

lappend Vnewjrame (lresoluuon 3)) Vremrnl

)

((t2_pec1l4 n Nrame ?re(um) uf

(append ?(rame ((¤ac( n)) Vnewrlramel

(scale ?scaIel

(t2_scaIe2 ?scale ?new_lrame ?retuml

l

)

lassen

((!2_pect‘I5 v Hrame ’/return) il

(aupend ?lrame ((pecr vll Vnewilrame)

(append 7new_frame llresolunon 3))
Vrexum)

l

((!2_pect15 n ?l‘rame herum) if

(append ?lrame lluect n)) Vnewjramel

(scale ?scale)
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(t2VscaIe2 7scaIe ?new_lrame Vremrn)

l

l

lassen

((t2_pect16 y Hrame Yreturnl xl

(aupend 7(rame ((¤ect vll ?new_(rame)

(appsnd ?new_lrame (lresuluuon 6))
Vremrnl

)

((r2_pect‘I6 n Ylrame ?rexurn) ul

(append Yframe ((¤ecr nl) Vnewjramel

(scale ?scaIel

(t2_scale2 Yscale 7new_lrame herum)

)

l

lassen

((t2_soI¤t1 y ?frame Yreturnl nl

(append Ylrame ((soIit vll Vnevvilramel

(append ?new_(rame ((res0Iuuon 2)) ?re(urnl

l

((t2*soIit1 n Yframe herum) ul

lappend Yframe ((soI¤t nl) ?new_(rame)

(aupend 7new_(rame liresolunon 3))
7remm)

)

)

(assert

((t2_scale1 y Ylrame ?retum) ll

(append Hrame llscale vll ?new_lramel

(sollt ?solitl

lr2_soI¤x3 ?s¤I¤r ?new*lrame Yrexum)
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)

llt2_scaIe1 n Vframe 71emrn))l

lappend Vframe llscale n)) Vnewvframe)

lappend ?new_iram2 llresolunon 6)) Return)

)

)

lassen

(lt2_soIir2 y Yframe Vreturn) if

(append Vlrame llsoln vl) ?naw_Hame)

lappend 7new_frame llresoluuon 3)) Vretum)

)

llt2_s¤Iix2 n Yframe Yreturn) ni

lappend Hrame llsolir nl) Vnewjrame)

lappend ?new_Irame llresolurion 6)) üeturnl

)

l

lassen

llt2_scaIe2 y Nrame Warum) il

lappend Nrame llscale v)) ?new_frame)

lsom ’/son:)

(t2_soIit4 7soIi! 7n2w_frame ?retum)

)

(lt2*scaIe2 n Hrame ?retum) ni

lappend ?Irame llscale n)) ?new_frame)

(append 7new_1rame llresuluuon 1))
Vretum)

)

)

lassert
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IIt2_soIit3 y Hrame 7return) ul

Iappend Yframe llsolrt v))
7new*Irame)

Iappend 7new_1rame Ilresolutron 3)) Yreturn)

)

IItZ_sol¤t3 n 71rame Yreturn) rl

Iappend ?frame Ilsolzt nl) 7new*lrame)

Iappend ?new_frame IIresoIut¤un 6)) ?return)

)

)

lassen

IIt2_soIit4 y Nrame Vretnrn) rf

(aDDend Vlrame Ilsolut v)) Ynewjrame)

Iaupend "newjrame Ilresolutron 6)) 7return)

)

((t2_soI¤t4 n Hrame ?return) rr

(append Ylrame IIsoI¤t nl) Vnewjramel

Iappend 7new_1rame Ilresolutron 1)) 7return)

)

)

;
"°‘°

Smce all the other nodes have the same pattern as Inode 101, 102,

;°’°°°
131 and 132) and Inode 105, 106, 133 and 134), therefore, they are

; '°°°° not needed any more here

; °'°" ALL MISCELLANEOUS PREDICATES
""‘

Iassert

IIappend ml 71 71))

IIappend I7x.7y) 71 I1x,7w11 tt

Iappend ?y 71 ?wl

l

)
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;"'°‘

VARIOUS FACTS
""'

lassert

((expla resolutron l IIFINAL CONCLUSIONJ (No effect on visual quality))))

((expla resolution 2 IIFINAL CONCLUSION I (High visual qualrty))))

((expIa resolution 3 IIFINAL CONCLUSION ) lMorderately high visual quaIityl)I)

llexpla resolution 4 IIFINAL CONCLUSION) lMorderately low visual qualrtyllll

llexpla resolutron 5 ((FINAL CONCLUSION:) (Low visual quaIltv))))

llexpla resolutron 6 ((FlNAL CONCLUSlON:) lSIightlY posrtive effect on vrsual quality))))

llexpla resolution 7 ((FINAL CONCLUSIONJ (Shghtly negatrve effect on visual qual¤ty))))

((expla resolution 8 IIFINAL CONCLUSlON:) (Not consrstent, re—evaluate individual and

collective apparentness rating))))

Itexpla resolution 9 IIFINAL CONCLUSION) (0utstand¤np visual qual¤ty))))

((expIa obsc a ((V¤srblity rs one factor important to the sense of mystery rn a 'landscape.')

(Mystery has posrtrve effect on visual 'quality.' Mystery rs THE PROMISE OF)

IADDITIONAL INFORMATION IF ONE COULD PROCEED FURTHER INTO THE 'LANDSCAPE.'

This)

(landscape was judged to be 'visrble ' Little or none of the landscape is)

('obscured.' One can easily observe most of the 'Iandscape.' Since the entire)

(landscape rs 'visrble,' there is little potentral for additronal information)

land mystery is 'low.' 'Therefore,' mystery does not enhance the visual quality)

(of this 'Iandscape.')ll

)

((ext>la obsc b ((Vis¤blity rs one factor important to the sense of mystery in a 'landscape.')

(Mystery has positive effect on visual 'qual¤ty.' Mystery is THE PROMISE OF)

IADDITIONAL INFORMATION IF ONE COULD PROCEEO FURTHER INTO THE 'LANDSCAPE.'

This)

(landscape was tudqed to be partual 'obscured ' The landscape rs partially)

(obscured bv trees and,or 'topographyf A portlon of the landscape is hidden by)

(intervening 'obstacles.' The secse of mystery would be high since part of the)

(landscape is 'obscured,' but glrmpses of the landscape beyond are still)

l'available.' Therefore mystery does not enhance the visual quality of this)

('landsca¤e.')))

I

Ilexpla obsc c ((V¤srblrty rs one factor important to the sense of mystery in a 'landscape.')

(Mystery has posrtive effect on visual "qualrty.' Mystery rs THE PROMISE OF)

IADDITIONAL INFORMATION IF ONE COULD PROCEED FURTHER INTO THE 'LANDSCAPE.'

This)

(landscape was Iudged to be completely 'obscured.' The view of the landscape rs)

(entirely or almost entirely obscured by trees andlor 'topoqraphy ' Only the)

(immediate foreqround rs 'vrslble ' The rest is hidden by rntervinrng)

('obstacles,' lf the landscape ls obscured there rs little hlnt of potential)

(information that the landscape may contarn and mystery would also be 'Iow,')

("l'heref¤re,' mystery does enhance the vrsual quality of thrs 'landscape.'I))

)
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((sxpIa acce a ((Potential accessibiluty
•s

one factor important to the sense of mystery in a)

("lancscape.' Mystery is the promuse of additional information if one could)

(proceed further into the 'landscape

‘

Mystery is an inportant aspect of the )

(visual quality of the 'landscape

‘

Thls landscape was tudged to offer complete)

('access:" One could walk relatuvely unimpeded over the entire ”landscape."l

(Access over the entire landscape means there ns little opportunity for the)

(landscape to offer addrtional rnformation that is not already 'apparent.')

('Thus," mystery is low and there is no affect on visual ‘qual¤ty.")))

)

((expla acce b ((Potent¤al accessibility is one factor important to the sense of mystery in a)

('lancscape.' Mystery is the promlse of additional rnformation if one could)

(proceed further into the 'landscape.' Mystery is an inportant aspect of the)

(visual quality of the 'landscape.' This landscape was tudged to offer access)

(though and around obltacles in the 'landscape." Whrle one or more obstacles)

("ex¤st,' it appears as if one or mor eroutes are available to easily walk)

(through the "landscape.' Easily passable routes through the landscape and)

(around obstructions increases the potential to acquire additional)

('information,' and 'thus,' mystery is also be 'high. Therelore,' the element)

(of mystery cuases this landscape to have hngh visual 'qual¤ty.')))

)

((6xpIa acce c ((Potential accessrbrluty is one factor important to the sense of mystery in a)

('lancscape." Mystery is the promise of addituonal information rf one could)

(proceed further into the "Iandscape.' Mystery rs an inportant aspect of the)

(visual quality of the 'landscape.' This landscape was judged to offer access)

(somewhat impeded through the 'landscape.' While there appeared to be one or)

(more routes through the 'landscapef one would have to step andlor climb over)

(ground level obstacles such as fallen logs and 'vegetat¤on.' lf there appears)

(to be passable routes through and around the 'landscape,' but consnderahle)

(effort would be requrred in negotiating obstacles then the potential for)

(obtaining additional informatron would be "reduced,” thus reducing the sense)

(of 'mystery. Therefore," mystery does not enhance the visual quality of this)

("landscapef")))

)

llexpla acce d ((Potent¤al accessubillty ns one factor important to the sense of mystery in a)

("lancscape." Mystery is the promrse of additional mformauon if one could)

(proceed further into the 'landscape„' Mystery is an inportant aspect of the)

(visual quality of the "Iandscape,' This landscape was tudged to offer impeded)

("access.' There does not appear to be any routes for proceeding further into)

(thss landscape or potential routes appear to be blocked by a sizable obstacles)

(such as a solid mass of vegetation or 'stream.' Smce access into the)

(landscape appears not to exist or be blocked the potential for obtaining)

(additional information is low thus the sense of mystery would also be 'low.')))

)

(fexpla sopen a ((Open spaces are places in the landscape which are not filled with trees or)

(topographic 'features.' The presence of enclosed and well defmed open spaces)
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(in the landscape has a positive influence on visual "quaIity," particularly if)

(the spaces are human scale '(pleasant places for people to be)' and or offer)

(opportunities for prospect and 'refoge ' People feel comfortable in these)

(types of 'landscapesi" This landscape was iudged to be completely or mostlv)

('open:' The landscape is opne with few or no vegetauve or land form features')

(surroundrng and creatrnp a ‘space Therefore,' the lack of spatial enclosure)

(would have a negative influence on visual 'quaIity,")l)

)

((expIa sopen b ((0pen spaces are places in the landscape which are not filled with trees or)

(topographic "features.‘ The presence of enclosed and well defined open spaces)

(in the landscape has a positive influence on visual "quality,‘ particularly if)

(the spaces are human scale ‘(pleasant places for people to be)' and or offer)

(opportunities for prospect and 'refuge.' People feel comfortable in these)

(types of ‘landscapes." This landscape was iudged to have no open ‘spaces:' The)

(landscape is being viewed from within a stand of vetgetation and appears to be)

(continuous Iacking openings in the ”vegetation. Therefore,' the lack of)

(spatial enclosure would have a negatrve influence on visual "quality.‘)))

l

(lexpla sopen c ((0pen spaces are places in the landscape which are not filled with trees or)

(topographic "features," The presence of enclosed and well defined open spaces)

(in the landscape has a positive influence on visual 'ouaIity,' particularly if)

(the spaces are human scale "(pleasant places for people to be)" and or offer)

(opportunities for prospect and 'refuge.' People feel comfortable in these)

(types of "landscapesf This landscape was iudged to be partially 'enclosed')

(The landscape contains space that is contained by vegetative or topographic)

(features on one or two "sides,' while remaining open on the other "sides,‘ or)

(space that is more less surrounded by broken or widely spaced vegetative or)

ltopographic "features, Therefore," spatial enclosure would have a slrght)

(positive influence on visual "quality,")))

)

llexpla sopen d ((0pen spaces are places in the landscape which are not filled with trees or)

(topographic "features.' The presence of enclosed and well defined open spaces)

(in the landscape has a positive influence on visual "quality," particularly if)

(the spaces are human scale '(pleasant places for people to be)' and or offer)

(opportunities for prospect and ‘refuge.' People feel comfortable rn these)

(types of ”Iandscapes.' This landscape was iudged to be mostlv 'closed:" The)

(landscape contains space that is contained by vegetative or topographic)

(features on all but one 'side,' or space that is more less surrounded by)

(closely spaced vegetative or topographic "leatures,' but is broken in a few)

('places. Therefore,‘ spaual enclosure would have a positive influence on)

(visual 'ouality.')))

)

llexpla sopen e ((0pen spaces are places in the landscape which are not filled with trees or)

(topopraphic 'featuresf The presence of enclosed and well defined open spaces)
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(in the landscape has a positive influence on visual 'quaIity," particularly if)

(the spaces are human scale '(pleasant places for people to be)" and or offer)

(opportunities for prospect and 'refuqe." People feel comfortable in these)

(types of "landscapes." This landscape was yudged to 'be:' Thrs landscape)

(contains space that is contained on all sides or surrounded by vegetative or)

(topographic "features. Thereforef spatral enclosure would have a positive)

(influence on visual ‘qual¤ty.")ll

)

((expIa edge y (($paces with well defined edges are more umaqeable or 'memorablef

lmageabilltyl

(is an important factor in visual 'quaI¤ty.' This landscape was yudped to have)

(spaces with well defined ‘edges. Therefore," there is a positive influence on)

(visual 'quality.")))

)

((expIa edge n ((Slnce lt was difficult to tell when one was entenng or leaving a space then

ir)

(has poorly defined 'edges. Therefore,' there is no positive influence on visual)

("¤ual¤ty)')))

)

((expla scale y ((HUMAN SCALE spaces are those that are small enough that people feel)

(comfortable or secure when located in the 'space. Thus," they have the)

(potential to increase visual *quality," particularly if they also offer)

(prospect or "refuge." Thus space was judged to be hUMAN "SCALE," and thus)

(there is a positive influence on visual 'oualltv ')))

)

((expIa scale n ((Need to be done)))

l

((expla safe y ((Landscapes which offer the POTENTIAL for reguge APPEAR to have places

that)

(one could safely locate '(hide or defend one’s seIf).' This has a positive)

(influence on visual ‘qual¤ty. Note,' that this is regardless of whether the)

(need or opportunity to seek refuge really "exists.' For example a rocky)

(hillside may appear to be a place where one would likely find refuge in a)

(small 'cave,‘ thus increasing visual ‘quality.' In actuality it may not)

(provide refuge because no cave 'exists.' This landscape was yudged to have)

(spaces which offer POTENTIAL for 'refuge, and thus,' there is a positive)

(influence on visual 'qualitv.')l)

)

((expla safe n ((Need to be done)))

)

llexpla safe n (llf a space offer the potential for "refuqe,' people feel safe to hide or defind)

(themselves and therefore the visual quality is "improved. However? this)
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(landscape does not offer the potential for 'refuqe,' it can not improve the)

(visual 'quality.'))l

)

ffexpla pect v (('Landscape,' whrch appear to offer opportunities for "prospect,' appear to

have)

(opportunities to survey the surroundrnq landscape 'v¤suaIIy.' The spaces in the)

(landscape appear to be a place where one could position 'one's' self rn the)

(landscape so that one would be able to see any approaching 'danger,' repardless)

(of whether the opportunity position "one’s” self or potential danger really)

('exist.' Opportunitnes was gudged to offer opportunitres for 'prospect,' and)

('therefors,' there is a positive influence on visual 'quaIity.')))

)

((expIa pect n ((Need to be done)))

)

((expla pect n ((when a place faul tp offer opportunitues for prospect or opportunities to)

(survey the surroundinq landscape "vlsuaIIy,' the vrsual quality of the)

(landscape can not be 'improved.'))l

)

((expIa solrt y ((Spaces in the landscape which appear to facrlltate or enhance the potential

for)

(relaxation and contemplatlon are vlsually more 'appeallnq,' reqardless of)

(whether the opportunity for relaxation and contempaltion actually 'exists.')

(Spaces which appear to be a quiet and serene place facilitate or enhance the)

(potential for relaxatlon and 'contemplation, For exampIe,' a shaded space)

(adjacent to a stream may appear to be a tranquil and peaceful "place,' and)

(‘thus,' the visual quality of the landscape would be 'enhanced ')))

)

((expla solit n ((Need to be donelll

)

)
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APPENDIX D

CODE OF VISUAL COMPOSITION SUBSYSTEM
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(assert

((d¤_visl il

(v¤sl

(¤o_visl

l

l

(assert

llvrsl il

(svstem clsl

(println " ·*)

(println

"‘

Visual Ouality Component III:

"‘)

(println '° VISUAL COMPOSITION °"l

(println "°
•")

(nlllnll

(println 'To evaluate the visual oomposituon, you need to answer the lolI¤w¤ng")

(println 'questions,')

(nI)(nll

lpnntln "*°°°° hut the RETURN key to continue
"""l

(open stream 'TXB1:" readl

lgetline stream Vany)

ln¤at_visl

(vcom_visl

(vivi_visl

(svpa_visl

l

l

(assert

((npat_visl il

(paragra23l

(qetline stream Vnpatl

(check_pat 7npatl

l

l

(assert

((vcom_vis) il

(system clsl

(paragra20l

(qetline stream ?vcoml

(check_ans e paragra20 Yvcoml

(assert ((vcom ?vcoml)l

l

l
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(assert

((v¤v¤_v¤s) nl

(system clsl

(paragra21)

(qetline stream Vvivi)

(check_ans 6 paragra21 ?v¤vi}

(assert llvivi 7vivi)))

)

)

lassen

((svpa_vis) if

(system cls)

(¤aragra22)

(qetline stream ?svpa)

lcheckians e paragra22 Ysvpa)

lassert (lsvpa Vsvpalll

)

)

(assert

((che•:k_ans Vend ?para ?ans) il

(> = 7ans a)

(< = T/ans ?end)

(cu!)

)

((check_ans Vend Ypara Vans) il

(or (< 7ans a) (> Vans Vend))

(nl)(n|)(n|l

(println 'Your input is unapproprnate, do ut over')

(nl)

(?para)

(qetline stream Va)

(check_ans Vend Vpara ?a)

)

)

(assert

((chec)<_pat v) il

(assert llnpat y)))
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(paragra24l

(read Ydescnption)

(assart ffdescription ?descr¤puon)))

l

((checlt_pat n) if

(assert ((npat nlll

)

llcheckipat ?ans) rl

(or (! = 7ans y) (! = 7ans nll

(nl)(nl)

(println 'Your answer rs not right, choose only 'y/n'. Try again"')

(qetlrne stream 7b)

lcheckfpat ?bl

I

)

(assert

((paragra20) if

(system clsl

(println '02 Visual complexity is the ouantity or number of different visual eIements')

(println

‘

rn the landscape, or the degree of variation in the lines, forms, colors')

(println ' and textures which compnse the visual landscape. It is a measure of how')

(println ' intricate or rich the landscape is visuaIly.')

(nl)(nI)

(println 'a. HIGH COMPLEXITY

‘l

(nl)

(println 'b. MODERATELY/HIGH COMPLEXITY.')

(nll

(println 'c. MODERATE COMPLEXITY.")

(nl)

(println 'd. MODERATELY/LOW COMPLEXITY.')

(nl)

(println 'e. LOW COMPLEXITY.')

(n|)(n|l

(println 'Please choose one character from 'A, B, C, D, E' to identily the appropnate')

(println 'Ievel of visual complexity for the landscape being assessed.')

l

)

(assert

((paragra2‘ll if

(system clsl

(println 'O3. Vividness is the extent to which individual landscape features and/or')
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(println ' patterns within the landscape are visually distinct and readily vis¤bIe.')

(nlllnl)

(println 'a. HIGH VIVIDNESS 'l

(nl)

(println "b. MODERATELV/HIGH \/IVIDNESS ')

(nl)

(println 'c. MODERATE VIVIDNESS.")

(nl)

(println 'd. MODERATELY/LOW Vl\/IDNESS,')

(nl)

(println 'e. LOW VIVIDNESS.')

(nl)(nl)

(println 'Please choose one character from 'A, B, C, D, E' to identify the appropriate'l

(println 'Ievel of vividness for the landscape being assessed ')

l

)

(assert

((paragra22) if

(system cls)

(println 'O4. ’Striking' visual patterns are that nmmediately catch the eye and the')

(println ' attention of the viewer 'l

(nlllnl)

(println 'a. NOT $TRll<lNG· Visual patterns are not strikinp or eye catchinp. The')

(println ' viewer's attention would not be immediately attracted td the pattern')

(nl)

(println 'b. MODERATELY STRIKING: The visual pattern would be apparent, but not

dorninat6')

(println ' the visual composition. The visual pattern would attract the viewer's')

(println ' attention, but the composnuon would be complex enough that the yiewer's')

(println ' attention would not oe dominated by the visual pattern.')

(nl)

(println 'c. STRIKING: The viusal pattern would domrnate the visual composution. The')

(println ' pattern would immednately catch and hold the viewer's attenuon.')

(nlllnl)

(println 'Please choose one character from 'A, B, C' to ndentify the approprtate')

(println 'Ievel of striking visual pattern (or the landscape being assessed.'l

)

)

(assert

((¤aragra23) if

(system cls)

(println 'Ol. A visual pattern is created when visual elements (lines, (orms,')

(pnntln ' colors and textures) are repeated in the landscape in a structured')
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(println ' or regular manner These visual elements result from the occurrence and/or')

(println ' repetition of common landscape features, such as tree trunks and geoIogic"I

(println ' iormations. The landscape features should not be 'significant natural'}

(println ' features' either collectlvely or indrvidually 'I

(nl)

(println 'Please indicate whether vlsual patterns are present In the landscape'I

(println 'being assessedl Answer ’y/n' only 'I

I

I

lassen

l(paraqraZ4I if

(system clsI

(println *01.1. Please beiefly descnbe the visual pattern present in the landscape in'}

(println ' terms of its visual charactenstics The description should include the'}

(println ' type of the landscape features (e.g. tree trunks, soil colors and'}

(println ' geologic formauonl which contrlbute to the pattern and description of'}

(println " the visual elements (lines, forms, colors and texturesl which make up'}

(println ' the pattern, as well as any other Important aspect of the pattern's'}

(println ' appearance.'I

(nl}lnII

(println 'BE SURE TO BRACKET YOUR DESCRIPTION BY '(' AND 'l'»'I

(println 'IF YOU DOT HAVE ANYTHING TO INPUT, TYPE IN l} FOR A EMPTY

DE5CRIPTION.'I

(println 'EE SURE NOT TO USE ANY SIGN INSIDE THE BRACKETTI

I

}
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;°""
TREE starts here °°°°°

(assen

((¤¤_vis) il

(travel_4 ml ?returnI

(cut)

(system cIs)

lassen ((¤age 20)))

lappend (lvis 1)) Vreturn 7Iist) ; (vis 1) added here is only for processing

; ol (give_exp), Itsell has no real meaning.

(give_exp ?IistI ; be carelul here, Yretum may he changed

(nl)

(loop review4 Ylistl ; also be carelul here

I

)

lassen

llloop Ypred ?return) il

(println 'Do you want to REVIEW the result (rl or CHANCE the input (cl or')

(print "DO IT OVER (dl or OUIT (q) :

‘I

lgetline stream ?l¤¤k)

(7pred ?return 7IookI

I

I

(assen

((revlew4 ?return q) il

(quit)

I

((review4 Yreturn cl il

(system clsl
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(println 'Your last input is: 'l

(nI)(nI)

(println "LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS 1 INPUT VALUE')

(println
"-~------------------~--—— 1

r—rrr—————r")

(print "1. VISUAL PATTERN 1 ')

(npat ?npatl

(println ?npatl

(print "2. EXTENT OF VISUAL COMPLEXITY 1
')

(vcom 'lvcoml

(println ?vcom)

(print '3. EXTENT OF VIVIDNESS 1 ')

lvivi 7viyi)

(println 7viyi)

(print '4. STRIKING VISUAL PATTERN 1
')

(svpa ?svpa)

(println ’/svpa)

(n|)(nl)

(println 'To change an entry, type in the appropriate number

‘)

(getlina stream 7pri_num)

(: = ?num (strtonum 7pr¤_num))

(modily4 Ynum)

lnI)(n|)(nl)(nl)

(println "Do you want to CHANGE the input (cl or RUN the program (r) or OUlT (q)7")

(getlme stream 7a)

(Ioop2 po_vis reyiewri 7a)

)

((rsview4 7 tl) il

(retract (lpage ?l)l

(retract ((npat 7)))

(retract ((vc¤m 7)))

(retract ((vivi 7)))

(ratract ((svpa 7)))

lretract (ldescription ?)))

(close stream)

(do_vis)

)

((review4 ’/return r) il

lretract ((¤age ?))l

(assert (luage 20)))

(system cls)

(give_exp 7return)

(loop rev¤ew4 ?return)

)

((review4 Yreturn 7a) ii

(! = 7a q)
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('
= 7a cl

(!
= 7a d)

(! = Va r)

(n|)(nI)(nI)(nI)

(println 'Your input is not right, you must input either

'q‘

or 'c' or 'd' or

'r‘

')

(println 'Answer the following question again ")

(nl)

(loop review4 ?return)

)

)

(assert

((modify4 1) ii

(retract ((n¤at ?ll)

(npat_vis)

)

((modify4 2) if

(retract ((vcom 7)))

(vcom_vis)

)

((m¤dify4 3) il

(retract ((vrvi 7)))

(vivi_visl

)

((mod¤ly4 4) il

(retract Usvpa 7)))

(svpa_vrs)

)

((modily4 7a) if

(or (< Va 1) (> 7a 4))

(println 'Your choise rs not right, pick up a number only between 1 and 4, Try again!')

(petline stream Vb)

lx; 70 (strtonum 7b))

(modrfy4 70)

)

)

(assen

((I¤op2 7 7 q) if

(quit)

)
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((|oop2 Yps 7 r) ii

(retract ((pa¤e 7)))

(7go)

)

((Ioop2 7 7rev c) if

(7rev 7 c)

)

((loop2 7go 7rev 7a) if

ll = Ya q)

(!
= 7a r)

(!
= 7a c)

(println "Your input is not right, choose (rom only

'r’

or 'c' or 'q', try aqainl')

(qetline stream 7b)

(loop2 7go 7rev 7b)

)

)

(assert

((pivs_exp ((man.(?numln¤I))l7rest)) ¤(

(= = 7num 8)

(println 'To have a valid conclusnon, your collective apparent value should be no (ess')

(println 'than the highest apparent value ol the aIteratlons.')

(nl)

(no_aIter 7no_aIter)

(show 1 7no_alter)

(nl)

(print 'The collective apparentness: ")

(coll 1 ?coIIl

(println 7::0)))

(nl)

(println 'Do you want to OUIT or REEVALUATE the apparentness, input (q/r)")

(oetline stream Ychoose)

(redo ?no_alter Vchoose)

(¤o_exp)

)

((pive_exp ((man.(7num.n¤I)),7rest)) il

(> = ?num 1)

(< 7num 9)

(= = (?head.?tail) 7rest)

(deal_head 7head)

(deaI_tail ?taiI)

)

((¤ive_exp ((spa.(?.niI)).7rest)) il
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(deal_taiI Yrest)

)

llgrvefexp llvls.l7.nil)).7rest)) lf

ldealitail Yrest)

)

)

lassen

lldealftail nili)

lldeal_taiI ll7first.(?second.niI)).7rest)) if

lexpla ?first ?second Yexplal

(print_exp Yexpla)

(page ?page) ; These two sentences count for the following blank

lpagerhold 7pagel ; line.

(nl)

(deal_tail ?rest)

)

)

lassen

((print_num ?rear_pan 7numl if

(print 'You identified ')

lprint 7num)

(print ' ')

(pnnt_exp 7rear_pan)

)

)

(assen

((¤nnt_exp ni|))

((print_exp l?head.?tail)) if

lpage_ctrl Yhead)

(nl)

(pr«nt_e¤p 7tail)

l

)

; ""' Control page, every 20 lines ol explanation + 2 lines of prompt

;
‘"" information is a page
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(assert

((paqe_ctrI ?Iine) ir

(page ?page)

(page_hoId 7page)

(put_exp ?I¤ne)

)

)

;
'°°"

Check the page control srgn to decide to move to next page or not ""°

(assert

((page_ho|d O) if

(retract ((¤a¤6 7)))

(assart (lpage 20)))

(nl)

(println " '°°°"‘°°' please hit RETURN to continue
**°°°""°")

(getline stream Yanykey)

(system cIs)

(cut)

)

((Dage_hold Ypage) ii

(> 7page O)

(retract ((page 7)))

(:= ?new_page (- ?page 1))

(assert ((page ?new_pa¤e)))

)

)

(assert

((put_exp niI))

llputiexp (7head.7taiI)) ii

(print ?head)

(print ' "l

(put_exp ?tail)

)

)

;

‘°°"

traverse o( the tree of visual composition starts here
"°"
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lassen

((rraveI_4 Vlrame herum) uf

(npar Ynpar)

(r4_npar Ynpar Hrame herum)

)

F

(assen

((r4_npar v Hrame herum) if

(aupend Nrame ((n¤ar vl) ?nsw_Irame)

(svpa ?sv¤a)

lrßfsvpa 7svpa Ynewjrame herum)

F

((r4_npar n ?1rame herum) if

(append ?frame ((npar nl) ?new_rrameF

(vcom 7vcom)

(r4_vc¤m 7vcom 7new_frame herum)

)

F

(assert

((r4*sv¤a a Yframe herum) rr

(append ?frame Hsvpa all 7new_frame)

(append ?new_Irame ((resolur¤cn 2}} herum)

)

((r4_svpa b ?6rame herum) if

(append Hrame (tsvpa b)) ?new_irame)

(aupend Vnewjrame ((resoIurion 6)) herum)

)

((r4_sv¤a c 7irame herum) if

(append Nrame ((svpa c)) Ynewjrams)
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lvcom 7v•:om)

lt4_vcom Yvcom ?new_frame Vreturnl

)

l

;°°°°° ALL NODES OF12,13,14,15,16 and then followmg

: °"'° nodes from NODE 17 to 41 follow the NODE 3

lassen

llt4_vcom a ?frame 7returnl uf

lapoend 7frama llvcom al) ?newjrame)

(vivi ?vivi)

lt4_vivi1 ?v¤v¤ T/newfframe Vreturnl

l

(lt4_vcom b Yframe "returnl lf

lappend Vframe llvcom bl) 7new_fvame)

lvivn 7vwi)

lt4_vivi2 Yvuvn 7new_frame 7return)

)

((t4_vc¤m
c ?frame "retum) if

lappend ?frame llvcom c)) ?new_framel

(vivi ?vivi)

(t4_vivi3 Vvuvn 7new_frame Metum)

l

((t4_vcom d 7frame ?retum) if

(append ?frame llvcom dl) ?new_frame)

(vivi ?vivi)

lt4_vivi4 ?vivi ?new_frame Vreturnl

l

(lt4_vcom e 7frame Vreturnl uf

(append ?frame llvcom e)) Vnewjramel
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lvivi ?vivi)

lt4_vivi5 7vivi ?new_irame Yreturnl

)

)

;°""
ALL NODE's OF VIVI1 °°°°°

lassen

llt4*vivi1 a ?irame ’/return) ii

lappend Vframe llvivi al) ?new_|rame)

lappend ?new_frama llresolunon
9))

Yrerum)

)

llt4_viviI b Nrame Yremm) ni

lappend Ylrame ((v¤vi ¤)) 7new_f1ame)

lappend ?new_frame llresoluuon 4)) Yreturn)

)

l(t4Vvivi1 c Hrams hamm) il

lappend Yframa (lvivi c)) Ynewjramel

lappend ?new_irame llresolunon 4)) Vrewml

)

((t4_vivi1 d 7irame Yreturn) uf

(append ?irame llvivi dl) ?naw_lrame)

lappend 7naw_f1ama llresoluuon 5))
Vrerum)

)

((t4_vivi1 6 Yirame Yrerum) ii

(append ?frame llvivu a)) 7new_frame)

laupend ?new_frame llresolution 5)) Yreturnl

l

)

;"°°‘
ALL NODE’s OF V|VI2 ''''°

lassen

((t4_vivi2 a Yframe Yrewm) H

(append Hrams llvwi a))
?new_|rame)

lappend Ynewjrame llresolunon 2)) Vrerurn)

)
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b 7lram2 Yretum) ii

(app2nd ’/lram2 llvuvn b)) ?n2wjram2)

(app2nd 7n2w_lram2 llrasoluuon
3))

"rerum)

)

((\4_v¤vi2 c 7lram2 7r2rum) il

lappend ?lram2 llvivi c)) ?n2w_lram2)

lappend ?new_lram2 ((r2soIuu¤n 3)) 7r2mm)

)

((t4_vivi2 d ?iram2 ?r2tum) nf

(app2nd 7lram2 llvivi dl) ?new_fram2)

lappend ?n2w_lram2 llresolmion
9))

2 ?lram2 7r2xum) ul

(appand ?lramo llvivn 2)) ?n2w_lram2)

(append 7n2w_lram2 llrasolutnon 9)) 7r2tum)

)

)

;"'°° ALL NODE's OF VIVI3 ""'

lassart

((t4_vivi3 a ?lram2 ’/retum) nl

lappend ?lram2 llvnvu a)) 7n2w_fram2)

lappend ?n2wjram2 (lresolution 9)) 7r2turn)

b Ylrame herum) il

(appnand ?lram2 ((vivi b)) 7n2w_frame)

(app2nd 7n2w_fram2 ((r2s¤|ution 9)) 7r2!um)

)

((14*viv¤3 c Wrame herum) ¤l

(append 7lram2 (lvuvn cl) ?n2w_lram2)

(append 7n2w_lram2 llresolulion
9)) 7r2tum)

)

((14_vivi3 d ?lram2 ?r21urn) if
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(aupand 7Iram6 ((viv¤ d)) ?n6w_lram6)

(a¤p6nd 7n6w_iram6 llresoluricn 4)) Vrerum)
)

(lt4_vivi3 6 7|ram6 Vretum) ui

(app6nd ?f1am6 (wm 6))
Vnewjrame)

(aupsnd ?n6w_Iram6 llresolution 4))
7r6xum)

)

)

;'°°°° ALL NODE's OF VIVI4
"°‘°

(assen

((t4_vivi4 a Nrama 7r6tum) ¤f

lappend Hrame ((v¤v¤ al) 7n6w_Iram6)

(append llresoluricn 4))
Vretum)

)

l(t4_v¤v¤4 b ?iram6 7r6turn) ni

(append ?fram6 ((v•v¤ bl) Ynewjrama)

tappend ?n6wjrame ttresolutuon 5)) Yretum)

)

((t4_vivi4 c ?|ram6 ?r61um) uf

(app6nd Yframe ((v¤v¤ c)) Vnewjrame)

lappend ?n6w_1ram6 (tresoluncn 5)) Vremm)

)

((t4_vivi4 d 7fram6 Vrerum) if

(appand ?fram6 ((v•vi d)) 7n6w_fram6)

(append ?naw_f1am6 ((resoIu\ion
5))

7r6tum)

)

l(t4_vivi4 6 Vframe 7r6tum) ul

lappend 7fram6 ((viv¤ 6)) ?n6w_lram6)

lappand 7n6w_|ram6 llresolunion 5)) Yrexum)

)

)

;"°°° ALL NODE's OF VIVI5 °°"°
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lassen

((t4_vivi5 a Yframa Yrerum) il

(append Hrama llvwi a)) Vnawjramel

tappend 7new_1rame Hresoluuon 5)) Vretuml

)

(It4_vivi5 b Nrame ?re!urn) ul

(append Hrame llvivi b)) Vnewjramel

Iauuend 7new_1ram2(Irss¤|ut¤on 5)) Warum)

)

I(t4Avivn5 c Ylrame Yreturnl ul

(append ?1rama llvivi c)) ?new_1rama)

(append ?new_1rame Irresolunon
5))

Vrerum)

)

d 7irame Yraturn) ni

(append Hrame ((v¤v¤ dl) Ynawjrame)

(append ?new_frame llresoluuun
5))

Vrexum)

)

((t4*vivi5 a ?frame Vrstum) if

(appand ?1rame ((v¤v¤ a)) 7new_f1amaI

Iappend ?new_irams Itresolunon 5)) Hamm)

)

)

;
""'

ALL MISCELLANEOUS PFIEDICATES '°°°°

lassen

Happend nil ?z 7zII

Uappend (7x7v) ?z (7x.7w)) ui

lappend 7y ?z 7w)

)

I

;°°°°' VARIOUS FACTS "°°°
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lassert

llexpla resolution 1 ((FINAL CONCLUSIONJ (No effect on visual qualitv))))

(lexpla resolution 2 ((FlNAL CONCLUSION:) (High visual quality))))

((expla resolution 3 ((FlNAL CONCLUSIONJ lMorderately high visual quaIitv))))

ifexpla resolution 4 ((FlNAL CONCLUSION ) lMorderately low visual qualitY))))

((expla resolution 5 ((FlNAL CONCLUSION:) (Low visual oualitylll)

llexpla resolution 6 ((FlNAL CONCLUSION:) (SIightlY positive effect on visual quaIitv))))

llexpla resolution 7 ((FlNAL CONCLUSION:) (Slightly negative effect on visual quality))))

llexpla resolution 8 (lFlNAl. CONCLUSlON.) (Not consistent, re~evaIuate individual and

collective apparentness rating))))

((expla resolution 9 ((FINAL CONCLUSION;) (Moderate visual qualitV))))

llexpla npat y ((Natural occurnng visual patterns increase the visual quality of the)

('landscape,' particularly if they are visually striking or eye ‘catching.' A)

(visual pattern is created when visual elements "llines, forms, colors and')

('textures)' are repeated in the landscape in a structured or regular "manner.')

(These visual elements results from the occurrence and/or repetion of common)

(landscape ‘features,' such as tree trunks and geologic 'formatlons.')))

l

(lexpla nDat n ((To be donellll

llexpla svpa a ((The extent to which a landscape contains stnking visual pattern has a

direct)

(influence on the visual ouality of the "landscape." The pattern observed in)

(this landscape was found to be visually stnktng and immediately catches and)

lholds the attention of the 'viewer.‘ The visual pattern dominates the visual)

('composit¤on.' the pattern causes the landscape to have high visual 'quaIity,')))

)

((expla svpa b ((The extent to which a landscape contains strikmg visual pattern has a

direct)

(influence on the visual quality of the "landscapef The pattern opserved in)

(this landscape was found to be moderately visually 'strikingf lt is 'apparentf)

(but does not dominate the visual "cornposition.‘ The visual pattern attracts)

(the v¤ewer’s attention , but the composition is complex enough that viewer's)

(attention is not dominated by the visual "pattern.' The visual pattern has al

(slight positive influence on visual 'quality.')))

)

(lexpla svpa c ((The extent to which a landscape contains strikmg visual pattern has a

direct)

(influence on the visual ouality of the 'Iandscape.' The pattern observed nn)

(this landscape was found not to be striking or eye 'catching." The viewer's)

(attention would not be attracted to the 'pattern," And it has no effect on)

(visual ‘oual¤ty.')))

)
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(lexpla vcom a ((Visual complexity is directly related to visual quality in natural

'Iandscapes,')

(The more visually complex the landscape the greater the visual "quaIity," This)

(landscape was judged as havlng a high degree of visual "complexity." There isl

(large number of different visual elements in the landscape or high degree of)

(variation in the lines, forms, colors and textures which is very intncate or)

(visual "richness.'ll)

)

llexpla vcom b ((Visual complexity is directly related to visual quality in natural

"landscapes.")

(The more visually complex the landscape the greater the visual "quaInty,' This)

(landscape was judged as having moderately high visual 'complexityf There is a)

(moderately large number of different visual elements in the landscape or)

lmoderately high degree of variation in the lines, forms, colors and textures)

(which compnse the visual 'landscape.' The landscape has a moderate degree of)

(intricateness or visual 'richness.')ll

)

llexpla vcom c ((Visual complexity is directly related to visual quality in natural

'landscapes.")

(The more visually complex the landscape the greater the visual 'quality," This)

(landscape was judged as having moderate visual "compIexity,‘ There is al

(moderate number of different visual elements in the landscape, or a moderate)

(degree of variation in the lines, forms, colors and textures which compnse the)

(visual "landscape." The landscape has a moderate degree of intricateness or)

(visual 'richness.")))

)

((expIa vcom d ((Visual complexity is directly related to visual quality in natural

‘landsca¤es.")

(The more visually complex the landscape the greater the visual 'quaIity.' This)

(landscape was judged as having moderately low visual "compIexity.' There is al

(moderately low number of defferent visual elements in the landscape, or)

lmoderatelv low degree of variation in the lines, forms, colors and textures)

(which compnse the visual landscape "landscape." The landscape has a moderatelyl

(low degree of intricateness or visual 'richness."))l

)

llexpla vcom e ((Visual complexity is directly related tc visual quality in natural

'landscapes.')

(The more visually complex the landscape the greater the visual ‘qua|ity.' This)

(landscape was judged as having low visual "complexityf There is a low number)

(of different visual elements in the landscape or low degree of variation in the)

(lines, forms, colors and textures which compnse the visual 'Iandscape.' The)

(landscape has a low degree of intncateness or visual "nchness.”)ll

)
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((expIa vivi a ((Vividness is directly related to visual quality of the natural 'Iandscape„‘

The)

(more vivrd a landscape the greater the vrsual 'qualrty ' This landscape was)

(judged to be highly ‘vivid.' The individual landscape features and/or patterns)

(within the landscape are very visually distinct and readily 'visibIe.' This)

(landscape is verv drstrnctive and 'memoral>el.')))

)

(lexpla vivi b ((Vividness is drrectly related to visual quality of the natural "landscape

‘

The)

(more vivid a landscape the greater the visual "qualityr" This landscape was)

Uudped to have moderately hlgh 'vlv¤dness." The rndrvidual landscape features)

(and/or patterns within the landscape have a moderately high degree of visual)

(distinctrveness and 'visiblity,‘ Thrs landscape is rnoderately high in terms cf)

(distinctiveness and "memoral¤il¤ty ")))

)

((expIa vivi c (l\/ividness is directly related to visual quality of the natural 'landscapef

The)

(more vivid a landscape the greater the vrsual 'qualrty." This landscape was)

(judged to have moderate "viv¤dness " The individual landscape features and/or)

(patterns within the landscape have a moderately low degree of visual)

(distinctiveness and "visibiIity.' This landscape is mcderately low in terms of)

(distinctiveness and 'memorab¤l¤ty.')))

)

((expIa vivi d ((Vividness is directly related to visual quality of the natural 'Iandscape."

The)

(more vivid a landscape the greater the vrsual 'quality.' This landscape was)

(judged to have moderately low ‘viv¤dness." The individual landscape features)

(and/or patterns withrn the landscape have a mqderately low degree of visual)

(distinctrveness and 'vrsihility." This landscape rs mnderately low in terms of)

(distinctiveness and 'memdrablllty 'lll

l

(fexpla vivi e ((Vividness is directly related to visual quality of the natural "landscape."

The)

(more vivid a landscape the greater the visual "qualrty." This landscape was)

(judged to have low 'vividness.‘ The individual landscape features and/or)

(patterns within the landscape have a low degree of visual distinctiveness and)

(‘visibility.' This landscape rs low in terms of drstinctiveness and)

('mem¤rabiIitv.')))

)

)
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June 2.1992

Visual Quality Component I-A: Man-made Features

Explanatory Rules

Rule 1
—-

Visually eviden: man-made altsalions ofthe landsoqe orstruennes in the nahnal landscape

tendtohaveanegative influenceonvisualquaütyofthistypeoflandscapennlesmealtemnonm

strucune is awe inspiring, related to historic use cf the landscape or are pleasant places for people.

The exten: ofthe influence on vtmal quality is dependen: upon how many man~made features are

present.

a. Thislandsapewa foundtocontain novisuallyevidentman-madealtuatiorisor

structures Thuefore, man-made {eantres has no eßect on visual quality.

b. 'This landscape was found to contain (Fill in the number) man-made alterations or

strumttes. The exten: ol negative or positive influence on the visial quality ofthe

landscape depends on the individual aud collective characienstics of the man-made

altennons cr snucuues

c. Thislandsupewas foundtocontain(üllintheappro:a·iaienumb¤·6ta·more)

man-made altuations or srucutres. The collective effect on visual quality of this

number of altemiioos will out weigh the eüeet of any individual altuazion.

Rule 2
—-

Indus¤·ial, quasi-industrial or teehnologcal alterations and/or structures in the naniml

landscapetendtohaveanegativeinfluuiceotitltevisualqualityofthelarxlsapeunless theyarea

source of visual intuest due to their size (awe inspiring) or histuk: signiftcance. industrial, quasi-

indusuial tx teehnological alI¤1cious and /or nructures und to have a neganve influence on visual

quaütybecaiuemeysunomofplxemtheuanuuuitdscagaeandcoumawimthemnnl

cluractetof the landsape.

a. This landscape was fotmd to contain qußi-indusuial orteehuologial

altuanotu and/G structures.

b. Thishndstzpew¤mxfotmdwco¤¤inindus1iaLqu¤i·ind:unialatechmlogi:al

altaaiiom and/or structures.

Rule 3
—

Industrial. quan-indusuial or technological altemions and/or structures in the landscape must

be v·isuallyapparet1tin¤*der:ninspireaweinpeople.

a. One or more ofthe industrial, quan-industrial or technologiul alterations and/cr

structures in this landscape werejudged to be visually awaren: (rated u modiüed

crdotninantftraigaarenuimt). Th¤efc•re,this lmdsupe hasthepotuzual to be

awe inspirlng.

b. None of the indus¤·iaL quasi-industrial or teehnologital altnations and/or striicnnes

inmislands:pew¤ejtaigedtobevistiaHyatq,iarent(nted¤motli§edtr

dominant for appurenmess). Thuefore, this Iantbcape docs not have the potential

to he awe insptring.

Rule 4
—

Man-madealteratiotm orbuiltstrucmres that iuspire aweiupeoplearetbwe thatare inunmse

in size such as large pit mines or those that required major engineering fears such as large dams.

These typesofaltennauarefasdmmigmpeopleandinereasethevinialquaütyofthelandscape.
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a. One ormore ofthe man-tnadealtcrationsnrbuiltsmicnnes in this landsupe vue

judged tn be awe inspiring.

b. None of the man-made aluerauons or built structures in this landscape wue judged

tn be awe irtspiring.

Rule 5
—

Alteranonsorhuiltsmic¤ncsthat‘app¤r'tnbecld¤'historicenliancethevist.utlqualjtyof

the landscape. 'They symbolize past culnnes and times which rend ro fasctnate peqale, thus

connibuting tn peopIe's apprecianon of the landscape. lfthe landscape contains more than one

man-made altexation or built strucnne then the alteration or suucntre which is must visually

apparent dnminates and is responsible for the etfect of man-made alterannns or built strucnnu on

the visual quality of the landxape.

a. 11iemostvistuHyappar¤ttmm-madedt¤ad¤n0rb•nlt¤rticmreinthBhnds¤pe

appeatstcbehistiric. Thei·et'¤e.tltisalt¤ationorstrticnitehasaposi¤ve

influence on visual quality.

b.Them0¤vistnHyappamntman·madcalI¤1dm¤rbud!S¤'uc¤tminüzühnd:2pe

does not appw tn

beRule6
—«

The exterrt to which the "most visual.Iy app¤rutt' man·made altuation tx mtaetnre intluuics

visualqualirydepettds¤nhowvisuaHydominateitisreIa¤vetotlteoth¤man-madealteaatiottsor

structures whicharepresentm the landsape. 'l‘heg¤at¤thed.ih'¤ence between the apparenß

rating of die 'moa visually apparent" alleration or s¤·uc¤n'e and the collective apparuimess rating

cfall alterations nr structures the greatlu the inlluencc cf the "most visually apparenf altcation or

structure ort visual quality,

a. 'The 'moa visially apparent" man-made alt¤·ai:i0n(s) or sn·ucture(a) is (are) visnally

evident (rated modiüed or dominant).

(1) Thecollectiveapparuimcs rating ofall altcrations ot stnxznnes is

(2) 'lhe collective appareumess rating ofall alterations ur suucnnes B

b. Colleetively the man-made alterat:ion(s) and/ca sn·uc¤ne(s) conrained in this

landscape are visually evident (rated ¤ modiücd a' dominant).

c. The 'most visually aqaarent" mau·made alt¤ation(s) ar :nur:¤rre(s) B (are) ’barely

visible]

(1) The collective apparenmcsx radng ofall altexatbns cr strucunu ia 'slightly

visible,'

(2) The collective apparuimcs rating olall altuations ur smicnnc is

'n¤tic¤ble.'

(3) The collective apparuimcs rating nfall alterations tr smicntru ia 'clnrly

vi;ible.'

(4) The collecuive apparuimcss rating ofall alterations or nrucutres is

‘modiüed."
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(S) The ccllecxive apparmmess mung ofall aluemuons or sxrucunes ls

'dnminaml

d. The 'mosx visually apparenz" man-made alt¤al:ion(s) or s¤·uc¤¤·e(s) is "nozicrablef

(1) The collecxive apparuirncss mung ofall altenalons or svucumm is

'nonceablef

(2) The collcculve apparenmess mung ofall allemcious or muculres ls 'clearly

vimble,"

(3) The oolleczive apparmnless mung ofall alzemtlons or suucmres is

(4) The collecdve apparuimess mung ol all alncalions or scrucunes is

e. The 'moa visnally appaxenf man-made al!¤·au¤n(s) or s¤uc¤¤e(s) is vimally

eviclem (mund as 'clearly visible' or 'modiüed').

(1) The colleclive appzenmess mung ofall alxemnons orsuucmres ls 'cludy

visible}

(2) The collecnve appazuimcss mung ofall alzzmions or slrucunes is

(3) The oallecrive apparuimes mxing ofall aluerauons ur svucunes is

f. The 'most visually aqmuif man-made alI.¤1lk>n(s) cr s¤uc¤m:(s) is visanlly

evidem (mted as 'durly vis‘ble' ur 'modißed').

(1) The callecuveappamimess mung ofall allerauons or smicuues B

"d¤mlnam.'

g. The 'nmsz vlsually nppuenf man-made all¤·alion(s) or ¤mc¤ne(s) is (ue) 'buely

visibl¢,' '¤¤liccable' or ‘clearly visible}

(1) The collecuve appuenmess mung ofall alvemäons cr smncunu ls ‘slig!uly

vi.nble' cr "nodunblef

(2) Thecollecnveappuruimesmungufall altsalions us|:ru¤m~¤is "clurly

visible]

(3) The collecclve appnmnmcu ming of all allesalions or smlcmms is 'modi&sd'

cr 'clominanL'

h. The 'mos visually apparenf nun-made alremuon(s) cr s¤·uc¤ne(s) is (are) 'halely

visiblef 'nodccablt cx 'cleany vlslble."

(1) The oollecuve appuenmess ming ofall aluzalckms nr svucmres is 'slighxly

visible]
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(2) The collective apparenmes rating ofall alterations or structures is

'nouceable" or 'clearly vistbIe.'

(3) The collective apparenmess rating ofall altezanons or s¤·ucnn·es is "modi§ed'

or ‘dominant."

Rule 7
·—

The most vistrally apparent ma¤·made alteiation(s)
at

struc¤ne(s) in he will have the

greatest effect on the visual quality ofthe landscape.

a. The most visually apparent alt¤ation(s) or s¤·ucnne(s) in the landscape are related

to industrial, quad-indus¤·ial or technologieal usa of the landscape.

b. The most visually apparent alt¤a¤on(s) or stzt1c¤¤e(s) in the landscape are not

related tn indusmal. qußntndustnal tx technologual uses of the landscape.

Rule E
—-

The exteat tn which man~made strucoxres and altuations collectively have a negative impact

on the vistral quality ofthe natural landscape depends on how 'visually ap¤patent' they are in the

landscape cr the extent to which the altexatintts and or st:t·ucnmes visibly alt¤* the nantral ehancter

of the landsupe. Note. this is detezminalion is based on how an average lay person would perceive

the 'namral chatact¤·' ofthe landscape ü.e. 1 professional forester might he able tn patcdvea

variety of non-nannal changes in the landsupe such as pteatzihed btnns and stand thinning which

would not be evident of a lay peason).

a The man-made altexations and/or struc¤n·es are harely visible and the natural visual

characterofthe landscape has notbeen altued.

b. The rnan—made alteratzicns and/or smicnnes are visible. but the nannal characxu of

the landscape is essentially intact.

c. The man-made alteradnns and/or strucnttu ze clearly visible, but hey sie dll

srbordimtewdienaonalduraauoftheundscape. Thenannalcharactsha

be¤talt¤ed.butthena¤n·alchar·u:t¤sdHthepte•1ominate1. Thelandscapehasa

modcalely low visual quality due to man-made altexations and structures.

ti Themmmxiealtaaxionsandlotsxrucunesueobvimumddtetunnalchaxactaof

helandscapenolonger}xetkiminues.lx>wev¤s¤meolthena¤¤alcharact¤·

remain: and is visually evidmt.

e The man-made altemdnns and/ot strttcunes are visually domimnt and llule cr none

of the nantral character remain;

Rule 9
-

'Human scale"alt¤·acious orstzucturesatethosethatarestnaüuioughthatpeoplefeel

comfortable when placed in close proximiry (next to, widtin or on) to the altuatiou ta- smicnne.

Humanscalealteranottsurstruettnualxercrchangethenannal landscapeless,andtiitts.haveale¤

negadveinfluuiceon thevisualquality. Ins¤t¤esi¤nt:bnshuman::leal:a¤·atioti¢rxstrt1en¤¤

may evut have a positive influence on visual quality.

a. The man-made altetanon(s) tx built st:ruc¤n·e(s) in this landscape are human scale.

This has a positive influence on visual quality.

b. The man—tnade alter-anon(s) arhuilt sn·uctme(s) in this landscape are not human

scale. This has a positive influence on visial quality.
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Rulel0
· Smicuirescousutictedofhauualmaterialsappearasiftheybelongorütihrsitheuauual

envimrtmuu. Thus, they appear to alter the natural Iandsape lcs and have a less negative

influenoeon visualquality. lttaddiuomthesematetialsalsuofteuappearasifitwerehandmafted

mmetthanmassyxodueed. The pexccpuouofhandcnltstttanshtphasaprmsitiveinfltteticeonvtsttal

quality, Ifthelandscapecohtains motethattoneman-made altetationorbuiltsmichiretheutlie

alterationotstrucuite whichismost visually appatentdominatesandisrespottstble forthcctfectof

man-mak alletutious ot built stzucutres on the visual quality of the landscape.

a Dtemoavisuüyapparuitmammadealtcadonorbuütartxhheinütishndscapc

appears tn be consmtcted ofnatural materials. 'l‘h¤-efote, this alteration ur

sructurehasaposiuve tntlumccotivisual quality,

b. T1temoavLsuaHyappamutman—madealt¤admotbtultsmtcmreihthL¢hitdxape

doesnotappartnbectxtsuuctedofnauualmatutals.

Rule I1
-

Iandscapes which 05¤the'potential for shelt¤' have high visual quality, panicularlyii

combinedwithpmspect. They'app¤·ar'tobeplaccsthatot1ecottldehtei·andsp¤idtttehighto<

sed protection {mm inclentent weather, tegatdl¤ of whethu the opportunity tn stzk shelt¤' really

exists. Ifthe landscape contains more than one man-made alI¤1ti0¤ vr built sh·uchtte thun the

alten1iottors¤·uctur·e whichismost visually appatetttdominatcsandisrcsptxtsible ftxthceßectof

man·made altentions 0r built struchizes on the visual quality ofthe lattdxape.

a. Themonidsnuyapparuttmanamdcaltuadouubuütxrticuueiuthishndscape

app¤axsmoH¤the‘p0t¤iual fur sheher." Theret‘0t~e,titisaltctatiouurstxticuuv:

hasaposidveinfltteneeouvisttalquality.

b. The moa visually appatextt man-made altuation orbuiltsutitmtuin this landscape

dorauotapparmoßuthepouhdal ftrdieltes.

Rule 12
-

Iattdsupes which o5e:the'opportunity forptuwecf have highvisualquality, panieulariyif

theyalsootfuthepoteatial for shelter. A]I¤$l'l0IlS(XSU'\I®LI'¢!If|0lIIlß0V¢!N@0f!XIhÜl)'

forprospectortheotgiorumity a>surveythestn10u¤diughuds2pevktially.'l'hes¤·tichu't:stx

altentzionsappearmußuuqniavantagepohiuiforzwcemuitaorcümbmwpofdie

m·uca¤e0ralt¤uuon,mgardless0fwh¤h¤the0ppommity¤tt>s0teally¤isu. lfthelmdscape

ismo¤visuuyappar¤itdomimr¤a¤dismspmm1>ufutheeHxtofmm—madeu¤1da¤u

built smtcuires on the visual quality ofthe landsape,

a. Them0avisiaDyapp¤¤ztman-madealt¤adrm¤·b¤iüt¤rtach¤eiuthishndx:pe

awea¤tnuHerthe'opptrmuitytortx¤specL' Th¤ef¤te,thisalt::—atiou¤r

smtcuaehasapoeitive intlueticeotivisualqttality.

b. Themonvismuyappamitmammadealtcaumubtultsaruaitminutishtidsupe

does not appear to 05:: the 'opportunity fur ptowaztf

Rule 13 - Thepmeuualfumhxadmtandcontemphomutahndsapehasaposidwhtütmmeoume

vtsualquaütyofdtelaudsrape, Thesearealtcaciottsunrticuuesinthelandsiapewhkzhapparm

hequiexaud/0ts¤=tiepla¢>¤,regartilcss ofwhether they actually ate. Ifthelandscapecoutains

moreutah0mma¤—madealt¤a¤o¤¤·buut¤nz¤¤etlteuuteau¤adoricrm1xuuewhk;hismosx

vtsially appatcnt domihatcsandisresportsible fortheeffect olmau-madealha·xtio¤s¤‘bttilt

smtctttresonthevisualqtmlityoftltelandscape.
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L The most visually appamit man-made alimuien or built svucuire in this landscape

appears no have 'potmual for xelaxation and conternplanoct Thuefoce. this

ILIHBDOII oc s¤·uc¤n·e has a posxdve inlluence on visual qualicy.

h. The most visually apparent man-made altcration oc built struutuxe in this landscape

does not app:-au te have "pocentlal for relaxaxion and comemplauonf
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May 19.1992

Visual Quality Component I—B: Natural Featurß

Explanatory Rules

Rule 1
—·

The practice ofnanuall’¤nu·eshasainllueri¢:eoi1vistialquality. Puapleareofveu faxinamd

otinuiguedby visually signifiantnanual fcanues. A 'vimally xigni6ca.¤t' nmualfmnue isone

lhalsetsalandsmpeapanfmmformaämilarlandstapewluchdoeshotcouiaiutlzenanualfunue.

Theptescticeofoiieormctevisiallysignihtantnanualfunueslnsapositiveiulltiuiceauthc

visual quality oflhe landscape ulm ovctides other factnts, as long as no neganve man-made

altemnons ct'thela¤dsupe¤tbuiltsuixcuursate}xe„¤e1it

a. Thaeareoneormoteuanualfeanucsptmmtinmuumdxape. Thein¤uall'¤nue(s)

pteseminthBlandscapeis(at¤):

l. Cfhenamcanddcsaipdonoflheütstmanualfeanuedhouldbepmvidedhae.)

2. (Themmeauddes¤·ipdouofthesecondnahualfea¤¤¤,ifmie¤tiSs,sho•xldhe

povidedhere.)

3, (lhcnameanddmuipdonofthethudnanualfeamt¤,ifoneexis1s,sh¤¤tldbc}x¤vidnd

here.)

b. Thcteatenonanualleauuzsptmeiitinthislandsape. Th·¤{ot¢.na¤ualf¤nueslnve¤o

effectuu visual quality. Visual qualitywi1lbede1¤·minedbyod¤¤· facuus.

Rulc2-- Thedeg¤eofh1£lumeeai¤nu1lf¤uu¤(s)haso¤visulqi¤litydepeaidsazlxvwvisiblctr

visuallyappar¤itthcfeanue(s)is(ate).'l'hegt¤|¤thevisibilitytrthemtxevisliallya(,37aa·¤1t„i11c

gt¤at¤!heia!'luenceot“thenanunlfea¤u¤(s)onvisualquaüty. llthezeatemaethanotaelanue

wimdißuentndngsmefanmufunuuwimthehigiiuxvisulapptmmasnuugdeumins

thevistalqiialityofthelaudstape.

a 11iis|audscapewu{o¤udm¤¤¤zai¤iaDo¤inaatnauu-¤lf¤¤u~e(s). Duemxhesiuar

posin0niuthe¤¤alfuuuc(s)mmelaods2pethef¤¤ueis(z:)vi¤dlydommmtaud

theview¤·‘sanenr:io¤isp¤lled¤nthefeauue.

b. Thislandscapewul'ound|ocotztaiuanI¤por\autua¤ualfm1te(s). Theuanu1l!ea¤ue(s)

is(ate) highly visiblebutdoes(do) notdomiuatethelatidscape. Theviewerteadilynodces

1hef¤¤ue(s)butitdocsnotcap¤¤~eil·ieview¤‘xaueu¤n•L

t:. This landscape was found tn contain 1 Väble iunnl ftamrt:(s). The f¤uu¤(s) is (an)

visible, butdoes(do)n•xszau¢iouL ’l‘heviewercaieasi‘lyseethema¤ualf¤¤ue(s)ifit

(they)is(ate) poinlcd. but may easily ovcrlookit(them)il'uoL

d. Thislaudscapewas fo•mdm¤mtaiuzNot liuponautiunu-ali'¤l1ue(s): Thefeanue(s)is

(nmbntelyvisible. Itisdi!Ecullfotthevicw¤·•ns|1otthenanualfeauue(s)evuiwhen

pointed. Nanual feanuc havenoeü'octoutlievisualq11ality ofthislaudsmpe Vhinl

qualitywillbedueruiiuedbyoihcfaczots.

Rule3—— Whenmmemenonemauualfeanuehasthesamehighcstvianlappamnmessnnugmuimce

is an addinonal ot cumulanve iutluenee on visual quality. lftwo manual funuu have the same

highestapparuimes rating the visual quality will be yeaiuthauifjust one fanuehan the same
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racing.grealcrdxanifjustouecrtwofcameshadthesauxemling.

a Thislandszapewasfoundtohaveouxenunmlfcanuewidntbchighcsavislulappareames

mung.

b.11lishndscapcwufoundmhzvc¤vo¤annlfa¤¤es¤dmu¤sanxehlghestviszul

apparenmcssradng.

c. Thxslandsapewasfoundtohavethreeuamnlfauueswnththesatnchigtlcstvuual

appareumcsranxxg.

Ru1e4— Thedcgreeofinflucncetfuxnamxa1!an¤e(s)whicha:evisua1lydo•¤inanLvis\1a11yi¤rp<xI:nt

orvislble havcouvusual qualitydcpendsonhow im.¤mingor£a.scixutingtIlefa¤¤e(s)is(are).

’l'h¢g1at¤'rhein¤¤estorthem¤re fascinadng,d1cya1¤·zhein(l¤1¤1ce 0t'theua¤xnlfcamre(s)on

visualqualiry.

a. Thisla¤d.sapewa:found|¤have¤an¤·alfa¤¤esofHigbIn•¢resL Peoplewouldbegm

fascinalndbyxhisfameandwouldbc@im¤eswdincxpk>n¤guse(a¤¤ef¤1nh¤¤'

ü¤di¤goutmomaboutiL

b. Tbislxndscap¢wa¤f0undtohavc¤a!m*a1famres¤fMod¤1uIy/lli;h hure:. People

wouldfmdd¤isfa¤uemherim¤eszinga¤dv<xüdbcin•er¤v.¤ii11cxpluingthefaaue

fm1.h¤<x§nd.ing out more about me falme.

c. Thi.slmds¤pewufoundt¤have¤a¤¤alfan¤es0fMod¢rnt.e!nteresL Moapeople

cxpluinguüuding out moreaboutrhc fame.

i ThisIa¤d:capewuf0u¤dl¤havenam1lfam¤o{ln•ht¤·¤. Mostpeoplcwouldünd

mlsfeamenotmbculmuchlmcesumivmudmxbeiunumediuexphdngrhcfanne

funh¤orü¤di¤gou&addidona1itlfo¤1¤1du1ab:xxtdhefame„
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May20,l99’Z

Visual Quality Component H: Spatial Organiution

ExplanatoryRul¤

Rule1~- Visibilityisonefacxuimpamnxwdusense ofmysxayinalandscape. Mysxuyhasposizive

eflecton visual quality, Mysu:ryis"1he pmmue ofaddiuonal int°oi·ma¤0nifot1ecoiild;¤oc¤ed

funhcrimotl1clandscape.'

a. Thislandscapcwasjudgodmbevuihle. Liuleorxioneofrhelandslmpeis

ohscurcd. Onecanmsilyobscrvemoszofmehndxape. Sincerlzeeatire

landscapcisvisible,rl¤e:eis1i¤le potential for additional infuinaddnandmysruy

islow. 'l11¤efm:.mysrerydocsno!enhanoezhevis•ialquaütyo£zhislands¢¤pe.

b.Thislandscapewasjudgcdt¤b<par1ia1lyobs«¤xt¤d. Thelxidxapcispurtially

obsauedbynesmd/uuopogxaphy. Aponiouofrhe Iandxapeishiddmhy

inuveningobslaclme 'The smse ofmysury wouldhehighsincepanofzhe

lmdscapcisobscincdjutgümpsesofihehndsczpeheyondaresuüavaüable.

'1'h¤ef¤t¤.mysterydocs¤1hancczhevis•ialquality ofzhislandsupe.

c. Thislandscapc wasjudgedwbecomplexdy obscured. Thevicwofrhelandscapc

iseuurelycxalmostemitely obscumd bynuäand/onnpogapliy. Onlyzhe

immodianefoicgz·¤undisvisible„ 'The iestishiddcu by inrsvening obaaclu. Ifrhe

landscapeisobscwuduhaeisüulehintofpomndalinfumanmdinunhndsiape

may contain and mysrsy would abo below. Thuefore, myslazy docenhanoe the

visualqualityofxhislandsapc.

Rule2— Pounduacccmbiütyisonefacmriniptxunnmzhesuucofmynuyinahndsmpe. Mysuy

isrheptmniseofaddidmuinfummonifmmcoiddptncecdümhcinwvhehndseape. Mysrsyis

an imponannxpecxof die visual quality ofzhe landscape.

a. Thislandscapcwasjudg¤dInoß“¤ctxnpleteacccs: Oneconldwalkxeladvely

unimpcdcdov¤rhe¤1:irelands2peAcc¤1cv¤¤he¤id1elmdsz2pem¤i1szh¤e

isüukoppominityfcüiehndsmpemoüuaddidmulinfumanonthatismx

ilxeadyappuem. Thusmysncyislowmduhucisuoalfcaouvisenlquaüxy.

b, Thislandsupewasjiaigcdiooffaacccszhmughanduoimdobsxaclcsinzhe

landscape, Whileonecrmoteobszaclncxisnitappmxsasilmieummermiies

axeavailableinanlywalkzhmughuielandscape. Easilypassablctwusrhxmxgh

zhchndscapemdamundohsmxumuinccascsdwpouzdalnxqiimaddinoual

inf<rrnadon,andrlxl|s.myxI¤*yisa|sohehigIa Th¤veft¤e,iheel¤neutofmyst¤'y

cause: xhm landscape no have high vuual quality.

c. Thislandsrapewasjudgedmoüuaccmsxxnewhalimpeiledvhroiighzhc

landscape. Whi1eu•ae•ppeamd•ob¤one0rm¤ier1xi1eszhroughiheland¤ca.pe„

mewouldhavemscpandlorcümhovugnundlevelobstzzlcssiuzhaslalknbgs

andvegezalion. Ifuhueappaxsmbepassablemiizeszhimighandrmmdihe

landscape, butconnduable effon wouldbercquiredinuegodaxiug olmackszhcn

uzepouzuial for obiaining additional infotmalion wouldbemducatthus mducing
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the sense of mystery, Thaefoxe. mystery does enhance the visual quality ofthis

lanixape.

d. 'Fhislandscapewasjudgedmoffuimpaiedaoceß. Theredoesmtatqaarmbe

a¤ymutesfcrp·ocecdingftmb¤mwthishmL«:ape¤rp0t¤itialmutesapp¤rm

beblocked byasiuble obstacles xuchasasolidniasof veguadouorsuum.

Sinoeacemuiuodiehndscapeawutsmumexistorbeblockedthcptxenualfu

obuuning additional infom1atioui1low,thiusthesetuseofmyst¤·y wouldalsuhe

low.

Rule}
-

Opmspncesaueplacsinthelandscapewhichuemtülled withueestrtoyaoguaphin

fcamtes. they maybeoompletely open.p•mally enclosedoi‘completelye11closedhy vegevatiouuid

land forms. The prscnce ofenclosedandwell defined openspacesinthelandacapehaaaposiuive

inlluetucconvussualqtuality.

a. Thislaiidscapewasjudgedwbecotnpletdymmosdyopnnx Thelaudscapeßovpuz

with fewotnovegeudvemlauxdfum fanues surmutidiuguidculiuigaspace

Thenefoueghelack ofspatialcnclnsuue would haveanegaiive influueaceonvisul

quality.

b. Thishxtdvzpcwujudgalmhavemopuispucsz Thclandscapeisbcmgviewed

üomwithinastandofvegetauouandappeatstobccmudnlxßtlxlazkingopeuiugsiu

thevegetarion. Thceforenlielackofsquadaleziclosute would haveaueganve

inüiuenceonvisualquality.

c. Thislandscapewujtudgedwbepatdaüyotaclosett Thelandscapeooutainsspace

l$XiSCIl\lIlD0db')'VCgENÜV¢Ofilt$hHBS®O\2¤'lWOSl(k$,WhÄ]£

muniniugopuiourheothasidesmrspaeedunismaehausunoundnibyhokm

awidelyspnoedvegetadvecrmvpogiaphicfeanues. Th¤t:fue.:t¤tial¤iclt¤a¤e

wouldhaveesliglttptxsitive iuufluencemvisual quality.

d. Thislandscapewasjudgedmbemosdyuwlosaluuuclnseda Thislandupe

coitmiusspacethuiscmuinedbyvegeudvecxtopogtaphicfuzutesuiuhaxaü

buxoueside;orsp•ceütatismue|esssunmmdedbyclosdyq¤t:edvegetadve¤

f¢3III!!$,b\IIlI'll)'b¢\IÜ¤ll¤If€WPlI3¤.,I‘EE£(lI,$$2Ä

eaclosuuewouldhaveapositiveinfluuuiceouvixualqiuality.

Rule4
-

Spa¤eswithwellde5nod¤dguatemc¤eimagc$le<xmc¤i¤ta1ble. hmgubilityhasa

positive influeiiceonvisiulqualiuy,

a. Thislandsuapewgjudgodtnhaveqxeawimweüdeänededgcs. haefzae,

thesespaccswillhaveaposiiiveini1uie11ceouvi.tualqiiality.

b. Tl1islandscapewujudgu1u0ttnhavewelldel'inedspu.‘„es. 'l‘h¤efore.th¤eq¤ccs

wiühavealesposidveinüumceuuvisulqmütythmaspaoeswiihwdldeäned

edge;

Ruule5
—

l;ndsap¤whichcomaincomf¤nableq>a¤¤sf¤rp¤oplc.urpl¤¤nuplaces forpeoplembe

in. have higher visual quality. People feelcomlonableialandscapcsthathavethefollawing

anributcs: (I) app¤tmoB'¤r oppumniues ftrprowt md/cr mfuge,¤r(2) otmtainquaoeswhkh

uuehumanscaleandpmvideplacesfouueüoctinia Landscapswhichcoutainmueofdics

ambuuea have higher vistml quality.
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1. Thislands¤pew1suozfou¤dmcontains;7ac=swixham·11>ui:srhalcausenhemmhe

comllxiablesgmcesorplzaasanr places for people,

h. Tluslandscapewasfoemdwconuinspacesviuiamibuiesthaicauscdxemtobc

comfonablesincesorpleasaritplacu for people.

(1) Thelaudscapecomains humanscalespces. 'Huma¤scale'spaces¤elhose

dlanresmallenough zhaxpeople feel comfortableorseciue when localedin

lhespace. Thus, they have the poteutialminccasevisual quality. panicularly

ifdzeyalsooüuproqaecxcrmfxige Aspaulhesizzofanavuagecampsite

ishuman scale. Afoocball Eeldormou clear-cuuarenoehumau scale. Thus.

thereisaposuive influence on ih: visual quality ofmislandsmpe.

(2) Thislandxapewasjudgedmluvespaccswhich ctfu ‘povend1l' for refuge.

Landscapa which offer me "po•e¤¤al' for refugc 'appeaf ro have places um

onecouldsafely 1or2|e(hideordef¤1do¤e'ssclO. Thishasapcsiiive

influuzceouvisiialquality. Notmthulhisisregardlcsofwheahurheueedrx

opporuiuitywseekrefixge rully exisvs. For examplcarockyhillsidcmay

appeariobeaplacewhaeooewouldh"kelyündrefiigein1srnal1cave,xhiis

incxeasingvisual quality. lnaczualityitmayulxpuvidereiixgebszaixseuo

caveexiszs. Thus.th¤eisaposiiiveinHuexiceontheviszialqualityof¤hß

landsape.

(3) 'l11islandxapcwasjudgedtooff¤·¤pptx¤i¤idesf:xpr¤specL lzudaupes,

whichappurmofferoppaniuides forpmsp¤¢!.appea1·mhaveopporuiniiies

z¤suxveylhesimoundingla¤dscap¢visinHy.Thes}:ccsind1elnids¤2pe

appeartobcaplacewhezeouecouldpoddouondsselfiuuielaiidscapesa

¤haionew¤uldbeablemseemy1ppr¤•chingda¤g¤,reg¤dl»es¤ofwhexh¤

xheog>¤rm¤ityposi¤ouone'sself¤rpo•eudalda¤gerreallyexis1.

Oppamaidesfcxixuspectinvhehndscapehawaposidveinßiimumvimü

quality. Thseforgthueisaposiiiveiuüuuacecaittaevisixalqualityolthis

landscape

(4) This laudsape was judged tn oE¤qyommitks {tr aolimde md reüecticu.

Thepot¤uialft1s0ümdea¤dre!lu:donhasaposiAiveiuHi¤¤1ceouvBiial

quality. Oppamnitiesforsoüuideandmllecüouincusethepmmdalfa

relax1xi¤nmde¤m¤npIa¤miuihehndscape,regnrii1•«•¤fwhezh¤·¤he

opporumityfcxrelaxadonandcmtunpladm acmallyaim. F<x·examp|c.a

spaceadjaceutioamummayappurwbeauanqiiilandpueefiilplace,

1hi¤.thevisiulquaüryofdmehndscapewmddhe¤il¤nc¤d,regazdl¤¤aofu:e

factihaiinaaualiryhighwaywisemayitaueyzheuanquillityaizd

pacefulnmof!hespz:e.Oppm·¤midcs!¤*soü¤xlca¤dret]1xtica1invhc

landsapehnveaposidve influaicecuvisual qinliry. 'lh¤ef¤ie,th¤eisa

posiuveintlueaceoulhevisualqixalityoflhislandsaape.
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M„¤yw.l992

Visual Quality Component II]: Visual Compodtion

Explanatnrylliiles

Rule 1. Nannally occuruing visual pnnezns inaase the visual qual.ity of the landscape, paniculauly if

theyauevisuallystrikingorcyecalching. Avisualpaunruscxeatcdwtienvisualelenauiuüincs.

foumscobßandwxnnesuntvpeatedmthehndscagaemasuixunedumgiulzmmna.These

visual elemciu result üom die occuneoce and/ur uepetiiion ofcomniou landscape feaniues, such au

zmcmmksandgeologicfexmazuaus

a. Thislauud.¤apewufouxidu¤have me following visual patuzruiz

h.Thislandscapewßfoundt¤havenocvidentvisualpa¤:rns,Sn·kingvis¤l

pnnunshaveonlnfluenceonthevisulqiialityofuhlshndncape.

Rulez Theexrzntvowhichalandscapecaixaimsoihingvisualpanunhasadnccuinßiucaceondie

visualquality ofuhe landscape. Apnxuaiiwhich immediately catchs and holds uheanention ofuhe

vicwerisverysniking,Themaeswüingapancnisthehighcuütcvisialquaüuy.

Lhtepnucnobsuvedhauhislandscapevufoundmbevisuüysuikingand

immediatelycaLchcsandholdsthea¤mxio¤uof!heview¤,T‘hevis¤lpan¤·n

d<xniumesthcvisulcunposdon.Thep¤¤¤ncauis¤xhelaidscapemhavehigh

visualquality.

b. Thepananohsavcdinuhislandsapevufwndmbemodcaulyvsxnlly

sn·1king.Itisappuumbutdoesmxd¢mimtethevixiul¤imposnon.1hevüi¤l

pn¤¤·namacrsuheview¤*sm¤idm,b1uvhecomp•xidonis¤¤mplex¤iougiuthat

uheviewdsmmdmiunadaaimtedbynhevismpnoun Thevisulpanu-¤h¤

aslißupositive inilueoceoovisualqiulizy.

c.Thep•¤¤¤obs¤vedunhishndsq>ev¤f¤md¤otmbes¤iklngueyeutching.

'I‘heview¤’sa¤¤inonwoixld¤txheat¤1ct¤d|¤thepn¤¤n.¤ditlusnoeB’ecxon

visualquality.

Rule}. Visudcwuplexiqßditccüymhmdmvkulmuditymnmnalhuxtwapcsihemaevümüy

complex the landszpe the guwuenhe visul quality.

a. Thislmdsupewasjudgedahavingnhighdeyeeofvisunloamplexiuy.Thceis

largenumhaofdiffuuuvisinldemunsinlhelandscapemhighdegueeof

vnuiationin!beline4,fums,c¤|asandtex¤¤cswhichcom;¤·isell1evis¤l

landscape. Thelandscapeisv¤·yinn·ü·ateorvisiallyrich.

b, TTxishnds¤pewujudgeduhavingmod¤atdyhiyivi¤ulcmnpl¤ity.Th¤eis

amodeuauelylaugenumbexofdifluuiuvisulelemuuuinthelandscapeou

modemely high degzueol’va·iauimui¤uhelines,fomis,¤¤ltxsaxidnexnn¤which
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Thelandsnpchasamodcnudcyuof

inuimuncssorvisuurichiicsx

c. Thishnds;|pewasjudg¤hshavingmod¤z1zvis•xa.Ioomplcxiry. Thaeisn

modmue number ofdiffueut visual clcmuusin mc landscap¢.cramod¤·uc

dcgmcofvarindouindaeliiieg fcn¤s,oolusand|cxuu:s which mmpnseihe

vimalhudsupe Thelandscapebasamoduaucdcgiecofinuicaxsucssavisual

richnsx

d. 'lhislmdscapewasjudgedßhvhg modcuclyluwvisnloonuplcxiry Thczcisn

moduuely low numbcrofdiücrcm visual d:.mcnrsint.hclands2pe,¢x

moduudylcwdcgmc ofvariu:ioi¤in¤h¢li1ics,forms„ cokxsmdwumes which

Thchndscapehasamoduaxclylowdeyueuf

imziumacssurvisiulrichnesx

z. Thishndscapcwnsjudgodashaviuglowvisulcmuplexiry. Thucisnlowuumbu

oldiß‘¤¤zxvisiuldem¤nsi¤zhehnd.¤ipcaal0wdegr¤¤ofv¤mda1iu¤h¢

üncgfumsaiasaudvcxuumwhichowipiixuuvisullmdnupe ‘The

Imkupclnsnlowdcgucufinuicaiuacssuvisualrichmxx

Ru1e4, Vividnmisdirucdyrelamdmvisualqiiaüryofxhcuauuallaxudscapee. Tncmuevivida

L Thislmdsupcvnsjindgudmbchiglxlyvivid. Thcindividulhndszpefunnes

mdlupmunswivhinmhehndsupeuevuyvinuilydisdmxandreadüyvisbk.

Thish.ndsc:pcisv¤ydisd.¤cdvemdmc:nu1ble.

b. Thisluidscapewns judgedwhnvc moduudy high vividnm. Theiudividual

l.¤ds:pef¤¤¤¤su¤d/u·;n¤¤nswi:hi¤vJ1ehndscap¢h1v¢amod¤1ulyhig;h

d¤gu¤lvisuldisd¤cdveucsmdvi§büity.Thishndsupcismod¤1uIyhighin

Ismsofdiszincüveucssuadmdnanbüiq.

c.

Thishndsczpcwujudgudwhavemoduucvividxicss.fcaucsmdierpanunswidiinihchndscapelnvcamoduaudcgrecofvisinl

Thislmdscqzcismodanuinrumsof

diszincdveaicsnridmcmcaabiliry.

i Thislmd:upcwnsjudg¤dw|uvc¤1od¤1¤elylowvividx•cs.lmdxapcfcahuesandlupmunswizhinuhchndscapchavenmodunulylow

dcgruofvinnldiszincdvuxxandvisibüiry. Thislandscapeismoduuely bwin

umsofdisxincdvuacsuzdmanaahiüry.

c. Thkhndscspzwasjudgedmhavclowvividnm. 'lheiudividmlhmdsapc

'fhislmdscapcislowinzumsofdisdncdvencssnnd

meaxubiiizy.
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